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Preface

Welcome to the 2nd Workshop on Natural Language Processing Techniques for Educational Applications
(NLP-TEA-2), with a Shared Task on Chinese Grammatical Error Diagnosis (CGED).

The development of Natural Language Processing (NLP) has advanced to a level that affects the research
landscape of many academic domains and has practical applications in many industrial sectors. On the
other hand, educational environment has also been improved to impact the world society, such as the
emergence of MOOCs (Massive Open Online Courses). With these trends, this workshop focuses on the
NLP techniques applied to the educational environment. Research issues in this direction have gained
more and more attention, examples including the activities like the workshops on Innovative Use of NLP
for Building Educational Applications since 2005 and educational data mining conferences since 2008.

This is the second workshop held in the Asian area, with the first one NLP-TEA-1 being held in
conjunction with the 22nd International Conference in Computer Education (ICCE 2014) from Nov. 30
to Dec. 4, 2014 in Japan. This year, we continue to promote this research line by holding the workshop
in conjunction with the 2015 ACL-IJCNLP conference and also holding the second shared task on
Chinese Grammatical Error Diagnosis. During this short period between the first and second workshop,
we still receive 14 valid submissions for regular session, each of which was reviewed by three experts,
and have 9 teams participating in the shared task, with 6 of them submitting their testing results. In total,
there are 6 oral papers and 12 posters accepted. We also organize a keynote speech session from the
industrial sector in this workshop.

Overall, we would like to promote this line of research and benefit the participants of the workshop and
the shared task.

Workshop Chairs
Hsin-Hsi Chen, National Taiwan University
Yuen-Hsien Tseng, National Taiwan Normal University
Yuji Matsumoto, Nara Institute of Science and Technology
Lung Hsiang Wong, Nanyang Technological University
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Abstract 

This paper introduces the NLP-TEA 
2015 shared task for Chinese grammati-
cal error diagnosis. We describe the task, 
data preparation, performance metrics, 
and evaluation results. The hope is that 
such an evaluation campaign may pro-
duce more advanced Chinese grammati-
cal error diagnosis techniques. All data 
sets with gold standards and evaluation 
tools are publicly available for research 
purposes. 

1 Introduction 

Human language technologies for English 
grammatical error correction have attracted more 
attention in recent years (Ng et al., 2013; 2014). 
In contrast to the plethora of research related to 
develop NLP tools for learners of English as a 
foreign language, relatively few studies have fo-
cused on detecting and correcting grammatical 
errors for use by learners of Chinese as a foreign 
language (CFL). A classifier has been designed 
to detect word-ordering errors in Chinese sen-
tences (Yu and Chen, 2012). A ranking SVM-
based model has been further explored to suggest 
corrections for word-ordering errors (Cheng et 
al., 2014). Relative positioning and parse tem-
plate language models have been proposed to 
detect Chinese grammatical errors written by US 
learners (Wu et al., 2010). A penalized probabil-
istic first-order inductive learning algorithm has 
been presented for Chinese grammatical error 
diagnosis (Chang et al. 2012). A set of linguistic 
rules with syntactic information was manually 
crafted to detect CFL grammatical errors (Lee et 
al., 2013). A sentence judgment system has been 

further developed to integrate both rule-based 
linguistic analysis and n-gram statistical learning 
for grammatical error detection (Lee et al., 2014).  

The ICCE-2014 workshop on Natural Lan-
guage Processing Techniques for Educational 
Applications (NLP-TEA) organized a shared task 
on CFL grammatical error diagnosis (Yu et al., 
2014). Due to the greater challenge in identifying 
grammatical errors in CFL leaners’ written sen-
tences, the NLP-TEA 2015 shared task features a 
Chinese Grammatical Error Diagnosis (CGED) 
task, providing an evaluation platform for the 
development and implementation of NLP tools 
for computer-assisted Chinese learning. The de-
veloped system should identify whether a given 
sentence contains grammatical errors, identify 
the error types, and indicate the range of occur-
red errors.  

This paper gives an overview of this shared 
task. The rest of this article is organized as fol-
lows. Section 2 provides the details of the de-
signed task. Section 3 introduces the developed 
data sets. Section 4 proposes evaluation metrics. 
Section 5 presents the results of participant ap-
proaches for performance comparison. Section 6 
summarizes the findings and offers futures re-
search directions. 

2 Task Description 

The goal of this shared task is to develop NLP 
tools for identifying the grammatical errors in 
sentences written by the CFL learners. Four 
PADS error types are included in the target mod-
ification taxonomy, that is, mis-ordering (Permu-
tation), redundancy (Addition), omission (Dele-
tion), and mis-selection (Substitution). For the 
sake of simplicity, the input sentence is selected 
to contain one defined error types. The devel-
oped tool is expected to identify the error types 
and its position at which it occurs in the sentence. 
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The input instance is given a unique sentence 
number sid. If the inputs contain no grammatical 
errors, the tool should return “sid, correct”. If an 
input sentence contains a grammatical error, the 
output format should be a quadruple of “sid, 
start_off, end_off, error_type”, where “start_off” 
and “end_off” respectively denote the characters 
at which the grammatical error starts and ends, 
where each character or punctuation mark occu-
pies 1 space for counting positions. “Error_type” 
represents one defined error type in terms of 
“Redundant,” “Missing,” “Selection,” and “Dis-
order”. Examples are shown as follows. 

 
• Example 1 
Input: (sid=B2-0080) 他是我的以前的室友 
Output: B2-0080, 4, 4, Redundant 
 
• Example 2 
Input: (sid=A2-0017) 那電影是機器人的故事 
Output: A2-0017, 2, 2, Missing 
 
• Example 3 
Input: (sid=A2-0017) 那部電影是機器人的故事

Output: A2-0017, correct 
 
• Example 4 
Input: (sid=B1-1193) 吳先生是修理腳踏車的拿手 

Output: B1-1193, 11, 12, Selection 
 

• Example 5 
Input: (sid=B2-2292) 所 以 我 不 會 讓 失 望 她

Output: B2-2292, 7, 9, Disorder 
 
The character “的” is a redundant character in 

Ex. 1. There is a missing character between “那” 
and “電影” in Ex. 2, and a missed character “部” 
is shown in the correct sentence in Ex. 3. In Ex. 4, 
“拿手” is a wrong word. One of correct words 
may be “好手”.  “失望她” is a word ordering 
error in Ex. 5. The correct order should be “她失

望”. 

3 Data Preparation  

The learner corpus used in our task was collected 
from the essay section of the computer-based 
Test of Chinese as a Foreign Language (TOCFL), 
administered in Taiwan. Native Chinese speakers 
were trained to manually annotate grammatical 
errors and provide corrections corresponding to 
each error. The essays were then split into three 
sets as follows. 

 (1) Training Set: This set included 2,205 se-
lected sentences with annotated grammatical er-
rors and their corresponding corrections. Each 
sentence is represented in SGML format as 
shown in Fig. 1. Error types were categorized as 
redundant (430 instances), missing (620), selec-
tion (849), and disorder (306). All sentences in 
this set were collected to use for training the 
grammatical diagnostic tools. 

 
<DOC> 
<SENTENCE id="B1-1120"> 
我的中文進步了非常快 
</SENTENCE> 
<MISTAKE start_off="7" end_off="7"> 
<TYPE> 
Selection 
</TYPE> 
<CORRECTION> 
我的中文進步得非常快 
</CORRECTION>  
</MISTAKE> 
</DOC> 

Figure 1. An sentence denoted in SGML format 

(2) Dryrun Set: A total of 55 sentences were 
distributed to participants to allow them famil-
iarize themselves with the final testing process. 
Each participant was allowed to submit several 
runs generated using different models with dif-
ferent parameter settings of their developed 
tools. In addition, to ensure the submitted results 
could be correctly evaluated, participants were 
allowed to fine-tune their developed models in 
the dryrun phase. The purpose of dryrun is to 
validate the submitted output format only, and 
no dryrun outcomes were considered in the offi-
cial evaluation 

(3) Test Set: This set consists of 1,000 testing 
sentences. Half of these sentences contained no 
grammatical errors, while the other half included 
a single defined grammatical error: redundant 
(132 instances), missing (126), selection (110), 
and disorder (132). The evaluation was con-
ducted as an open test. In addition to the data sets 
provided, registered research teams were allowed 
to employ any linguistic and computational re-
sources to identify the grammatical errors. 

4 Performance Metrics 

Table 1 shows the confusion matrix used for per-
formance evaluation. In the matrix, TP (True 
Positive) is the number of sentences with gram-
matical errors that are correctly identified by the 
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developed tool; FP (False Positive) is the number 
of sentences in which non-existent grammatical 
errors are identified; TN (True Negative) is the 
number of sentences without grammatical errors 
that are correctly identified as such; FN (False 
Negative) is the number of sentences with 
grammatical errors for which no errors are iden-
tified. 

The criteria for judging correctness are deter-
mined at three levels as follows.  

(1) Detection level: binary classification of a 
given sentence, that is, correct or incorrect 
should be completely identical with the gold 
standard. All error types will be regarded as in-
correct. 

(2) Identification level: this level could be 
considered as a multi-class categorization prob-
lem. All error types should be clearly identified. 
A correct case should be completely identical 
with the gold standard of the given error type. 

(3) Position level: in addition to identifying 
the error types, this level also judges the oc-
curred range of grammatical error. That is to say, 
the system results should be perfectly identical 
with the quadruples of gold standard.  

The following metrics are measured at all lev-
els with the help of the confusion matrix. 

• False Positive Rate (FPR) = FP /  (FP+TN) 

• Accuracy = (TP+TN) / (TP+FP+TN+FN) 

• Precision  = TP / (TP+FP) 

• Recall = TP / (TP+FN) 

• F1= 2 *Precision*Recall/(Precision+Recall) 

Confusion 
 Matrix 

System Result 

Positive 
(Erroneous) 

Negative 
(Correct) 

Gold 
Standard 

Positive TP FN 
Negative FP TN 

Table 1. Confusion matrix for evaluation.   

For example, given 8 testing inputs with gold 
standards shown as “B1-1138, 7, 10, Disorder”, 
“A2-0087, 12, 13, Missing”, “A2-0904, correct”, 
“B1-0990, correct”, “A2-0789, 2, 3, Selection”, 
“B1-0295, correct”, “B2-0591, 3, 3, Redundant” 
and “A2-0920, correct”, the system may output 
the result shown as “B1-1138, 7, 8, Disorder”, 
“A2-0087, 12, 13, Missing”, “A2-0904, 5, 6, 
Missing”, “B1-0990, correct”, “A2-0789, 2, 5, 
Disorder”, “B1-0295, correct”, “B2-0591, 3, 3, 
Redundant” and “A2-0920, 4, 5, Selection”.  The 

evaluation tool will yield the following perfor-
mance. 

• False Positive Rate (FPR) = 0.5 (=2/4) 
Notes: {“A2-0904, 5, 6, Missing”, “A2-
0920, 4, 5, Selection”} /{“A2-0904, cor-
rect”, “B1-0090, correct”, “B1-0295, cor-
rect”, “A2-0920, correct”} 

• Detection-level 

• Accuracy =0.75 (=6/8)  

Notes: {“B1-1138, Disorder”, “A2-0087, 
Missing”, “B1-0990, correct”, “A2-0789, 
Disorder”, “B1-0295, correct”, “B2-0591, 
Redundant”} / {“B1-1138, Disorder”, 
“A2-0087, Missing”, “A2-0904, Missing”, 
“B1-0990, correct”, “A2-0789, Disorder”, 
“B1-0295, correct”, “B2-0591, Redundant”, 
“A2-0920, Selection”.} 

• Precision = 0.67 (=4/6) 

Notes: {“B1-1138, Disorder”, “A2-0087, 
Missing”, “A2-0789, Disorder”, “B2-0591, 
Redundant”} / {“B1-1138, Disorder”, “A2-
0087, Missing”, “A2-0904, Missing”, “A2-
0789, Disorder”, “B2-0591, Redundant”, 
“A2-0920, Selection”.} 

• Recall = 1 (=4/4).  

Notes: {“B1-1138, Disorder”, “A2-0087, 
Missing”, “A2-0789, Disorder”, “B2-0591, 
Redundant”} / {“B1-1138, Disorder”, “A2-
0087, Missing”, “A2-0789, Selection”, 
“B2-0591, Redundant”} 

• F1=0.8  (=2*0.67*1/(0.67+1)) 

• Identification-level 

• Accuracy =0.625 (=5/8)  

Notes: {“B1-1138, Disorder”, “A2-0087, 
Missing”, “B1-0990, correct”, “B1-0295, 
correct”, “B2-0591, Redundant”} / {“B1-
1138, Disorder”, “A2-0087, Missing”, 
“A2-0904, Missing”, “B1-0990, correct”, 
“A2-0789, Disorder”, “B1-0295, correct”, 
“B2-0591, Redundant”, “A2-0920, Selec-
tion”} 

• Precision = 0.5 (=3/6) 

Notes: {“B1-1138, Disorder”, “A2-0087, 
Missing”, “B2-0591, Redundant”} / {“B1-
1138, Disorder”, “A2-0087, Missing”, 
“A2-0904, Missing”, “A2-0789, Disorder”, 
“B2-0591, Redundant”, “A2-0920, Selec-
tion”.} 
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• Recall = 0.75 (=3/4)  

Notes: {“B1-1138, Disorder”, “A2-0087, 
Missing”, “B2-0591, Redundant”} / {“B1-
1138, Disorder”, “A2-0087, Missing”, 
“A2-0789, Selection”, “B2-0591, Redun-
dant”} 

• F1=0.6 (=2*0.5*0.75/(0.5+0.75)) 

• Position-level 

• Accuracy =0.5 (=4/8)  

Notes: {“A2-0087, 12, 13, Missing”, “B1-
0990, correct”, “B1-0295, correct”, “B2-
0591, 3, 3, Redundant”} / {“B1-1138, 7, 8, 
Disorder”, “A2-0087, 12, 13, Missing”, 
“A2-0904, 5, 6, Missing”, “B1-0990, cor-
rect”, “A2-0789, 2, 5, Disorder”, “B1-0295, 
correct”, “B2-0591, 3, 3, Redundant”, 
“A2-0920, 4, 5, Selection”} 

• Precision = 0.33 (=2/6) 

Notes: {“A2-0087, 12, 13, Missing”, “B2-
0591, 3, 3, Redundant”} / {“B1-1138, 7, 8, 
Disorder”, “A2-0087, 12, 13, Missing”, 
“A2-0904, 5, 6, Missing”, “A2-0789, 2, 5, 
Disorder”, “B2-0591, 3, 3, Redundant”, 
“A2-0920, 4, 5, Selection”} 

• Recall = 0.5 (=2/4)  

Notes: {“A2-0087, 12, 13, Missing”, “B2-
0591, 3, 3, Redundant”} / {“B1-1138, 7, 
10, Disorder”, “A2-0087, 12, 13, Missing”, 
“A2-0789, 2, 3, Selection”, “B2-0591, 3, 3, 
Redundant”} 

• F1=0.4 (=2*0.33*0.5/(0.33+0.5)) 

5 Evaluation Results 

Table 2 summarizes the submission statistics for 
the participating teams. Of 13 registered teams, 6 
teams submitted their testing results. In formal 
testing phase, each participant was allowed to 
submit at most three runs using different models 
or parameter settings. In total, we had received 
18 runs. 

Table 3 shows the task testing results. The 
CYUT team achieved the lowest false positive 
rate of 0.082. Detection-level evaluations are 
designed to detect whether a sentence contains 
grammatical errors or not. A neutral baseline can 
be easily achieved by always reporting all testing 
errors are correct without errors. According to 
the test data distribution, the baseline system can 
achieve an accuracy level of 0.5. All systems 
achieved results slightly better than the baseline. 
The system result submitted by NCYU achieved 
the best detection accuracy of 0.607. We used the 
F1 score to reflect the tradeoff between precision 
and recall. In the testing results, NTOU provided 
the best error detection results, providing a high 
F1 score of 0.6754. For correction-level evalua-
tions, the systems need to identify the error types 
in the given sentences. The system developed by 
NCYU provided the highest F1 score of 0.3584 
for grammatical error identification. For posi-
tion-level evaluations, CYUT achieved the best 
F1 score of 0.1742. Note that it is difficult to per-
fectly identify the error positions, partly because 
no word delimiters exist among Chinese words. 

 
Participant (Ordered by abbreviations of names) #Runs 

Adam Mickiewicz University on Poznan (AMU) 0 
University of Cambridge (CAM) 0 

Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) 0 
Confucius Institute of Rutgers University (CIRU) 0 

Chaoyang University of Technology (CYUT) 3 
Harbin Institute of Technology Shenzhen Graduate School (HITSZ) 3 

Lingage Inc. (Lingage) 0 
National Chiayi University (NCYU) 3 

National Taiwan Ocean University (NTOU) 3 
National Taiwan University (NTU) 0 

South China Agriculture University (SCAU) 3 
Tokyo Metropolitan University (TMU) 3 

University of Leeds (UL) 0 
Total 18 

Table 2. Submission statistics for all participants   
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ission 

0.35 

0.134 

0.478 

0.266 

0.636 

0.62 

0.948 

0.914 

1 

0.374 

0.396 

0.48 

0.884 

0.938 

0.956 

0.132 

0.082 

0.096 

False  
Positive 

R
ate 

0.546 

0.524 

0.516 

0.503 

0.503 

0.505 

0.519 

0.531 

0.5 

0.607 

0.567 

0.53 

0.51 

0.505 

0.509 

0.579 

0.579 

0.584 

A
cc. 

D
etection L

evel 

0.5581 

0.5759 

0.5162 

0.5056 

0.5023 

0.504 

0.5098 

0.5164 

0.5 

0.6112 

0.5724 

0.5294 

0.5056 

0.5027 

0.5047 

0.6872 

0.7453 

0.7333 

Pre. 

0.442 

0.182 

0.51 

0.272 

0.642 

0.63 

0.986 

0.976 

1 

0.588 

0.53 

0.54 

0.904 

0.948 

0.974 

0.29 

0.24 

0.264 

R
ec. 

0.4933 

0.2766 

0.5131 

0.3537 

0.5637 

0.56 

0.6721 

0.6754 

0.6667 

0.5994 

0.5504 

0.5347 

0.6485 

0.657 

0.6648 

0.4079 

0.3631 

0.3882 

F1 

0.42 

0.479 

0.313 

0.416 

0.279 

0.287 

0.193 

0.225 

0.117 

0.463 

0.423 

0.354 

0.188 

0.149 

0.173 

0.505 

0.525 

0.522 

A
cc. 

Identification L
evel 

0.3519 

0.4071 

0.1787 

0.2692 

0.2337 

0.2383 

0.2605 

0.2848 

0.1896 

0.4451 

0.3793 

0.2814 

0.2273 

0.201 

0.2401 

0.5182 

0.6168 

0.5932 

Pre. 

0.19 

0.092 

0.104 

0.098 

0.194 

0.194 

0.334 

0.364 

0.234 

0.3 

0.242 

0.188 

0.26 

0.236 

0.302 

0.142 

0.132 

0.14 

R
ec. 

0.2468 

0.1501 

0.1315 

0.1437 

0.212 

0.2139 

0.2927 

0.3196 

0.2095 

0.3584 

0.2955 

0.2254 

0.2425 

0.2171 

0.2675 

0.2229 

0.2175 

0.2265 

F1 

0.362 

0.449 

0.27 

0.385 

0.209 

0.217 

0.093 

0.123 

0.005 

0.374 

0.343 

0.274 

0.068 

0.036 

0.031 

0.488 

0.505 

0.504 

A
cc. 

Position L
evel 

0.1745 

0.1928 

0.0363 

0.1192 

0.0783 

0.0801 

0.1238 

0.149 

0.0099 

0.246 

0.1715 

0.0551 

0.0221 

0.0105 

0.0185 

0.45 

0.5287 

0.52 

Pre. 

0.074 

0.032 

0.018 

0.036 

0.054 

0.054 

0.134 

0.16 

0.01 

0.122 

0.082 

0.028 

0.02 

0.01 

0.018 

0.108 

0.092 

0.104 

R
ec. 

0.1039 

0.0549 

0.0241 

0.0553 

0.0639 

0.0645 

0.1287 

0.1543 

0.01 

0.1631 

0.111 

0.0371 

0.021 

0.0103 

0.0182 

0.1742 

0.1567 

0.1733 

F1 

 

Table 3. Testing results of our Chinese grammatical error diagnosis task. 
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In summary, none of the submitted systems pro-
vided superior performance. It is a really difficult 
task to develop an effective computer-assisted 
learning tool for grammatical error diagnosis, 
especially for the CFL uses. In general, this re-
search problem still has long way to go.   

6 Conclusions and Future Work 

This paper provides an overview of the NLP-
TEA 2015 shared task for Chinese grammatical 
error diagnosis, including task design, data prep-
aration, evaluation metrics, and performance 
evaluation results. Regardless of actual perfor-
mance, all submissions contribute to the common 
effort to produce an effective Chinese grammati-
cal diagnosis tool, and the individual reports in 
the shared task proceedings provide useful in-
sight into Chinese language processing. 

We hope the data sets collected for this shared 
task can facilitate and expedite the future devel-
opment of NLP tools for computer-assisted Chi-
nese language learning. Therefore, all data sets 
with gold standards and evaluation tool are pub-
licly available for research purposes at 
http://ir.itc.ntnu.edu.tw/lre/nlptea15cged.htm. 

We plan to build new language resources to 
improve existing techniques for computer-aided 
Chinese language learning. In addition, new data 
sets with the contextual information of target 
sentences obtained from CFL learners will be 
investigated for the future enrichment of this re-
search topic. 
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Abstract 
 

This paper reports how to build a Chinese 
Grammatical Error Diagnosis system based on 
the conditional random fields (CRF). The 
system can find four types of grammatical 
errors in learners’ essays. The four types or 
errors are redundant words, missing words, bad 
word selection, and disorder words. Our system 
presents the best false positive rate in 2015 
NLP-TEA-2 CGED shared task, and also the 
best precision rate in three diagnosis levels. 

1 Introduction 

Learning Chinese as foreign language is on the 
rising trend. Since Chinese has its own unique 
grammar, it is hard for a foreign learner to write 
a correct sentence. A computer system that can 
diagnose the grammatical errors will help the 
learners to learn Chinese fast (Yu et al., 2014; 
Wu et al., 2010;Yeh et al., 2014;Chang et al., 
2014).  

In the NLP-TEA-2 CGED shared task data set, 
there are four types of errors in the leaners’ 
sentences: Redundant, Selection, Disorder, and 
Missing. The research goal is to build a system 
that can detect the errors, identify the type of the 
error, and point out the position of the error in 
the sentence.  

2 Methodology 

Our system is based on the conditional random 
field (CRF) (Lafferty, 2001). CRF has been used 
in many natural language processing applications, 
such as named entity recognition, word 
segmentation, information extraction, and 
parsing (Wu and Hsieh, 2012). For different task, 
it requires different feature set and different 
labeled training data. The CRF can be regarded 
as a sequential labeling tagger. Given a sequence 
data X, the CRF can generate the corresponding 
label sequence Y, based on the trained model. 
Each label Y is taken from a specific tag set, 

which needs to be defined in different task. How 
to define and interpret the label is a 
task-depended work for the developers. 
Mathematically, the model can be defined as: 
P(𝑌𝑌|𝑋𝑋) = 1

𝑍𝑍(𝑋𝑋) exp(∑ 𝜆𝜆𝑘𝑘𝑓𝑓𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 )         (1) 
where Z(X) is the normalization factor, f𝑘𝑘 is a 
set of features, 𝜆𝜆𝑘𝑘 is the corresponding weight. 
In this task, X is the input sentence, and Y is the 
corresponding error type label. We define the tag 
set as: {O, R, M, S, D}, corresponding to no 
error, redundant, missing, selection, and disorder 
respectively. Figure 1 shows a snapshot of our 
working file. The first column is the input 
sentence X, and the third column is the labeled 
tag sequence Y. Note that the second column is 
the Part-of-speech (POS) of the word in the first 
column. The combination of words and the POSs 
will be the features in our system. The POS set 
used in our system is listed in  
Table 1, which is a simplified POS set provided 
by CKIP1. 

Figure 2 (at the end of the paper) shows the 
framework of the proposed system. The system 
is built based on the CRF++, a linear-chain CRF 
model software, developed by Kudo2. 

Figure 1: A snapshot of our CRF sequential 
labeling working file 
                                                       
1 http://ckipsvr.iis.sinica.edu.tw/ 
2 http://crfpp.sourceforge.net/index.html 

可是 C O 

有 Vt O 

一點 DET O 

冷 Vi O 

了 T R 

 

你 N O 

的 T R 

過年 Vi O 

呢 T O 
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Simplified 
CKIP POS 

 Corresponding CKIP 
POS 

A 非謂形容詞 

C 對等連接詞，如：和、跟 
關聯連接詞 

POST 

連接詞，如：等等 
連接詞，如：的話 
後置數量定詞 

後置詞 

ADV 

數量副詞 
動詞前程度副詞 
動詞後程度副詞 

句副詞 
副詞 

ASP 時態標記 

N 

普通名詞 
專有名稱 
地方詞 
位置詞 
時間詞 
代名詞 

DET 

數詞定詞. 
特指定詞 
指代定詞 
數量定詞 

M 量詞 
Nv 名物化動詞 

T 
感嘆詞 
語助詞 

的, 之, 得, 地 
P 介詞 

Vi 

動作不及物動詞 
動作類及物動詞 
狀態不及物動詞 
狀態類及物動詞 

Vt 

動作使動動詞 
動作及物動詞 

動作接地方賓語動詞 
雙賓動詞 

動作句賓動詞 
動作謂賓動詞 

分類動詞 
狀態使動動詞 
狀態及物動詞 
狀態句賓動詞 
狀態謂賓動詞 

有 
是 

 
Table 1: Simplified CKIP POS 

2.1 Training phase 

In the training phase, a training sentence is first 
segmented into terms. Each term is labeled with 
the corresponding POS tag and error type tag. 
Then our system uses the CRF++ leaning 
algorithm to train a model. The features used in 
CRF++ can be expressed by templates. Table 12 
(at the end of the paper) shows one sentence in 
our training set.  
Table 13 (at the end of the paper) shows all the 
templates of the feature set used in our system 
and the corresponding value for the example. 
The format of each template is %X[row, col], 
where row is the number of rows in a sentence 
and column is the number of column as we 
shown in Figure 1. The feature templates used in 
our system are the combination of terms and 
POS of the input sentences. For example, the 
first feature template is “Term+POS”, if an input 
sentence contains the same term with the same 
POS, the feature value will be 1, otherwise the 
feature value will be 0. The second feature 
template is “Term+Previous Term”, if an input 
sentence contains the same term bi-gram, the 
feature value will be 1, otherwise the feature 
value will be 0. 

2.2 Test phase 

In the Test phase, our system use the trained 
model to detect and identify the error of an input 
sentence. Table 2, Table 3, and Table 4 show the 
labeling results of examples of sentences with 
error types Redundant, Selection, Disorder, and 
Missing respectively. 
 
Word POS tag Predict tag 
他 N O O 
是 Vt O O 
真. ADV R R 
很 ADV O O 
好 Vi O O 
的 T O O 
人 N O O 

 
Table 2: A tagging result sample of a sentence 

with error type Redundant 
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Term POS tag Predict tag 
你 N O O 
千萬 DET O O 
不要 ADV O O 
在意 Vt O O 
這 DET O O 
個 M S S 
事情 N O O 
 

Table 3: A tagging result sample of a sentence 
with error type Selection 

r 
Term POS tag Predict tag 
你 N O O 
什麼 DET D D 
要. ADV D D 
玩 Vt D D 

 
Table 4: A tagging result sample of a sentence 

with error type Disorder 
. 

Term POS Tag Predict tag 
看 Vt O O 
電影 N O O 
時候 N M M 
 

Table 5: A tagging result sample of a sentence 
with error type Missing example 

 
If all the system predict tags in the fourth column 
are the same as the tags in the third column, then 
the system labels the sentence correctly. In the 
formal run, accuracy, precision, recall (Clevereon, 
1972), and F-score (Rijsbergen,1979) are 
considered. The measure metrics are defined as 
follows. The notation is listed in  
Table 6. 

 
 

System predict tag 
A B 

Known tag 
A tpA eAB 

B eBA tpB 
 

Table 6: The confusion matrix. 
 
Precision A = 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡+𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡
 

 
Recall A = 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡+𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒
 

 
F1-Score A =2 × Precision 𝑡𝑡×Recall 𝑡𝑡

Precision 𝑡𝑡+Recall 𝑡𝑡
 

Accuracy =𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡+𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒
𝑡𝑡𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡𝐷𝐷

 
 

3 Experiments 

3.1 Data set 

Our training data consists of data from 
NLP-TEA1(Chang et al.,2012)Training Data, 
Test Data, and the Training Data from 
NLP-TEA2. Figure 3  (at the end of the 
paper)shows the format of the data set. Table 7  
shows the number of sentences in our training 
set. 
 
size NLP-TEA1 NLP-TEA2 
Redundant 1830 434 
Correct 874 0 
Selection 827 849 
Disorder 724 306 
Missing 225 622 
 

Table 7: Training set size 

3.2 Experiments result 

In the formal run of NLP-TEA-2 CGED shared 
task, there are 6 participants and each team 
submits 3 runs. Table 8 shows the false positive 
rate. Our system has the lowest false positive rate 
0.082, which is much lower than the average.  
Table 9, Table 10, and Table 11 show the formal 
run result of our system compared to the average 
in Detection level, Identification level, and 
Position level respectively. Our system achieved 
the highest precision in all the three levels, but 
the accuracy of our system is fare. However, the 
recall of our system is relatively low. The 
numbers in boldface are the best performance 
amount 18 runs in the formal run this year.  
 

Submission False Positive Rate 

CYUT-Run1 0.096 
CYUT-Run2 0.082 
CYUT-Run3 0.132 

Average of all 18 
runs 0.538 

 
Table 8: The false positive rate. 
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Detection Level 

Accuracy Precision Recall F1 

CYUT-Run1 0.584 0.7333 0.264 0.3882 
CYUT-Run2 0.579 0.7453 0.24 0.3631 
CYUT-Run3 0.579 0.6872 0.29 0.4079 
Average of 
all 18 runs 0.534 0.560 0.607 0.533 

 
Table 9: Performance evaluation in Detection 

Level. 
 

 
Identification Level 

Accuracy Precision Recall F1 

CYUT-Run1 0.522 0.5932 0.14 0.2265 
CYUT-Run2 0.525 0.6168 0.132 0.2175 
CYUT-Run3 0.505 0.5182 0.142 0.2229 
Average of 
all 18 runs 0.335 0.329 0.208 0.233 

Table 10: Performance evaluation in 
Identification Level. 

 

 Position Level 
Accuracy Precision Recall F1 

CYUT-Run1 0.504 0.52 0.104 0.1733 
CYUT-Run2 0.505 0.5287 0.092 0.1567 
CYUT-Run3 0.488 0.45 0.108 0.1742 
Average of 
all 18 runs 0.263 0.166 0.064 0.085 

 
Table 11: Performance evaluation in Position 

Level. 
 

4 Error analysis on the official test 
result 

There are 1000 sentences in the official test set of 
the 2015 CGED shared task. Our system labeled 
them according to the CRF model that we trained 
based on the official training set and the 
available data set from last year. 

The number of tag O dominates the number 
of other tags in the training set for sentences with 
or without an error. For example, sentence no. 
B1-0436, a sentence without error: 
{上次我坐了 MRT 去了圓山站參觀寺廟了，

O(上)，O(次)，O(我)，O(坐)，R(了)，O(MRT)，
O(去)，O(了)，O(圓山)，O(站)，O(參觀)，O(寺
廟)，O(了)} 

And, sentence no. A2-0322, a sentence with an 
error: 
{他們從公車站走路走二十分鐘才到電影院了，

O(他們)，O(從)，O(公車站)，O(走路)，O(走)，
O(二十)，O(分鐘) ，O(才) ，O(到) ，O(電影

院) ，R(了)} 
   Therefore, our system tends to label words 
with tag O and it is part of the reason that our 
system gives the lowest false positive rate this 
year. Our system also has high accuracy and 
precision rate, but the Recall rate is lower than 
other systems. We will analyze the causes and 
discuss how to improve the fallbacks. 

We find that there are 11 major mistake types 
of our system result. 
1. Give two error tags in one sentence. 
2. Fail to label the Missing tag 
3. Fail to label the Disorder tag 
4. Fail to label the Redundant tag  
5. Fail to label the Selection tag 
6. Label a correct sentence with Missing tag 
7. Label a correct sentence with Redundant tag 
8. Label a correct sentence with Disorder tag 
9. Label a correct sentence with Selection tag 
10. Label a Selection type with Redundant tag 
11. Label a Disorder type with Missing tag 
 
Analysis of the error cases: 
1. Give two error tags in one sentence: In the 

official training set and test set, a sentence 
has at most one error type. However, our 
method might label more than one error tags 
in one sentence. For example, a system 
output: {他是很聰明學生，O(他)，R(是)，
O(很)，O(聰明)，M(學生)}. Currently, we do 
not rule out the possibility that a sentence 
might contain more than one errors. We 
believe that in the real application, there 
might be a need for such situation. However, 
our system might compare the confidence 
value of each tag and retain only one error 
tag in one sentence. 
 

2. Fail to label the Missing tag: The missing 
words might be recovered by rules. For 
example, a system output: {需要一些東西修

理好，O(需要)，O(一些)，O(東西)，O(修
理好)} should be {需要一些東西修理好，

O(需要)，M(一些)，O(東西)，O(修理好)} 
and the missing word should be ”被” or “把”. 
A set of rule for ”被” or “把” can be helpful. 

 
3. Fail to label the Disorder tag: The disorder 
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error is also hard for CRF model, since the 
named entity (NE) is not recognized first. 
For example, a system output: {離台北車站

淡水不太近，O(離)，O(台北)，O(車站)，
O(淡水)，O(不)，O(太)，O(近)} should be 
{離台北車站淡水不太近，D(離)，D(台北)，
D(車站)，D(淡水)，O(不)，O(太)，O(近)}. 
The disorder error can only be recognized 
once the named entities “台北車站” and ”淡
水” are recognized and then the grammar 
rule ” NE1+離+NE2+近” can be applied. 

 
4. Fail to label the Redundant tag: Some 

adjacent words are regarded as redundant 
due to the semantics. Two adjacent words 
with almost the same meaning can be 
reduced to one. For example: a system 
output: {那公園是在台北北部最近新有的，

O(那)，O(公園)，O(是)，O(在)，O(台北)，
O(北部)，O(最近)，O(新)，O(有的)} fail to 
recognize the redundant word R(台北) or 
R(北部). In this case, “新有的” is also bad 
Chinese, it should be “新建的”. However, 
the word segmentation result makes our 
system hard to detect the error. 
 

5. Fail to label the Selection tag: We believe 
that it required more knowledge to recognize 
the selection error than limited training set. 
For example, a system output: {這是一個很

好的新聞，O(這)，O(是)，O(一)，O(個)，
O(很)，O(好)，O(的)，O(新聞)} fail to 
recognize the classifiers (also called measure 
words) for”新聞” should not be ”個”, the 
most common Mandarin classifier. It should 
be “則”. A list of the noun to classifier table 
is necessary to recognize this kind of errors. 

 
6. Label a correct sentence with Missing tag: 

This case is relative rare in our system. For 
example, a system output: {一個小時以前我

決定休息一下，M(一)，O(個)，O(小時)，
O(以前)，M(我) ，O(決定)，O(休息) ，
O( 一 下 )} accurately contains no error. 
However our system regard a single “一” 
should be a missing error according to the 
trained model.  

 
7. Label a correct sentence with Redundant tag: 

There are cases that we think our system 
perform well. For example, our system 
output: {平常下了課以後他馬上回家，O(平

常)，O(下)，R(了)，O(課)，O(以後) ，O(他)，
O(馬上)，O(回家) }. Where “了” can be 
regarded as redundant in some similar cases. 

 
8. Label a correct sentence with Disorder tag: 

This is a rare case in our system. For 
example, a system output: {以後慢慢知道他

這種方式其實是很普通的交朋友的方式，

D(以後)，D(慢慢)，D(知道)，D(他)，D(這) ，
D(種)，O(方式)，O(其實)，O (是) ，O (很)，
O (普通)，O (的)，O (交) ，O (朋友)，O (的)，
O (方式) }. It is a sentence that cannot be 
judged alone without enough contexts.  

 
9. Label a correct sentence with Selection tag: 

In one case, our system output: {今天是個很

重要的一天，O(今天)，O(是)，S(個)，O(很)，
R(重要) ，O(的)，O(一)，O(天) }, where ”
個” is also not a good measure word. 

 
10. Label a Selection type with Redundant tag: 

Sometimes there are more than one way to 
improve a sentence. For example, a system 
output: {下了課王大衛本來馬上回家，

O(下)，R(了)，O(課)，O(王大衛)，O(本來) ，
O(馬上)，O(回家) }, which is no better than 
{下了課王大衛本來馬上回家，O(下)，
O(了)，O(課)，O(王大衛)，S(本來) ，O(馬
上)，O(回家) }. Where “本來” should be 
“就”. However, in a different context, it 
could be “本來想”+”但是…”.  

 
11. Label a Disorder type with Missing tag: 

Since a Disorder error might involve more 
than two words, comparing to other types, it 
is hard to train a good model. For example, a 
system output: {中國新年到了的時候，O(中
國)，O(新年)，O(到)，O(了)，M(的) ，
O(時候) } should be {中國新年到了的時候，

O(中國)，D(新年)，D(到)，D(了)，O(的) ，
O(時候) }, and the correct sentence should 
be “到了中國新年的時候”. A grammar rule 
such as “到了”+Event+”的時候” might be 
help. 

 
5 Conclusion and Future work 

This paper reports our approach to the 
NLP-TEA-2 CGED Shared Task evaluation. 
Based on the CRF model, we built a system that 
can achieve the lowest false positive rate and the 
highest precision at the official run. The 
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approach uniformly dealt with the four error 
types: Redundant, Missing, Selection, and 
Disorder. 
  According to our error analysis, the difficult 
cases suggest that to build a better system 
requires more features and more training data. 
The system can be improved by integrating rule 
based system in the future. 

Due to the limitation of time and resource, our 
system is not tested under different experimental 
settings. In the future, we will test our system 
with more feature combination on both POS 
labeling and sentence parsing. 
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Figure 2: The framework of the proposed system. 
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Figure 3: An example of the source data. 

 

 
Table 12: A sample training sentence. 

 

Template Meaning Template Feature rule 

Term+POS %x[0,0]/%x[0,1] 真/ADV 

Term+Previous Term %x[0,0]/%x[-1,0] 真/是 

Term+Previous POS %x[0,0]/%x[-1,1] 真/ Vt 

POS+Previous Term %x[0,1]/%x[-1,0] ADV/是 

POS+Previous POS %x[0,1]/%x[-1,1] ADV/ Vt 
Term+Previous Term+Previous 
POS %x[0,0]/%x[-1,0]/%x[-1,1] 真/是/ Vt 

POS+Previous Term+Previous 
POS %x[0,1]/%x[-1,0]/%x[-1,1] ADV/是/ Vt 

Term+Second Previous Term %x[0,0]/%x[-2,0] 真/他 

Term+Second Previous POS %x[0,0]/%x[-2,1] 真/N 

 col0 col1 col2 
r-2 他 N O 
r-1 是 Vt O 
r0 (目前 Token) 真 ADV R 
r1 很 ADV O 
r2 好 Vi O 
r3 的 T O 
r4 人 N O 

<root> 

<ESSAY title="不能參加朋友

找到工作的慶祝會"> 

<TEXT> 

<SENTENCE id="A2-0003-1">

我以前知道妳又很聰明又用功

</SENTENCE> 

</TEXT> 

<MISTAKE id="A2-0003-1"> 

<TYPE>Redundant</TYPE> 

<CORRECTION>我以前知道妳又

聰明又用功</CORRECTION> 

</MISTAKE> 

</ESSAY> 
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POS+Second Previous Term %x[0,1]/%x[-2,0] ADV/他 

POS+Second Previous POS %x[0,1]/%x[-2,1] ADV/N 
Term+Second Previous 
Term+Second Previous POS %x[0,0]/%x[-2,0]/%x[-2,1] 真/他/N 

POS+Second Previous 
Term+Second Previous POS %x[0,1]/%x[-2,0]/%x[-2,1] ADV/他/N 

Term+Next Term %x[0,0]/%x[1,0] 真/很 

Term+Next POS %x[0,0]/%x[1,1] 真/ADV 

POS+Next Term %x[0,1]/%x[1,0] ADV/很 

POS+Next POS %x[0,1]/%x[1,1] ADV/ADV 

Term+Next Term+Next POS %x[0,0]/%x[1,0]/%x[1,1] 真/很/ADV 

POS+Next Term+Next POS %x[0,1]/%x[1,0]/%x[1,1] ADV/很/ADV 

Term+Second Next Term %x[0,0]/%x[2,0] 真/好 

Term+Second Next POS %x[0,0]/%x[2,1] 真/ Vi 

POS+Second Next Term %x[0,1]/%x[2,0] ADV/好 

POS+Second Next POS %x[0,1]/%x[2,1] ADV/ Vi 
Term+Second Next Term+Second 
Next POS %x[0,0]/%x[2,0]/%x[2,1] 真/好/Vi  

POS+Second Next Term+Second 
Next POS %x[0,1]/%x[2,0]/%x[2,1] ADV/好/ Vi 

 
Table 13: All the templates and the corresponding value for the sample sentence. 
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Abstract 

Grammatical error diagnosis is an 
essential part in a language-learning 
tutoring system.  Participating in the 
second Chinese grammar error detection 
task, we proposed a new system which 
measures the likelihood of sentences 
generated by deleting, inserting, or 
exchanging characters or words.  Two 
sentence likelihood functions were 
proposed based on frequencies of space-
removed version of Google n-grams.  
The best system achieved a precision of 
23.4% and a recall of 36.4% in the 
identification level. 

1 Introduction 

Although that Chinese grammars are not defined 
as clearly as English, Chinese native speakers 
can easily identify grammatical errors in 
sentences.  This is one of the most difficult parts 
for foreigners to learn Chinese.  They are often 
uncertain about the proper grammars to make 
sentences.  It is an interesting research topic to 
develop a Chinese grammar checker to give 
helps in Chinese learning.  There have been 
several researches focused on Chinese (Wu et al., 
2010; Chang et al., 2012; Yu and Chen, 2012; 
Tseng et al., 2014). 

In NLPTEA-1 (Yu et al., 2014), the first 
Chinese grammatical error diagnosis evaluation 
project, the organizers defined four kinds of 
grammatical errors: redundant, missing, selection, 
and disorder.  The evaluation was based on 
detection of error occurrence in a sentence, 
disregarding its location and correction.  We 
developed an error detection system by machine 
learning. 

However in NLPTEA2-CGED (Lee et al., 
2015), it is required to report the location of a 
detected error.  To meet this requirement, two 
new systems were proposed in this paper.  The 
first one was an adaptation of the classifier 
developed by machine learning where location 
information was considered.  The second one 
employed hand-crafted rules to predict the 
locations of errors. 

We also designed two scoring functions to 
predict the likelihood of a sentence.  Totally 
three runs were submitted to NLPTEA2-CGED 
task.  Evaluation results showed that rule-based 
systems achieved better performance.  More 
details are described in the rest of this paper. 

This paper is organized as follows.  Section 2 
gives the definition of Chinese grammatical error 
diagnosis task.  Section 3 delivers our newly 
proposed n-gram statistics-based systems.  
Section 4 gives a brief description about our 
SVM classifier.  Section 5 shows the evaluation 
results and Section 6 concludes this paper. 

2 Task Definition 

The task of Chinese grammatical error diagnosis 
(CGED) in NLPTEA2 is defined as follows.  
Given a sentence, a CGED system should first 
decide if there is any of the four types of errors 
occur in the sentence: redundant, missing, 
selection, and disorder.  If an error is found, 
report its beginning and ending locations. 

Training data provided by the task organizers 
contain the error types and corrected sentences.  
Four types of errors are shortly explained here.  
All examples are selected from the training set 
where the locations of errors are measured in 
Chinese characters. 

 Redundant: some unnecessary character 
appears in a sentence 
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[A2‐0598, Redundant, 3, 3] 

(X) 他是真很好的人 

(He is a *really very good man.) 

(O) 他是很好的人 

(He is a very good man.) 

 Missing: some necessary character is 
missing in a sentence 

[B1‐0046, Missing, 4, 4] 
(X) 母親節一個禮拜就要到了 

(Mother’s Day is coming in one week.) 

(O) 母親節再一個禮拜就要到了 

(Mother’s Day  is coming  in one more 

week.) 

 Selection: a word is misused and should 
be replaced by another word 

[B1‐1544, Selection, 1, 2] 

(X) 還給原來的地方只花幾秒鐘而已 

(It only takes a few seconds to *return 

it to its original place.) 

(O) 放回原來的地方只花幾秒鐘而已 

(It only  takes a  few  seconds  to  put  it 

back to its original place.) 

Note that sometimes a SELECTION error 
looks like a missing character rather than a 
misused word.  It is because there are 
many one-character words in Chinese.  An 
example is given as follows. 

[B1‐1546, Selection, 5, 5] 

(X) 關於跟你見的事 

(About the seeing with you…) 

(O) 關於跟你見面的事 

(About the meeting with you…) 

 Disorder: some words’ locations should be 
exchanged 

[B1‐2099, Disorder, 4, 6] 

(X) 當然我會一定開心 

(Of course I will be certainly happy.) 

(O) 當然我一定會開心 

(Of course I will certainly be happy.) 

3 N-gram Statistics-Based System 

Besides the classifiers developed in the last 
CGED task (Yu et al., 2014), we proposed a new 
method to build a CGED system based on n-
gram statistics from the World Wide Web. 

Our assumption is: a corrected sentence has a 
larger probability than an erroneous sentence.  I.e. 

deleting unnecessary characters, adding 
necessary characters, and exchanging locations 
of misplaced words will result in a better 
sentence.  Our system will try to delete, insert, or 
exchange characters or words in a given sentence 
to see if the newly generated sentence receives a 
higher score of likelihood.  Steps and details are 
described in this section. 

3.1 Sentence Likelihood Scores 

Since our method heavily counts on likelihood of 
a sentence being seen in Chinese, it is important 
to choose a good scoring function to measure the 
likelihood.  Although n-gram language model is 
a common choice, a corpus in a very large scale 
with word-segmentation information is not easy 
to obtain.  An alternation is to use Google N-
gram frequency data. 

Chinese Web 5-gram1 is real data released by 
Google Inc. who collected from all webpages in 
the World Wide Web which are unigram to 5-
grams.  Frequencies of these ngrams are also 
provided.  Some examples from the Chinese 
Web 5-gram dataset are given here: 

Unigram:  稀釋劑  17260 

Bigram:  蒸發量  超過  69 

Trigram:  能量  遠  低於  113 

4‐gram:  張貼  色情  圖片  或  73 

5‐gram:  幸好  我們  發現  得  早  155 

We have proposed several sentence likelihood 
scoring functions when dealing with Chinese 
spelling errors (Lin and Chu, 2015).  But in order 
to avoid interference of word segmentation errors, 
we further design some likelihood scoring 
functions which utilize substring frequencies 
instead of word n-gram frequencies. 

By removing space between n-grams in the 
Chinese Web 5-gram dataset, we constructed a 
new dataset containing identical substrings with 
their web frequencies.  For instances, n-grams in 
the previous example will become: 

Length=9:  稀釋劑  17260 

Length=15:  蒸發量超過  69 

Length=15:  能量遠低於  113 

Length=18:  張貼色情圖片或  73 

Length=24:  幸好我們發現得早  155 

Note that if two different n-gram sets become the 
same after removing the space, their will merge 

                                                 
1 https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2010T06 
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into one entry with the summation of their 
frequencies.  Simplified Chinese words were 
translated into Traditional Chinese in advanced. 

Given a sentence S, let SubStr(S, n) be the set 
of all substrings in S whose lengths are n bytes.  
We define Google String Frequency gsf(u) of a 
string u with length n to be its frequency data 
provided in the modified Chinese Web 5-gram 
dataset.  If a string does not appear in that dataset, 
its gsf value is defined to be 0. 

Two new sentence likelihood scoring 
functions are defined as follows.  Equation 1 
gives the definitions of length-weighted string 
log frequency score SL(S) where each substring 
in S with a length of n contributes a score of the 
logarithm of its Google string frequency 
multiplied by n.  We think that short strings are 
not that meaningful, this function only considers 
strings no shorter than 6 bytes (i.e. a two-
character Chinese words or a bigram of one-
character Chinese words.) 
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Equation 2 gives a macro-averaging version of 
Equation 1 where scores are averaged within 
each length before summation over different 
lengths. 
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3.2 Character Deletion (Case of Redundant) 

To test if a sentence has a redundant character, a 
set of new sentences are generated by removing 
characters in the original sentence one by one.  If 
any of the new sentences has a higher likelihood 
score than the original sentence, it may be the 
case of redundant-type error. 

Because the experimental data are essays 
written by Chinese-learning foreign students, 
some redundant errors are commonly seen across 
different students.  Table 1 shows the most 
frequent redundant errors in the training data. 

Char Freq Char Freq Char Freq
了 66 去 15 就 6
的 56 在 13 很 6
是 27 會 8 要 6
有 27 得 7 把 5
Table 1. Frequent Redundant Errors 

In order not to generate too many new sentences, 
we only deleted the characters of the frequent 
redundant errors which occurred at least three 
times.  There were 23 of them which covered 
66% of the redundant errors in the training data.  
Examples of character deletion are as follows 
where 很 and 到 are frequent redundant errors. 

[B1‐0764] org: 我很想到跟你見面 

new: 我想到跟你見面 

new: 我很想跟你見面 

3.3 Character Insertion (Case of Missing) 

To test if a sentence has a missing character, a 
set of new sentences are generated by inserting a 
character into the original sentence at each 
position (including the beginning and the end).  
If any of the new sentences has a higher 
likelihood score than the original sentence, it 
may be the case of missing-type error. 

Similarly, some missing errors are commonly 
seen across the essays written by Chinese-
learning foreign students.  Table 2 shows the 
most frequent missing errors in the training data. 

Char Freq Char Freq Char Freq
的 74 有 24 要 13
了 65 會 18 在 12
是 44 就 17 過 12
都 34 很 16 讓 11

Table 2. Frequent Missing Errors 

In order not to generate too many new sentences, 
we only inserted the characters of the frequent 
redundant errors which occurred at least three 
times.  There were 34 of them which covered 
73.7% of the missing errors in the training data.  
Examples of character deletion are as follows. 

[B1‐1047] org: 我真很怕 

new: 的我真很怕 

new: 我的真很怕 

...... 

new: 我真很怕的 

new: 了我真很怕 

...... 

new: 我真很怕買 

3.4 Word Exchanging (Case of Disorder) 

To test if a sentence has a disorder error, the 
original sentence is word-segmented, and a set of 
new sentences are generated by exchanging 
words in the original sentence, each pair at a time.  
If any of the new sentences has a higher 
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likelihood score than the original sentence, it 
may be the case of disorder-type error.  
Examples of word exchange are as follows. 

[B1‐1047] org: 我  真  很  怕 

new: 真  我  很  怕 

new: 很  真  我  怕 

new: 怕  真  很  我 

new: 我  很  真  怕 

new: 我  怕  很  真 

new: 我  真  怕  很 

3.5 Error Decision 

All the new sentences, whenever generated by 
removing characters, inserting characters, or 
exchanging words, are scored by the sentence 
likelihood functions.  The creation type and the 
modification location of the top-1 new sentence 
are reported as the error type and error location.  
If no new sentence’s score is higher than the 
original’s, it is reported as a “Correct” case. 

3.6 Selection-Error Detection 

If a detected error in Section 3.5 is a redundant 
case, it may also be a Selection-type error.  If the 
deleted character occurs in a multi-character 
word in the original sentence, report this error as 
a Selection-type error. 

[B1‐0764] Redundant => Selection 

org: 我  很  想到  跟  你  見面 

(I really want to to meet you.) 

new: 我  很  想  跟  你  見面 

(I really want to meet you.) 

Similarly, if a detected error in Section 3.5 is a 
missing case, it may also be a Selection-type 
error.  To make a decision, the new sentence is 
also word-segmented.  If the inserted character 
occurs in a multi-character word in the original 
sentence, report this error as a Selection-type 
error. 

[B1‐1047] Missing => Selection 
[org] 我  真  很  怕 

(I am *real scared.) 

[new] 我  真的  很  怕 

(I am really scared.) 

4 Error Detection by Machine Learning 

We also modified our previous CGED system 
participated in NLPTEA-1 to do error detection.  
It was a SVM classifier where 3 features were 
used for error detection: 

fbi-: number of infrequent word bigrams 
appearing in the sentence, where 
“infrequent bigram” is defined as a bigram 
whose Google N-gram frequency is less 
than 100 or not even collected in the 
Chinese Web 5-gram dataset 

fstop: a Boolean feature denoting the 
occurrence of a stop POS bigram which 
is often seen in a redundant-type error, 
such as VH + T (a stative intransitive verb 
followed by a particle) or Cbb + DE (a 
correlative conjunction followed by a 
function word “的”) 

flen: length of the original sentence, because a 
short sentence usually does not have 
missing- or disorder-type errors 

Since the error detection classifier does not 
provide location information of an error, its 
location is decided by heuristic rules as follows. 

1. If a stop POS bigram appears in the 
original sentence, the beginning and 
ending location of the first word 
matching this bigram are reported. 

2. Or, if an infrequent word bigram appears 
in the original sentence, the beginning 
and ending location of the first word 
matching this bigram are reported. 

3. Otherwise, simply report “1” as location. 

5 Experiments 

Three formal runs from our systems were 
submitted to NLPTEA2-CGED this year.  The 
first run was created by the SVM classifier.  The 
second run as created by the newly proposed 
CGED system with the original version of the 
length-weighted string log frequency function.  
The third run as created by the newly proposed 
CGED system with the macro-averaging version 
of the length-weighted string log frequency 
function. 

 NTOU1 NTOU2 NTOU3

Detection Level 
Precision 50.00 51.64 50.98
Recall 100.00 97.60 98.60
F-1 Score 66.67 67.54 67.21
Identification Level 
Precision 18.96 23.40 20.95
Recall 28.48 36.40 31.96
F-1 Score 26.05 33.40 29.27
Position Level 
Precision 0.99 1.00 1.00
Recall 14.90 16.00 15.43
F-1 Score 12.38 13.40 12.87

Table 3. Evaluation Results of NTOU Runs 
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Table 3 shows the evaluation results of our three 
formal runs.  All results suggest that a system 
using the length-weighted string log frequency 
function achieves better performance than a 
SVM classifier. 

6 Conclusion 

This is the second Chinese grammatical error 
diagnosis task.  We proposed three systems to do 
the task.  One is a SVM classifier where features 
are length, numbers of infrequent word bigrams, 
and occurrence of stop POS bigrams.  The other 
two measure the likelihood of newly generated 
sentences by deleting, inserting, or exchanging 
characters or words.  Two sentence likelihood 
functions were proposed based on frequencies of 
space-removed Google n-grams.  The second 
system performed better than the other two 
which achieved a precision of 23.4% and a recall 
of 36.4%. 

Although the performance seemed not good 
enough, our system was ranked at the second 
place in the identification level and the third in 
the position level, which means that the task is 
very hard.  More rules and features should be 
studied in the future. 
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Abstract

We present Collocation Assistant, a pro-
totype of a collocational aid designed to
promote the collocational competence of
learners of Japanese as a second language
(JSL). Focusing on noun-verb construc-
tions, the tool automatically flags possi-
ble collocation errors and suggests better
collocations by using corrections extracted
from a large annotated Japanese language
learner corpus. Each suggestion includes
several usage examples to help learners
choose the best candidate. In a preliminary
user study with JSL learners, Collocation
Assistant received positive feedback, and
the results indicate that the system is help-
ful to assist learners in choosing correct
word combinations in Japanese.

1 Introduction

Collocational competence is one of the factors
which contribute to the differences between na-
tive speakers and second language learners (Shei
and Pain, 2000). However, studies confirm that
the correct use of collocations is challenging, even
for advanced second language learners (Liu, 2002;
Nesselhauf, 2003; Wible et al., 2003). Since there
are no well-defined rules to determine collocation
preferences, language learners are prone to pro-
duce word combinations that, although they may
be grammatically and semantically well formed,
may sound “unnatural” to a native speaker. More-
over, the number of tools designed to target lan-
guage learners’ collocation errors is limited or in-
existent for many languages, which makes it dif-
ficult for learners to detect and correct these er-
rors. Therefore, an application that can detect a
learners’ collocation errors and suggest the most
appropriate ”ready-made units” as corrections is
an important goal for natural language processing
(Leacock et al., 2014).

In this paper, we describe Collocation Assis-
tant, a web-based and corpus-based collocational
aid, aiming at helping JSL learners expand their
collocational knowledge. Focusing on noun-verb
constructions, Collocation Assistant flags possi-
ble collocation errors and suggests a ranked list of
more conventional expressions. Each suggestion
is supported with evidence from authentic texts,
showing several usage examples of the expres-
sion in context to help learners choose the best
candidate. Based on our previous study (Pereira
et al., 2013), the system generates corrections to
the learners’ collocation error tendencies by us-
ing noun and verb corrections extracted from a
large annotated Japanese learner corpus. For rank-
ing the collocation correction candidates, it uses
the Weighted Dice coefficient (Kitamura and Mat-
sumoto, 1997). We add to our previous work by
implementing an interface that allows end-users to
identify and correct their own collocation errors.
In addition, we conducted a preliminary evalua-
tion with JSL learners to gather their feedback on
using the tool.

2 The need for collocational aids

Existing linguistic tools are often of limited utility
in assisting second language learners with collo-
cations. Most spell checkers and grammar check-
ers can help correct errors made by native speak-
ers, but offer no assistance for non-native errors.
Futagi et al. (2008) note that common aids for
second language learners namely, dictionaries and
thesauri are often of limited value when the learner
does not know the appropriate collocation and
must sort through a list of synonyms to find one
that is contextually appropriate. Yi et al. (2008)
observe that language learners often use search en-
gines to check if a phrase is commonly used by ob-
serving the number of results returned. However,
search engines are not designed to offer alterna-
tive phrases that are more commonly used than the
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learner’s phrase (Park et al., 2008). Concordancers
seem to be an alternative to search engines, but
they retrieve too much information because they
usually allow only single-word queries. Too much
information might distract and confuse the user
(Chen et al., 2014). Thus, a computer program
that automatically identifies potential collocation
errors and suggests corrections would be a more
appropriate resource for second language learners.

A few researchers have proposed useful English
corpus-based tools for correcting collocation er-
rors (Futagi et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2009; Park et
al., 2008; Chang et al., 2008; Wible et al., 2003;
Dahlmeier and Ng, 2011). In a user study, Park
et al. (2008) observed positive reactions from
users when using their system. In another study,
Liou et al. (2006) showed that the miscolloca-
tion aid proposed by Chang et al. (2008) can help
learners improve their knowledge in collocations.
One limitation is that these proposed tools rely on
resources of limited coverage, such as dictionar-
ies, thesauri, or manually constructed databases to
generate the candidates. Another drawback is that
most of these systems rely solely on well-formed
English resources (except Wible et al., 2003) and
do not actually take into account the learners’ ten-
dencies toward collocation errors.

3 Collocation Assistant

In the proposed system, we focused on provid-
ing Japanese collocation suggestions for potential
collocation errors in Japanese noun-verb construc-
tions. Given the noun-verb collocation input by a
learner, the system first checks if it exists in the
reference corpora. If not, the input is validated as
a potential collocation error and a message is dis-
played to the user. Next, the system suggests more
appropriate noun-verb collocations. For instance,
if the learner types *夢をする (yume wo suru ,
lit. ‘to do a dream’), the system flags a collocation
error. When the user clicks on “same noun”, the
system displays better collocations with the same
noun input by the user, such as 夢を見る (yume
wo miru, ‘to dream’) and 夢を持つ (yume wo
motsu, ‘to hold a dream’), as shown in Figure 1.
Likewise, when the user clicks on “same verb”, the
system displays better collocations with the same
verb input by the user. If the user clicks on ”View
all suggestions”, all possible better collocations
with the same noun or the same verb input by the
user are displayed. Aside from the collocations,

sentence examples for each phrase suggestion are
displayed, showing the phrase in context with sur-
rounding text. Showing phrases in context can be
crucial in helping users determine which phrase
is most appropriate (Park et al., 2008). Even if
the learner’s input is not flagged as an error, it
will undergo the same correction process, since
better collocations than the input might exist. In
this case, the learner will check the ranked sug-
gestions and sentence examples and choose the
most appropriate expression. The current system
does not detect which component (noun or verb)
is wrong in a noun-verb construction. Therefore,
the learner must specify which component would
be corrected by the system. This has been the
common evaluation setup in collocation error cor-
rection, which assumes that the error is already
detected and more focus is given on correcting
the identified errors. (Dahlmeier and Ng, 2011).
In case the learner types only a noun or only a
verb, the system will suggest collocations contain-
ing words that strongly collocate with this input.

3.1 Approach to collocation suggestion

Based on our previous study (Pereira et al., 2013),
our Collocation Assistant generates collocation
corrections by using noun and verb corrections
extracted from a large annotated Japanese lan-
guage learner corpus, Lang-81. This approach to
generating corrections achieved superior perfor-
mance compared to methods that generate can-
didates based solely on the semantic relation of
words. Using noun and verb corrections extracted
from a learner corpus, our system can explore the
learners’ tendency to commit collocation errors.
For ranking the collocation correction candidates,
the tool uses the Weighted Dice coefficient (Ki-
tamura and Matsumoto, 1997). This association
measure achieved the best performance in our task
among other association measures evaluated (i.e.
pointwise mutual information, log-likelihood and
dice coefficient).

3.2 Resources used for providing sentence
examples

We used several monolingual and bilingual re-
sources for providing useful sentence examples to
users. These resources are:

Bilingual resources. 1) Tatoeba Corpus2, a

1http://cl.naist.jp/nldata/lang-8/
2https://tatoeba.org/eng/
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Figure 1: An example of collocation suggestions produced by the system given the erroneous collocation
*夢をする (yume wo suru, lit. ‘to do a dream’) as input. (a) Collocation suggestions are shown on the
left and an example sentence for each suggestion is shown on the right. In the example,夢を見る(yume
wo miru, ‘to dream’) is the correct collocation. (b) Further examples for each suggestion are shown when
the user clicks on “More examples”. In the example, further examples for the collocation夢を見る(yume
wo miru, ‘to dream’) are displayed.
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free collaborative online database of example sen-
tences geared towards foreign language learners.
We used the Japanese-English sentences available
in the website. 2) Hiragana Times (HT) Corpus3,
a Japanese-English bilingual corpus of magazine
articles of Hiragana Times, a bilingual magazine
written in Japanese and English to introduce Japan
to non-Japanese, covering a wide range of topics
(culture, society, history, politics, etc.). 3) Ky-
oto Wikipedia (KW) Corpus4, a corpus created by
manually translating Japanese Wikipedia articles
(related to Kyoto) into English.

Monolingual resource: the Balanced Corpus
of Contemporary Written Japanese (Maekawa,
2008) was used for the noun-verb expressions
where no bilingual examples were available.

# jp sentences # en sentences
Tatoeba 203,191 203,191

HT 117,492 117,492
KW 329,169 329,169

BCCWJ 871,184 -

Table 1: Data used as sentence examples.

4 Preliminary User Study of the
Collocation Assistant

We conducted a preliminary evaluation with JSL
learners to gather their feedback on using the Col-
location Assistant. The results gave us insights
about the usefulness of the tool, and about the pos-
sible interesting evaluations that should be carried
out in the future.

4.1 Participants

In this study, 10 JSL learners, all graduate stu-
dents from the same institution as the authors were
invited to participate. Participants’ ages ranged
from 24 to 33 years, and the average age was
27.5. Among the respondents, 2 were female and 8
were male, and they had different language back-
grounds (Chinese, Indonesian, Tagalog, Swahili,
Spanish, and Basque). Regarding their proficiency
level, three were beginners, three were interme-
diate, and four were advanced learners, based on
the Japanese-Language proficiency test certificate
level they previously obtained. All participants
were regular computer users.

3http://www.hiraganatimes.com/
4https://alaginrc.nict.go.jp/WikiCorpus/

4.2 Procedure

A collocation test was designed to examine
whether or not the tool could help JSL learners
find proper Japanese collocations. This included
12 Japanese sentences from the Lang-8 learner
corpus and from another small annotated Japanese
learner corpus, NAIST Goyo Corpus (Oyama, Ko-
machi and Matsumoto, 2013). The sentences and
their corrections were further validated by a pro-
fessional Japanese teacher. Each sentence con-
tained one noun-verb collocation error made by
JSL learners. The participants were asked to use
the Collocation Assistant to identify and correct
the errors. Next, they were asked to write a small
paragraph in Japanese and to use the tool if they
needed. After performing the task, a survey ques-
tionnaire was also administered to better under-
stand the learners’ impressions of the tool. The
questionnaire contained 43 questions answerable
by a 7-point Likert-scale (with 7 labeled “strongly
agree” and 1 labeled “strongly disagree”). The
second part of the questionnaire contained 7 open-
ended questions. Our survey questionnaire in-
quired on the difficulty of Japanese collocations,
the usefulness of Collocation Assistant, the design
of Collocation Assistant and the quality of the re-
trieved data.

4.3 Results on the Collocation Test and
Survey Questionnaire

The participants successfully found corrections
for an average of 8.9 (SD=1.6) out of 12 cases.
The average time participants took to complete
the task was 29 (SD=16) minutes. The average
score of beginner and intermediate learners was
9.6 (SD=0.5). They scored higher than advanced
learners, who obtained an average score of 8.2
(SD=2.0). Analyzing the log files of their in-
teractions with the system, we observed that in-
termediate and beginner learners used the sys-
tem 40% more times (on average) than the ad-
vanced learners. We noticed that two advanced
learners tried to answer the questions without us-
ing the system when they felt confident about the
answer, whereas the beginners and intermediate
learners used the system for all sentences and ob-
tained higher scores. The participants had diffi-
culty in correcting two particular long sentences
in the test. The noun-verb collocations in the
sentences alone were not incorrect, but they were
not appropriate in the context they appeared. The
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participants had difficulty in finding sentence ex-
amples close to the meaning of the sentences in
the test. Although we need to evaluate this tool
with a larger number of users, we observed that
the system was effective in helping the learners
choose the proper collocations. In the question-
naire administered, all participants acknowledged
their difficulty in using Japanese collocations ap-
propriately and stated that the software aids they
used did not provide enough information about the
meaning of Japanese phrases nor help in correct-
ing errors in Japanese expressions. Their attitude
toward the usefulness of Collocation Assistant was
mostly positive and they thought the tool was use-
ful to help choose the proper way to use Japanese
expressions. Most participants considered the in-
terface easy to use (M=6.3, SD=0.8). Regarding
the quality of the retrieved data, the participants
expressed satisfaction with the retrieved colloca-
tions, with an average score of 6.5 (SD=0.7). They
also expressed satisfaction with the ranking of the
collocations presented, with an average score of
5.8 (SD=0.6). Additionally, they reported that
the sentence examples further helped them under-
stand in which context an expression should be
used. However, some participants expressed dis-
satisfaction with the complexity of some example
sentences: some of the sentences were too long
and difficult to understand. In the second part of
the questionnaire, some participants stated that the
Collocation Assistant could be helpful when learn-
ing new words and when one does not know which
word combinations to use. They also suggested
that the tool could be useful for teachers too when
giving feedback to their students about the com-
mon errors they make and when providing alter-
native ways of expressing the same idea. Lastly,
they suggested several improvements regarding
the sentence examples and the interface: show
shorter and simpler example sentences, highlithgt
the user’s input in the sentence examples and allow
English search.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a collocational aid
system for JSL learners. The tool flags possible
collocation errors and suggests corrections by us-
ing corrections extracted from a large annotated
Japanese language learner corpus. Our Colloca-
tion Assistant received positive feedback from JSL
learners in a preliminary user study. The system

can be used independently as a phrase dictionary,
or it can be integrated into the writing component
of some bigger CALL systems. For example, Col-
location Assistant can be used by teachers as a
way to obtain better understanding about learners’
errors and help them provide better feedback to
the students. One limitation of our experiments is
the limited contextual information (only the noun,
particle, and verb written by the learner). In the
future, to verify our approach and to improve on
our current results, we plan to consider a wider
context size and other types of constructions (e.g.,
adjective-noun, adverb-verb, etc.). We also intend
to investigate how to adjust the difficulty level of
the sentences according to the user’s proficienSo-
lution cy level. Finally, we plan to conduct a more
extensive evaluation with JSL learners to verify
the usefulness of the tool in practical learning sce-
narios.
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Abstract

We propose a strategy for the semi-
automatic generation of learning material
for reading-comprehension tests, guided
by semantic relations embedded in expos-
itory texts. Our approach combines meth-
ods from the areas of information extrac-
tion and paraphrasing in order to present
a language teacher with a set of candidate
multiple-choice questions and answers that
can be used for verifying a language learn-
ers reading capabilities. We implemented a
web-based prototype showing the feasibil-
ity of our approach and carried out a pilot
user evaluation that resulted in encourag-
ing feedback but also pointed out aspects of
the strategy and prototype implementation
which need improvements.

1 Introduction

Computer assisted language learning (CALL)
opens many new opportunities for language learn-
ers and teachers. In this paper, we focus on one of-
ten used tool of this area: reading-comprehension
tests. Such tests are an important means for as-
sessing a learner’s current skill level by verify-
ing his understanding of foreign-language texts.
Some work in the area of CALL has focused
on reducing the teacher’s workload in context of
reading-comprehension tests by inventing meth-
ods for the automatic scoring of such tests (see
Section 5). In contrast, we propose a strategy for
the semi-automatic generation of learning mate-
rial for reading-comprehension tests, guided by se-
mantic relations embedded in expository text. The
multiple-choice exercises ask learners to choose
from a list of statements about semantic relations
the one which is actually expressed in a long free
text. The exercises attempt to test whether the learn-
ers understand the text and have enough language

knowledge for recognizing variants of expressions
for the same semantic relations.

Our strategy combines technologies from dif-
ferent branches of NLP. A standard information
extraction (IE) system is utilized to automatically
recognize relevant entities and semantic relations
among them in texts. The resulting mentions are
used for the creation of (a) paraphrases of the ac-
tually mentioned facts and (b) natural-language
statements expressing facts not mentioned in the
original text, i. e., the sentence generation system
takes linguistic patterns filled with entities as input
and produces paraphrases as potential answer can-
didates. The multiple-choice exercises generated in
this way are then presented to a language teacher,
who has to go trough them and can reject a subset
of these or can replace individual elements. This
human-in-the-loop step is necessary because of the
noise inherent to current NLP systems. We let the
teacher choose the appropriate trade-off between
correctness and content-coverage of the generated
(candidate) questionnaires.

The proposed strategy is implemented in a web-
based prototype system, with separate interfaces
for teachers (for the preparation of exercises) and
learners (for conducting the exercises). This pro-
totype is capable of handling a number of selected
semantic relations from the biographic and finan-
cial domains, illustrating the applicability of the
approach for the frequent class of news articles
from tabloid press and business news. Based on
this prototype, we carried out a pilot user study
to gather insights on the best directions for future
development.

In summary, the contributions of this paper are
as follows:

• A strategy for the semi-automatic generation
of learning material for fact-centric reading-
comprehension tests.

• A way of incorporating the idea of a human-
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Figure 1: Workflow of exercise generation.

in-the-loop into the data flow of the strategy.

• A web-based prototype implementation of this
approach, along with a pilot user study to ex-
plore directions for further development.

2 A workflow for automatic exercise
generation

In this section, we present our generic approach to-
wards the generation of candidate multiple-choice
questions for given expository texts. Furthermore,
we detail the steps necessary for a teacher to com-
pile actual reading-comprehension exercises suit-
able for presentation to learners, given only our
approach’s resulting candidates.

2.1 Reading-comprehension exercises

The reading-comprehension exercises generated by
our approach ask for relational facts mentioned in
a text. In order to automatically identify these, we
apply a series of processing steps, as depicted in
Figure 1. In the first step, the input texts, e.g., news
articles, are processed by a standard component
for named-entity recognition (e.g., the well-known
Stanford Named Entity Recognizer by Finkel et al.
(2005)), in order to identify persons, organization,
locations, etc. mentioned in the text, followed by
application of a relation extraction system for the
identification of facts.

The information about mentioned facts and en-
tities is passed on to a further processing step in
which a mentioned instance of a semantic relation
is transformed into a natural-language statement,
paraphrasing the original occurrence of the fact.
Furthermore, the information about named-entity
occurrences is used to create false statements about
relations between the entities. For each fact identi-
fied in a text, four choices are provided as potential
statements about the text, only one of them stating
a fact actually mentioned.

2.2 Relation Extraction
A key part of our approach is the application of
a pattern-based relation extraction (RE) system.
Such systems, e.g., NELL (Carlson et al., 2010;
Mitchell et al., 2015), PATTY (Nakashole et al.,
2012), DARE (Xu et al., 2007), rely on lexico-
syntactic patterns that pose restrictions on the sur-
face level or grammatical level of sentences. Their
underlying assumption is that whenever a given sen-
tence matches a given pattern (i.e., a sentence tem-
plate), the sentence expresses the pattern’s corre-
sponding semantic relation. This assumption does
not always hold, hence the system output usually
contains a certain amount of noise, which makes
a human-in-the-loop necessary for high-precision
applications.

Typically, RE systems associate patterns with
a confidence score of some kind, allowing down-
stream components to trade precision for recall. At
this step in our pipeline, we extract all the informa-
tion the RE system can deliver, associate it with the
extracting pattern’s score, and pass it on to the next
step.

One important aspect to consider is the amount
of information such an approach can extract from
texts. We believe that pattern-based RE systems
provide enough facts for our approach as in prin-
ciple any semantic relation between entities, such
as kinship relations, can be detected. For example,
given the following sentence, RE systems could
extract the relation instance marriage(Madonna,
Guy Ritchie) and pass it on to the next compo-
nent:
Example 1:As the skirls of a lone bagpiper
gave way to the music of French pianist
Katia Labèque and a local organist,
the wedding ceremony of Madonna Louise
Ciccone, 42, and film director Guy
Ritchie, 32, began.

2.3 Answer Generation
Given the relation instances and arguments identi-
fied in the previous step, candidates for questions
and answers are automatically generated by fill-
ing arguments into sentence templates. These tem-
plates are created based on patterns that were used
for relation extraction in the previous step, i.e., RE
patterns are utilized for two purposes in our ap-
proach.

Depending on the specific kind of RE pattern,
this step involves a few straight-forward processing
steps, e.g., for the case of surface-level RE patterns
it involves restoring correct inflections of poten-
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tially lemmatized lexical pattern elements; for the
case of depenency-grammar based patterns it ad-
ditionally includes a step of tree linearization, see,
e.g., (Wang and Zhang, 2012).

In the following, we present some example sen-
tence templates, used for the generation of multiple-
choice tests1:
• marriage relation:

– person tied the knot with person.
– person and person were married.

• parent-child relation:
– person was raised by parent.
– parent passed on the family gene to

person.

• foundation relation:
– company was founded by person.
– person set up the first company (in

location).

A multiple-choice question is generated for
every identified relation mention involving two
entities, where the questions are rather generic,
e.g., “Which one of the following four facts
can be inferred from the text?”. The respective
correct answer is generated by filling the relation
instance’s arguments into a sentence template
associated with the target relation. For the
sentence in Example 1, a generated correct answer
could be: “Madonna Louise Ciccone and
Guy Ritchie were in a wonderful
marriage relation”.

Wrong answers are generated on the one hand by
filling the arguments in templates for other target
relations. For the case of the parent-child relation
this yields “Madonna Louise Ciccone
passed on the family gene to Guy
Ritchie.”. The second way wrong answers
are created is by mixing in arguments from other
relation instances, e.g., “Madonna Louise
Ciccone tied the knot with John
Ritchie”.

To avoid the generation of answer options which
are easy to identify as being made up, we use only
entities for wrong answers which have at least one
relationship with another entity mentioned in the
same article. This means that, for the example
scenario outlined by Example 1, celebrities who
are only mentioned once, e.g., in a list of wedding
guests, are not utilized.

As another measure to improve the quality of the
wrong answer options, we ensure that the respec-
tive entities are mentioned relatively close to one

1Items with sans-serif font represent entity placeholders.

another in the source text. The best case would be
that they appear in the same sentence from which
a relationship is extracted. Consider the following
example sentence from which the instance mar-
riage(Madonna, Ritchie) is extracted:
Example 2:
If Penn was Madonna’s temperamental
match and boyfriend Carlos Leon, father
of Lourdes, her physical ideal, Ritchie
--- who reportedly calls his new wife
‘Madge’ in private --- is a man who
holds his own against his high-powered
bride.

Here, the approach would generate the following
answer options:

• Madonna and Ritchie had a wedding.
(correct)

• Madonna tied the knot with Carlos
Leon.

• Carlos Leon passed on the family
gene to Ritchie.

• Lourdes was brought up by Penn.

In order to identify the correct statement, learn-
ers need sufficient knowledge of both vocabulary
and grammar, also they need to be able to resolve
coreference relations between occurring entities.

Paraphrasing In order to create both challeng-
ing and motivating tests for language learners, the
generated statements need to present the user with a
large variety of ways to refer to semantic relations,
i.e., repetitions should be avoided. We ensure this
first of all by employing web-scale RE-pattern sets
as a source for the sentence templates, were these
sets often contain hundreds of different ways to
express a given target relation (see Section 3).

To create even more variations, we also intro-
duce paraphrasing technology to the system to re-
order words in the patterns learned by relation
extraction systems and produce a new sentence
with the same meaning. For example, a sentence
template “wife had a kid from husband” is
formed from one of the patterns used in the mar-
riage relation. The paraphrasing engine takes this
template as input and provides templates with the
same words in natural language, e.g., “from hus-
band wife had a kid”. Both templates are
treated as valid and randomly chosen to create an-
swers.

2.4 Human supervision

As already noted earlier, employing automatic
information-extraction methods has the disadvan-
tage of inevitable noise in the system output.
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Figure 2: Interface for teacher step 1.
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Figure 3: Precision/productivity trade-off

Given that the targeted users of the reading-
comprehension exercises are language learners, it
is necessary to include a step with human super-
vision into the data flow of our proposed system.
All sentence templates, including those formulated
from RE patterns and their variants created by the
paraphrasing engine, are verified by teachers. Fur-
thermore, teachers check the extracted relation in-
stances to ensure they are actually mentioned in the
text, then they verify the generated answers wrt. to
grammaticality and adequacy for the context.

3 Prototype implementation

We have implemented a prototype of our system
in order to test the feasibility of our proposed ap-
proach and to gather insights on future research
directions, by carrying out user studies with it. The
system is implemented as a browser-based applica-
tion.

In principle, the approach can handle arbitrary
texts. We tested it on a corpus of 140 English news

articles (Krause et al., 2014), and measured the pro-
ductivity of our approach for automatic question
and answer generation. For these first experiments,
we used the available gold-standard entity annota-
tion. For the relation-extraction part, we applied
the RE patterns of Moro et al. (2013) to automat-
ically extract the relations between the annotated
entities in the text. These patterns are based on
the dependency-grammar analysis of sentences and
were extracted from a large web corpus, hence
they should provide enough variation for both the
detection of relation mentions in texts as well as
the generation of statements about such identified
mentions. We used the patterns for three kinship
relations in this experiment, namely the relations
marriage, parent-child, siblings. As a means of
automatic noise reduction, we work with a combi-
nation of training-support-based pattern filters and
ones relying on the distribution of relation-relevant
word senses in a lexico-semantic resource, as pro-
vided by Moro et al. (2013).

The paraphrasing engine in (Ai et al., 2014) is
used in our system to generate sentence variants
for the patterns, part of the process involves the
utilization of the sentence generator by Wang and
Zhang (2012), which produces linearizations for
the dependency-tree-based patterns.

To reduce a teacher’s work in examining the
generated exercises, we provide a two-step user in-
terface. In the first step, extracted relation instances
for a given text are displayed and require validation
by the user, as shown in Figure 2. The teacher can
adjust the pattern-filter parameters in order to trade
precision for recall, by moving the slider in the
UI. Extracted relationships are shown below the
text and teachers need to go through each of them,
either accept them or decline them.

By choosing different parameter values for the
filters, the number of relationships found by the
extractor varies. The result of this trade-off for the
employed corpus is illustrated in Figure 3. If the
teacher tunes the relation-extraction component to
its strictest setting, approximately three relation
instances per article are found, out of which two
are correct. If a user is willing to invest more time
into question validation (i.e., the next step), it is
possible to get more than twice as much facts of
a lower average accuracy, hence a teacher would
need more time to examine them.

In the second step of the teacher sub-workflow,
generated questions and answers are presented for
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Figure 4: Interface for teacher step 2.

all previously accepted relation instances, see Fig-
ure 4. Teachers can check the answers for each
question, and change them if they are, e.g., not
consistent with the context induced by the article.

When teachers have verified all the questions and
answers, they can press the export button to gener-
ate reading-comprehension exercises as shown in
Figure 5. This is the interface that language learn-
ers use to interact with the system, i.e., access the
teacher-approved exercises.

In order to find out the correct statements, learn-
ers need to firstly understand the semantic relations
among the entities expressed in the texts and sec-
ondly have sufficient linguistic knowledge to under-
stand the answer candidates which are paraphrases
of the original sentences mentioned in the text. The
paraphrases are namely linguistic variants at word
(e.g., synonyms) or word-order level (e.g., topical-
ization). The interface provides feedback to the
learners by marking the selected choice with green
or red color depending on the correctness. In case
a wrong answer is selected, the correct answer is
shown to learners in green. If learners need more
explanation, they can choose to click the hint but-
ton, which highlights the sentence with the relation
instance mentioned in the correct answer. Further-
more, the system provides a visualization function
which displays a graph with all recognized relations
among the entities in the text.

4 Pilot user study

Two aspects of the implemented prototype were
evaluated in separated tests with human subjects,

Figure 5: Example exercise, as generated by the
prototype.

i.e., the interface for language learners and the in-
terface for teachers. For the tests with learners, our
interests were to find out whether:

• . . . the generated multiple-choice exercises fit
the learners’ expectations, e.g., with respect
to user friendliness.

• . . . the questions are of sufficient complexity,
i.e., a learner’s reading comprehension skills
are actually tested.

• . . . the system feedback after a wrong answer
does help learners in figuring out the right
answer.

For the tests with teachers, our evaluation tries
to determine:

• . . . if the prototype provides a user-friendly
interface to generate exercises from texts.

• . . . how teachers think about the step-by-step
generation of exercises and if the teachers’
requirements are met.

• . . . if teachers agree such exercises would help
users achieve their language-learning goals.

We set up a field test for users in which we asked
them to work with the respective interface in an
online version of the prototype and to fill out a
provided online questionnaire after the test. Ques-
tions in the interview for usability and acceptabil-
ity are composed based on ISO NORM 9241/10,
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which checks compliance to ergonomic require-
ments for screen work places, for example self-
descriptiveness, controllability, conformity with
user expectations and suitability for individualiza-
tion. For this pilot study, we had five students act
as teachers and language learners and asked them
to take the questionnaire.

The following table lists the questions used in
the interview:

The interface gives a clear concept of what there
is to do.

5-Step Likert Scale
(Agreement)

I can adjust the layout to suit my preferences.
5-Step Likert Scale
(Agreement)

Generally, I feel no challenge in answering the questions.
5-Step Likert Scale
(Agreement)

It is possible to answer the questions without fully
understanding the article text, e.g. by concluding the
correct answer from certain properties of the text.

5-Step Likert Scale
(Agreement)

I can easily tell apart the correct answer from the
wrong ones, without looking at the article text at all.

5-Step Likert Scale
(Agreement)

The “hint” function makes it easier to figure out
the correct answer.

5-Step Likert Scale
(Agreement)

What has to be changed?/What did you like? Open

Table 1: Questionnaire for learners.

The interface provides self-explained instructions.
5-Step Likert Scale
(Agreement)

I can easily check the validity of the extracted relation-
ships from the corresponding sentences in the article.

5-Step Likert Scale
(Agreement)

I can easily change answers in the generated questions
if I find any of them not proper.

5-Step Likert Scale
(Agreement)

I myself would create similar questions from these
articles without this tool.

5-Step Likert Scale
(Agreement)

What are your expectations from such a tool?
What would you suggest?

Open

Table 2: Questionnaire for teachers.

The summarized evaluation results are as fol-
lows:

• The language learners find the exercise inter-
face intuitive and suitable for a quick start on
the exercises.

• Questions in the exercises are somewhat too
easy to answer. Advanced learners are able
to infer the correct answer without looking at
the article text.

• The “hint” functionality is perceived ambigu-
ously. While all users agree that such a func-
tionality is helpful in principle, only some of
the learners think the way it is implemented
is helpful.

• Teachers find the multi-step exercise gener-
ation confusing, however, after one or two
attempts they get familiar with it and can con-
veniently filter relation instances and modify
answers.

• Generally, teachers think this is the kind of
exercise they would create based on the given
articles.

The results from the learner interviews indicate
several problematic aspects of the prototype. Be-
sides a usability issue with insufficient feedback
during exercise conduction, an aspect mentioned
frequently by the users relates to the complexity
of the generated exercises. Since our testers are
mainly advanced English learners, the exercises
were relatively easy to solve for them. Apart from
their English skill level, they also mentioned that
answers with incorrect or less plausible gender
statements are easy to exclude. For example an
answer “Guy Richtie gave birth to Loudres.” is
obviously false. We believe that such problems
can be fixed by few, relation-specific heuristics,
i.e., stricter rules on patterns. Another reason why
questions tend to be easy is that the topic of the ar-
ticles in our test set is celebrity gossip, i.e., an area
which many people are familiar with, hence learn-
ers could answer questions based only on their prior
knowledge, not their understanding of the text.

As for the tool for teachers, in the future we will
provide clearer instructions so that teachers will not
get lost in the process of creating exercises. Accord-
ing to the teachers, although some articles contain
rich amounts of relations, they are not a good fit
for a reading-comprehension exercise because of
other aspects of the text. They also reported that
at times none of the suggested answer options was
acceptable; to solve this issue, we will add the op-
tion to freely edit the provided answer candidates,
including the chance to compose totally new ones.
In sum, the interview feedback from the teachers
shows that despite the need for manual supervision,
the overall prototype is perceived in a positive way.

5 Related work

The work presented in this paper is part of a grow-
ing body of approaches in computer-assisted lan-
guage learning (CALL). The methods in this area
aim to support (second) language learners through
various means, among them methods for error cor-
rection (e.g., pronunciation training) or providing
them with exercises for practicing existing lan-
guage skills, while some approaches focus on re-
ducing the workload of language teachers related
to preparation and verification of exercises.

An example from the area of text-based CALL
is the work of Uitdenbogerd (2014), who present
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systems for finding or generating exercise texts of a
complexity level appropriate to the learner’s current
skill level, e.g., by reordering existing text elements
wrt. difficulty or finding texts which make use of
only appropriate vocabulary. Similar work is re-
ported by Sheehan et al. (2014), who classify texts
wrt. different metrics (academic vocabulary, syn-
tactic complexity, concreteness, cohesion, among
others) in order to identify texts for specific com-
plexity levels.

An area receiving particular focus in the liter-
ature is the task of reading comprehension. Typ-
ically, language learners are asked to provide a
short free-text summary for, e.g., a news article.
A teacher then has to manually verify whether
the learner was capable of understanding the text
and correctly summarized the main content. Some
CALL systems support the teacher in this task by
automatically scoring the learner’s summary wrt.
the original article text or compared to a teacher-
provided gold-standard summary, see for example
(Hahn and Meurers, 2012; Madnani et al., 2013;
Horbach et al., 2013; Koleva et al., 2014).

Equally relevant to our work is the approach of
Gates (2008), who automatically generated WH-
questions for reading-comprehension tests through
a transformation of the parse tree of selected sen-
tences from the article text, as well as Riloff and
Thelen (2000), who developed a rule-based sys-
tem for the automatic answering of questions in a
reading-comprehension setting.

Our focus is the automatic generation of
multiple-choice reading-comprehension exercises.
This exercise type is a standard tool for educational
tests and has, compared to short-answer summaries,
the benefit that once created such tests require rel-
atively few work on the teacher’s side in order to
assess a learner’s skill level. At the core of our
approach is the application of existing information-
extraction approaches, mainly from the sub-area
of relation extraction, for the identification of facts
in texts which are suitable for checking a learner’s
understanding of a foreign language. In addition to
the work of Moro et al. (2013), which we employed
in our prototype implementation, many more rela-
tion extraction systems exist that could be utilized
in our setting, either from traditional relation ex-
traction (Carlson et al., 2010; Mitchell et al., 2015)
or the open-IE paradigm (Fader et al., 2011; Pighin
et al., 2014).

6 Conclusion and outlook

In this paper, we present a semi-automatic approach
to the generation of reading-comprehension exer-
cises, which builds on existing strategies from the
areas of information extraction and paraphrasing.
A user evaluation of a prototype implementation
provided some evidence for the feasibility of the
approach, albeit it also showed that the quality and
particularly the difficulty of the generated questions
needs to improve.

For the future, we plan to implement further
prototypes which will employ additional relation-
extraction and paraphrasing systems, and which
will support a broader range of fact types. Further-
more, we want to enlarge the lexical and syntactic
variability of the generated answers and would like
to reduce the amount of required teacher supervi-
sion, in order to make the approach better suited
for real-world applications.

Another line of future work could focus on inject-
ing more indirectness into the question-answer gen-
eration, i.e., the system should not only ask for facts
explicitly referenced in the text but should also
check a language learners conclusion capabilities,
which require a deeper understanding of language
than fact finding. A possible way to implement
this may be the integration of textual-entailment
methods. For example, the system might ask about
a particular parent-child relation not directly men-
tioned in the text, which the system could infer
from a mentioned relation between siblings and
another (different) instance of relation parent-child.
This can help to generate exercises testing for more
sophisticated reading-comprehension capabilities
of language learners.
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Abstract

We propose WordNews, a web browser
extension that allows readers to learn a
second language vocabulary while reading
news online. Injected tooltips allow read-
ers to look up selected vocabulary and take
simple interactive tests.

We discover that two key system com-
ponents needed improvement, both which
stem from the need to model context.
These two issues are real-world word
sense disambiguation (WSD) to aid trans-
lation quality and constructing interactive
tests. For the first, we start with Mi-
crosoft’s Bing translation API but employ
additional dictionary-based heuristics that
significantly improve translation in both
coverage and accuracy. For the second,
we propose techniques for generating ap-
propriate distractors for multiple-choice
word mastery tests. Our preliminary user
survey confirms the need and viability of
such a language learning platform.

1 Introduction

Learning a new language from language learn-
ing websites is time consuming. Research shows
that regular practice, guessing, memorization (Ru-
bin, 1975) as well as immersion into real scenar-
ios (Naiman, 1978) hastens the language learning
process. To make second language learning attrac-
tive and efficient, we interleave language learning
with the daily activity of online news reading.

Most existing language learning software
are either instruction-driven or user-driven.

∗ This research is supported by the Singapore National
Research Foundation under its International Research Centre
@ Singapore Funding Initiative and administered by the IDM
Programme Office.

Duolingo1 is a popular instruction-driven sys-
tem that teaches through structured lessons.
Instruction driven systems demand dedicated
learner time on a daily basis and are limited by
learning materials as lesson curation is often
labor-intensive.

In contrast, many people informally use
Google Translate2 or Amazon Kindle’s Vo-
cabulary Builder3 to learn vocabulary, making
these prominent examples of user-driven systems.
These systems, however, lack the rigor of a learn-
ing platform as they omit tests to allow learners
to demonstrate mastery. In our work, we merge
learning and assessment within the single activity
of news reading. Our system also adapts to the
learner’s skill during assessment.

We propose a system to enable online news
readers to efficiently learn a new language’s vo-
cabulary. Our prototype targets Chinese lan-
guage learning while reading English language
news. Learners are provided translations of open-
domain words for learning from an English news
page. In the same environment – for words that
the system deems mastered by the learner – learn-
ers are assessed by replacing the original English
text in the article with their Chinese translations
and asked to translate them back given a choice
of possible translations. The system, WordNews,
deployed as a Chrome web browser extension, is
triggered when readers visit a preconfigured list of
news websites (e.g., CNN, BBC).

A key design property of our WordNews web
browser extension is that it is only active on cer-
tain news websites. This is important as news arti-
cles typically are classified with respect to a news

1https://www.duolingo.com
2https://translate.google.com
3http://www.amazon.com/gp/help/

customer/display.html?nodeId=201733850
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category, such as finance, world news, and sports.
If we know which category of news the learner is
viewing, we can leverage this contextual knowl-
edge to improve the learning experience.

In the development of the system, we discov-
ered two key components that can be affected by
this context modeling. We report on these devel-
opments here. In specific, we propose improved
algorithms for two components: (i) for translating
English words to Chinese from news articles, (ii)
for generating distractors for learner assessment.

2 The WordNews Chrome Extension

Our method to directly enhance the web browser
is inspired by earlier work in the computer-aided
language learning community that also uses the
web browser as the delivery vehicle for language
learning. WERTi (Metcalf and Meurers, 2006;
Meurers et al., 2010) was a monolingual, user-
driven system that modified web pages in the tar-
get language to highlight or remove certain words
from specific syntactic patterns to teach difficult-
to-learn English grammar.

Our focus is to help build Chinese vocabulary
for second language learners fluent in English.
We give a running scenario to illustrate the use
of WordNews. When a learner browses to an En-
glish webpage on a news website, our extension
either selectively replaces certain original English
words with their Chinese translation or underlines
the English words, based on user configuration
(Figure 1, middle). While the meaning of the
Chinese word is often apparent in context, the
learner can choose to learn more about the
replaced/underlined word, by mousing over the
word to reveal a definition tooltip (Figure 1, left)
to aid mastery of the Chinese word. Once the
learner has encountered the target word a few
times, WordNews assesses learner’s mastery by
generating a multiple choice translation test on
the target word (Figure 1, right). Our learning
platform thus can be viewed as three logical use
cases: translating, learning and testing.

Translating. We pass the main content of the
webpage from the extension client to our server
for candidate selection and translation. As cer-
tain words are polysemous, the server must select
the most appropriate translation among all pos-

sible meanings. Our initial selection method re-
places any instance of words stored in our dictio-
nary. For translation, we check the word’s stored
meanings against the machine translation of each
sentence obtained from the Microsoft Bing Trans-
lation API4 (hereafter, “Bing”). Matches are
deemed as correct translations and are pushed
back to the Chrome client for rendering.

Learning. Hovering the mouse over the re-
placement Chinese word causes a tooltip to ap-
pear, which gives the translation, pronunciation,
and simplified written form, and a More link that
loads additional contextual example sentences
(that were previously translated by the backend)
for the learner to study. The More link must be
clicked for activation, as we find this two-click ar-
chitecture helps to minimize latency and the load-
ing of unnecessary data. The server keeps record
of the learning tooltip activations, logging the en-
closing webpage URL, the target word and the
user identity.

Testing. After the learner encounters the same
word a pre-defined number t = 3 times, Word-
News generates a multiple choice question (MCQ)
test to assess mastery. When the learner hovers
over the replaced word, the test is shown for the
learner to select the correct answer. When an op-
tion is clicked, the server logs the selection and
updates the user’s test history, and the client re-
veals the correct answer.

2.1 News Categories

As our learning platform is active only on certain
news websites, we can model the news category
(for individual words and whole webpages) as ad-
ditional evidence to help with tasks. Of particu-
lar importance to WordNews is the association of
words to a news category, which is used down-
stream in both word sense disambiguation (Sec-
tion 3) and the generation of distractors in the in-
teractive tests (Section 4). Here, our goal is to au-
tomatically find highly relevant words to a particu-
lar news category – e.g., “what are typical finance
words?”

We first obtain a large sample of catego-
rized English news webpages, by creating custom
crawlers for specific news websites (e.g. CNN).
We use a seed list of words that are matched

4https://www.bing.com/translator
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Figure 1: Merged screenshots of our Chrome extension on the CNN English article Spotify wants to
be the soundtrack of your life. Underlined components are clickable to yield tooltips of two different
forms: (left) a definition for learning, (right) a multiple-choice interactive test.

Table 1: News category alignment between En-
glish and Chinese.

English
Category

Chinese
Category

Example
Words

1. Entertain-
ment

Entertainment “superstar”,
“明星”

2. World Military,
International,
Social

“attacks”,
“军事”

3. Finance Finance “investment”,
“财富”

4. Sports Sports “score”, “比
赛”

5. Fashion Beauty &
Health

“jewelry”,
“时髦”

6. Technology Technology “cyber”,
“互联网”

7. Travel “natural”

against a target webpage’s URL. If any match, the
webpage is deemed to be of that category. For
example, a webpage that has the seed word “foot-
ball” in its URL is deemed of category “Sports”.
Since the news category is also required for Chi-
nese words for word sense disambiguation, we
must perform a similar procedure to crawl Chi-
nese news (e.g., BaiduNews5) However, Chi-
nese news sites follow a different categorization
scheme, so we first manually align the categories
based on observation (see Table 1), creating seven
bilingual categories: namely, “World”, “Tech-
nology”, “Sports”, “Entertainment”, “Finance”,
“Fashion” and “Travel”.

We tokenize and part-of-speech tag the main
body text of the categorized articles, discarding

5http://news.baidu.com

punctuation and stopwords. For Chinese, we seg-
ment words using the Stanford Chinese word seg-
menter (Chang et al., 2008). The remaining words
are classified to a news category based on docu-
ment frequency. A word w is classified to a cate-
gory c if it appears more often (a tunable threshold
δ6) than its average category document frequency.
Note that a word can be categorized to multiple
categories under this scheme.

3 Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD)
Component

Our extension needs to show the most appropri-
ate translation sense based on the context. Such
a translation selection task – cross-lingual word
sense disambiguation – is a common problem in
machine translation. In this section, we describe
how we improved WordNews’ WSD capabilities
through a series of six approaches.

The context evidence that we leverage for WSD
comes in two forms: the news category of the tar-
get word and its enclosing sentence.

3.1 Bilingual Dictionary and Baseline

WordNews’s server component includes a bilin-
gual lexicon of English words with possible Chi-
nese senses. The English words in our dictionary
is based on the publicly-available College English
Test (CET 4) list, which has a breadth of about
4,000 words. We augment the list to include the
relative frequency among Chinese senses, with
their part-of-speech, per English word.

Our baseline translation uses the most frequent
sense: for an English word to be translated, it
chooses the most frequent relative Chinese trans-
lation sense c from the possible set of senses C.

6We empricially set δ to 10.
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Table 2: Example translations from our approaches to WSD. Target words are italicized and
correct translations are bolded.

English Sentence Dictionary Baseline POS Machine Translation
Substring Relax Align

(1) ... a very close
friend of ...

verb: 关闭,合,关 ...
adj: 密切, ... 亲密 ...

关闭 密切 亲亲亲密密密 亲亲亲密密密 亲亲亲密密密

(2) ... kids can’t stop
singing ...

verb: 停止,站,阻止,停
...

停停停止止止 阻止 停停停止止止 停停停止止止 停停停止止止

(3) ... about Elsa being
happy and free ...

adj: 免费, 自由, 游离,
畅,空闲的...

免费 免费 自自自由由由 自自自由由由 自自自由由由

(4) ... why Obama’s
trip to my homeland is
meaningful ...

noun: 旅, 旅程 ... 旅游
...

旅 旅 旅 旅旅旅行行行 旅旅旅行行行

(5) ... winning more
points in the match ...

noun: 匹配, 比赛, 赛,
敌手,对手,火柴 ...

匹配 匹配 比比比赛赛赛 比比比赛赛赛 比比比赛赛赛

(6) ... state department
spokeswoman Jen
Psaki said that the
allies ...

noun: 态,国,州, ...
verb: 声明,陈述,述,申
明 ... 发言 ...
adj: 国家的 ...

态 态 发言 发言
人

国国国家家家

This method has complete coverage over the CET
4 list (as the word frequency rule always yields a
prospective translation), but as it lacks any context
model, it is the least accurate.

3.2 Approach 1: News Category

Topic information has been shown to be useful
in WSD (Boyd-Graber et al., 2007). For exam-
ple, consider the English word interest. In fi-
nance related articles, “interest” is more likely to
carry the sense of “a share, right, or title in the
ownership of property” (“利息” in Chinese), over
other senses. Therefore, analysing the topic of the
original article and selecting the translation with
the same topic label might help disambiguate the
word sense. For a target English word e, for each
prospective Chinese sense c ∈ C, choose the first
(in terms of relative frequency) sense that has the
same news category as the containing webpage.

3.3 Approach 2: Part-of-Speech

Part-of-Speech (POS) tags are also useful for
word sense disambiguation (Wilks and Steven-
son, 1998) and machine translation (Toutanova et
al., 2002; Ueffing and Ney, 2003). For exam-
ple, the English word “book” can function as a
verb or a noun, which gives rise to two differ-

ent dominant senses: “reserve” (“预定” in Chi-
nese) and “printed work” (“书”), respectively. As
senses often correspond cross-lingually, knowl-
edge of the English word’s POS can assist dis-
ambiguation. We employ the Standford log-linear
Part-of-Speech tagger (Toutanova et al., 2003) to
obtain the POS tag for the English word, whereas
the POS tag for target Chinese senses are provided
in our dictionary. In cases where multiple candi-
date Chinese translations fit the same sense, we
again break ties using relative frequency of the
prospective candidates.

3.4 Approaches 3–5: Machine Translation

Neighbouring words provide the necessary con-
text to perform WSD in many contexts. In our
work, we consider the sentence in which the tar-
get word appears as our context. We then acquire
its translation from Microsoft Bing Translator us-
ing its API. As we access the translation as a third
party, the Chinese translation comes as-is, with-
out the needed explicit word to locate the target
English word to translate in the original input sen-
tence. We need to perform alignment of the Chi-
nese and English sentences in order to recover the
target word’s translation from the sentence trans-
lation.
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Approach 3 – Substring Match. As potential
Chinese translations are available in our dictio-
nary, a straightforward use of substring matching
recovers a Chinese translation; i.e., check whether
the candidate Bing translation is a substring of the
Chinese translation. If more than one candidate
matches, we use the longest string match heuristic
and pick the one with the longest match as the fi-
nal output. If none matches, the system does not
output a translation for the word.

Approach 4 – Relaxed Match. The final rule
in the substring match method unfortunately fires
often, as the coverage of WordNews’s lexicon is
limited. As we wish to offer correct translations
that are not limited by our lexicon, we relax our
substring condition, allowing the Bing translation
to be a superset of a candidate translation in our
dictionary (see Example 4 in Table 2, where the
Bing translation “旅行” is allowed to be relaxed
to match the dictionary “旅”). To this end, we
must know the extent of the words in the transla-
tion. We first segment the obtained Bing transla-
tion with the Stanford Chinese Word Segmenter,
and then use string matching to find a Chinese
translation c. If more than one candidate matches,
we heuristically use the last matched candidate.
This technique significantly augments the transla-
tion range of our extension beyond the reach of
our lexicon.

Approach 5 – Word Alignment. The relaxed
method runs into difficulties when the target En-
glish e’s Chinese prospective translations which
come from our lexicon generate several possible
matches. Consider Example 6 in Table 2. The tar-
get English word “state” has corresponding Chi-
nese entries “发言” and “国家的” in our dictio-
nary. For this reason, both “国家” (“country”, cor-
rect) and “发言人” (“spokeswoman”, incorrect)
are relaxed matches. As relaxed approach always
picks up the last candidate, “发言人” is the final
output, which is incorrect.

To address this, we use the Bing Word Align-
ment API7 to provide a possibly different prospec-
tive Chinese sense c. In this example, “state”
matches “国家” (“country”, correct) from word
alignment, and the final algorithm chooses “国家”
as the output.

7https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/dn198370.aspx

Table 3: WSD performance over our test set.

Coverage Accuracy
Baseline 100% 57.3%
News Category 2.0% 7.1%
POS 94.5% 55.2%
Bing – Substring 78.5% 79.8%
Bing – Relaxed 75.7% 80.9%
Bing – Align 76.9% 97.4%

3.5 Evaluation

To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed
methods, we randomly sampled 707 words and
their sentences from recent CNN8 news articles,
manually annotating the ground truth translation
for each target English word. We report both the
coverage (i.e., the ability of the system to return a
translation) and accuracy (i.e., whether the trans-
lation is contextually accurate).

Table 3 shows the experimental results for the
six approaches. As expected, frequency-based
baseline achieves 100% coverage, but a low accu-
racy (57.3%); POS also performs similarly . The
category-based approach performs the worst, due
to low coverage. This is because news category
only provides a high-level context and many of
the Chinese word senses do not have a strong topic
tendency.

Of most promise is our use of web based trans-
lation related APIs. The three Bing methods iter-
atively improve the accuracy and have reasonable
coverage. Among all the methods, the additional
step of word alignment is the best in terms of ac-
curacy (97.4%), significantly bettering the others.
This validates previous work that sentence-level
context is helpful in WSD.

4 Distractor Generation Component

Assesing mastery over vocabulary is the other key
functionality of our prototype learning platform.
The generation of the multiple choice selection
test requires the selection of alternative choices
aside from the correct answer of the target word.
In this section, we investigate a way to automati-
cally generate such choices (called distractors in
the literature) in English, given a target word.

8http://edition.cnn.com
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4.1 Related Work

Multiple choice question (MCQ) is widely used
in vocabulary learning. Semantic and syntactic
properties of the target word need to be consid-
ered while generating their distractors. In partic-
ular, (Pho et al., 2014) did an analysis on real-life
MCQ corpus, and validated there are syntactic and
semantic homogeneity among distractors. Based
on this, automatic distractor generation algorithms
have been proposed.

For instance, (Lee and Seneff, 2007) gener-
ate distractors for English prepositions based on
collocations, and idiosyncratic incorrect usage
learned from non-native English corpora. Lärka
(Volodina et al., 2014) – a Swedish language
learning system – generates vocabulary assess-
ment exercises using a corpus. They also have dif-
ferent modes of exercise generation to allow learn-
ing and testing via the same interface. (Susanti
et al., 2015) generate distractors for TOEFL vo-
cabulary test using WordNet and word sense dis-
ambiguation given a target word. While these ap-
proaches serve in testing mastery, they do not pro-
vide the capability for learning new vocabulary in
context. The most related prior work is WordGap
system (Knoop and Wilske, 2013), a mobile appli-
cation that generates MCQ tests based on the text
selected by users. WordGap customizes the read-
ing context, however, the generation of distractors
– based on syntactic and semantic homogeneity –
is not contextualized.

4.2 Approach

WordNews postulates “a set of suitable distrac-
tors” as: 1) having the same form as the target
word, 2) fitting the sentence’s context, and 3) hav-
ing proper difficulty level according to user’s level
of mastery. As input to the distractor generation
algorithm, we provide the target word, its part-
of-speech (obtained by tagging the input sentence
first) and the enclosing webpage’s news category.
We restrict the algorithm to produce distractors
matching the input POS, and which match the
news category of the page.

We can design the test to be more difficult by
choosing distractors that are more similar to the
target word. By varying the semantic distance, we
can generate tests at varying difficulty levels. We
quantify similarity by using the Lin distance (Lin,

1998) between two input candidate concepts in
WordNet (Miller, 1995):

sim(c1, c2) =
2 ∗ logP (lso(c1, c2))
logP (c1) + logP (c2)

(1)

where P (c) denotes the probability of encounter-
ing concept c, and lso(c1, c2) denotes the low-
est common subsumer synset, which is the lowest
node in the WordNet hierarchy that is a hypernym
of both c1 and c2. This returns a score from 0
(completely dissimilar) to 1 (semantically equiva-
lent).

If we use a target word e as the starting point,
we can use WordNet to retrieve related words
using WordNet relations (hypernyms/hyponyms,
synonyms/antonyms) and determine their similar-
ity using Lin distance.

We empirically set 0.1 as the similarity thresh-
old – words that are deemed more similar than 0.1
are returned as possible distractors for our algo-
rithm. We note that Lin distance often returns
a score of 0 for many pairs and the threshold of
0.1 allows us to have a large set of distractors to
choose from, while remaining fairly efficient in
run-time distractor generation.

We discretize a learner’s knowledge of the
word based on their prior exposure to it. We then
adopt a strategy to generate distractors for the
input word based learners’ knowledge level:

Easy: The learner has been exposed to the
word at least t = 3 times. Two distractors are
randomly selected from words that share the same
news category as the target word e. The third
distractor is generated using our algorithm.

Hard: The learner has passed the Easy level
test x = 6 times. All three distractors are gener-
ated from the same news category, using our algo-
rithm.

4.3 Evaluation

The WordGap system (Knoop and Wilske, 2013)
represents the most related prior work on auto-
mated distractor generation, and forms our base-
line. WordGap adopts a knowledge-based ap-
proach: selecting the synonyms of synonyms (also
computed by WordNet) as distractors. They first
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select the most frequently used word, w1, from
the target word’s synonym set, and then select the
synonyms of w1, called s1. Finally, WordGap se-
lects the three most frequently-used words from
s1 as distractors.

We conducted a human subject evaluation of
distractor generation to assess its fitness for use.
The subjects were asked to rank the feasibility of
a distractor (inclusive of the actual answer) from
a given sentential context. The contexts were sen-
tences retrieved from actual news webpages, iden-
tical to WordNews’s use case.

We randomly selected 50 sentences from recent
news articles, choosing a noun or adjective from
the sentence as the target word. We show the orig-
inal sentence (leaving the target word as blank)
as the context, and display distractors as choices
(see Figure 2). Subjects were required to read the
sentence and rank the distractors by plausibility:
1 (the original answer), 2 (most plausible alterna-
tive) to 7 (least plausible alternative). We recruited
15 subjects from within our institution for the sur-
vey. All of them are fluent English speakers, and
half are native speakers.

We evaluated two scenarios, for two different
purposes. In both evaluations, we generate three
distractors using each of the two systems, and add
the original target word for validation (7 options in
total, conforming to our ranking options of 1–7).

Since we have news category information, we
wanted to check whether that information alone
could improve distractor generation. Evaluation 1
tests the WordGap baseline system versus a Ran-
dom News system that uses random word selec-
tion. It just uses the constraint that chosen distrac-
tors must conform to the news category (be clas-
sified to the news category of the target word).

In our Evaluation 2, we tested our Hard setup
where our algorithm is used to generate all dis-
tractors against WordGap. This evaluation aims to
assess the efficacy of our algorithm over the base-
line.

4.3.1 Results and Analysis

Each question was answered by five different
users. We compute the average ranking for each
choice. A lower rating means a more plausible
(harder) distractor. The rating for all the target
words is low (1.1 on average) validating their truth

Figure 2: Sample distractor ranking question.

and implying that the subjects answered the sur-
vey seriously, assuring the validity of the evalua-
tion.

For each question, we deem an algorithm to be
the winner if its three distractors as a whole (the
sum of three average ratings) are assessed to be
more plausible than the distractors by its competi-
tor. We calculate the number of wins for each al-
gorithm over the 50 questions in each evaluation.

Table 4: WordGap vs. Random News. Lower
scores are better.

# of wins Avg. score
WordGap 27 3.84
Random News 23 4.10

Table 5: WordGap vs. WordNews Hard.
Lower scores are better.

# of wins Avg. score
WordGap 21 4.16
WordNews Hard 29 3.49

We display the results of both evaluations in
Table 4 and Table 5. We see that the WordGap
baseline outperforms the random selection, con-
strained solely by news category, by 4 wins and a
0.26 lower average score. This shows that word
news category alone is insufficient for generating
good distractors. When a target word does not
have a strong category tendency, e.g., “venue” and
“week”, the random news method cannot select
highly plausible distractors.

In the second table, our distractor algorithm sig-
nificantly betters the baseline in both number of
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Table 6: Distractors generated by WordGap
and WordNews Hard for example question in
Figure 2. The identified news category for the
enclosing webpage was Entertainment.

System Distractor Lin Dist. Avg. Rate
Target Word lark 1.33

WordGap
frolic 3.33
runaround 5.67
cavort 4.17

WordNews art 0.154 1.67
Hard film 0.147 3.33

actress 0.217 4.83

wins (8 more) and average score (0.67 lower).
This further confirms that context and semantic in-
formation are complementary for distractor gener-
ation. As we mentioned before, a good distractor
should fit the reading context and have a certain
level of difficulty. Finally, in Table 6 we show the
distractors generated for the target word “lark” in
the example survey question (Figure 2).

5 Platform Viability and Usability
Survey

We have thus far described and evaluated two crit-
ical components that can benefit from capturing
the learner’s news article context. In the larger
context, we also need to check the viability of
second language learning intertwined with news
reading. In a requirements survey prior to the pro-
totype development, two-thirds of the respondents
indicated that although they have interest in learn-
ing a second language, they only have only used
language learning software infrequently (less than
once per week) yet frequently read news, giving
us motivation for our development.

Post-prototype, we conducted a summative sur-
vey to assess whether our prototype product satis-
fied the target niche, in terms of interest, usability
and possible interference with normal reading ac-
tivities. We gathered 16 respondents, 15 of which
were between the ages of 18–24. 11 (the majority)
also claimed native Chinese language proficiency.

The respondents felt that the extension platform
was a viable language learning platform (3.4 of 5;
on a scale of 1 “disagreement” to 5 “agreement”)
and that they would like to try it when available
for their language pair (3 of 5).

In our original prototype, we replaced the orig-

inal English word with the Chinese translation.
While most felt that replacing the original En-
glish with the Chinese translation would not ham-
per their reading, they still felt a bit uncomfortable
(3.7 of 5). This finding prompted us to change the
default learning tooltip behavior to underlining to
hint at the tooltip presence.

6 Conclusion

We described WordNews, a client extension and
server backend that transforms the web browser
into a second language learning platform. Lever-
aging web-based machine translation APIs and
a static dictionary, it offers a viable user-driven
language learning experience by pairing an im-
proved, context-sensitive tooltip definition service
with the generation of context-sensitive multiple
choice questions.

WordNews is potentially not confined to use
in news websites; one respondent noted that they
would like to use it on arbitrary websites, but cur-
rently we feel usable word sense disambiguation
is difficult enough even in the restricted news do-
main. We also note that respondents are more
willing to use a mobile client for news reading,
such that our future development work may be
geared towards an independent mobile applica-
tion, rather than a browser extension. We also plan
to conduct a longitudinal study with a cohort of
second language learners to better evaluate Word-
News’ real-world effectiveness.
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Abstract 

We introduce a method that extracts keywords 
in a language with the help of the other. The 
method involves estimating preferences for 
topical keywords and fusing language-specific 
word statistics. At run-time, we transform 
parallel articles into word graphs, build cross-
lingual edges for word statistics integration, 
and exploit PageRank with word keyness 
information for keyword extraction. We apply 
our method to keyword analysis and language 
learning. Evaluation shows that keyword 
extraction benefits from cross-language 
information and language learners benefit 
from our keywords in reading comprehension 
test. 

1 Introduction 

Keyword extraction algorithms (KEA) have been 
developed to extract keywords for content 
understanding, event tracking, or opinion mining. 
However, most of them calculate article-level 
word keyness in a single language. The articles’ 
counterparts in another language may have 
different keyword candidates in mind since 
languages differ in grammar, phrase structure, 
and word usage, all of which play a role in word 
keyness statistics, thus keyword analysis. 
    Consider the English article in Figure 1. 
Monolingual KEA, based solely on the English 
content, may not identify the best keyword set. A 
better set might be obtained by consulting the 
article in more than a language (e.g., the Chinese 
counterparts) in that language divergence such as 

phrasal structure (i.e., word order), and word 
usage and word repetition (resulting from word 
translation or word sense) lead to different views 
on keywords across languages. Example English-
Chinese divergence in Figure 1 includes the 
word order in the phrase social reintegration and
重 返 社 會  (social translated to 社 會 and 
reintegration inversely to 重返 ), many-to-one 
mapping/translation e.g. both prosthesis and 
artificial limbs translated to 義肢 , and one-to-
many mapping e.g. physical respectively 
translated to 物理 and 身體 in context physical 
therapist and physical rehabilitation. We 
hypothesize that, with the differences in 
languages, language-specific word statistics 
might be fused to contribute to keyword analysis. 
    We present a system, BiKEA, that learns to 
identify keywords in a language with the help of 
the other. The cross-language information is 
expected to reinforce language similarities and 
respect language dissimilarities, and better 
understand articles in terms of keywords. An 
example keyword analysis of an English article 
is shown in Figure 1. BiKEA has aligned the 
parallel articles at word level and determined the 
topical keyword preference scores for words. 
BiKEA learns these topic-related scores during 
training by analyzing a collection of articles. 

At run-time, BiKEA transforms an article in a 
language into PageRank word graph. To hear 
another side of the story, BiKEA also constructs 
word graph from its counterpart in another 
language. These two graphs are then bridged 
over bilingually equivalent nodes. The bridging 
is to take language divergence into account and
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Figure 1. An example BiKEA keyword analysis for an English article. 
 

to allow for language-wise interaction over word 
statistics. At last, BiKEA iterates in bilingual 
context with word keyness scores to find 
keywords. 

2 Related Work 

Keyword extraction has been actively applied to 
many NLP tasks: document categorization 
(Manning and Schutze, 2000), indexing (Li et al., 
2004), and text mining on social networking 
services ((Li et al., 2010); (Zhao et al., 2011); 
(Wu et al., 2010)). 

The body of KEA focuses on learning word 
statistics in document collection. Approaches 
such as tfidf and entropy, using local document 
and/or across-document information, pose strong 
baselines (Liu et al. (2009) and Gebre et al. 
(2013)). On the other hand, Mihalcea and Tarau 
(2004) apply PageRank, connecting words 
locally, to extract essential words. In our work, 
we integrate globally learned keyword 
preferences into PageRank to identify keywords. 

Recent work has been incorporating semantics 
into PageRank. For example, Liu et al. (2010) 
construct PageRank synonym graph to 
accommodate words with similar meaning. And 
Huang and Ku (2013) weigh PageRank edges 
based on nodes’ degrees of reference. In contrast, 
we bridge PageRank word graphs from parallel 
articles to facilitate re-distribution or interaction 
of the word statistics of the involved languages. 

In studies more closely related to our work, 
Liu et al. (2010) and Zhao et al. (2011) present 
PageRank algorithms leveraging article topic 
information for keyword identification. The main 
differences from our current work are that the 

article topics we exploit are specified by humans, 
not automated systems, and that our PageRank 
graphs are built and connected bilingually. 

In contrast to the previous research on topic 
modeling (e.g., Zhao and Xing (2007)) and 
keyword extraction, we present a keyword 
extraction algorithm that learns topical keyword 
preferences and bilingually inter-connects 
PageRank graphs. The bilinguality is to help 
predict better keywords taking into account the 
perspectives of the languages involved including 
the language similarities and dissimilarities. We 
also use our keywords for educational purpose 
like reading comprehension. 

3 BiKEA 

3.1 Problem Statement 

We focus on identifying keywords of a given 
article in a language with the help of the other. 
Keyword candidates are returned as the output of 
the system. The returned keyword list can be 
examined by humans (e.g., for keyword 
evaluation or language learning), or passed on to 
article recommendation systems for article 
retrieval. Therefore, our goal is to return a 
reasonable-sized set of keyword candidates that 
contain the given article’s essential terms. We 
now formally describe the problem that we are 
addressing. 

Problem Statement: We are given a bilingual 
parallel article collection of various topics from 
social media (e.g., TED), an article ARTe in 
language e, and its counterpart ARTc in language 
c. Our goal is to determine a set of words that are 
likely to contain important words of ARTe. For 

The English Article: I've been in Afghanistan for 21 years. I work for the Red Cross and I'm a physical 
therapist. My job is to make arms and legs -- well it's not completely true. We do more than that. We provide 
the patients, the Afghan disabled, first with the physical rehabilitation then with the social reintegration. It's a 
very logical plan, but it was not always like this. For many years, we were just providing them with artificial 
limbs. It took quite many years for … 
 
Its Chinese Counterpart: 我在阿富汗已經 21 年。我為紅十字會工作，我是一名物理治療師。我的工
作是製作胳膊和腿--恩，這不完全是事實。 我們做的還不止這些。我們提供給患者，阿富汗的殘疾
人，首先是身體康復, 然後重返社會。這是一個非常合理的計劃， 但它並不是總是這樣。多年來，我
們只是給他們 提供義肢。花了很多年的程序才讓這計劃成為現在的模樣。… 
 
Word Alignment Information: physical (物理), therapist (治療師), social (社會), reintegration (重返), 
physical (身體), rehabilitation (康復), prosthesis (義肢), … 
 
Scores of Topical Keyword Preferences for Words: 
(English)    prosthesis: 0.32; artificial leg: 0.21; physical therapist: 0.15; rehabilitation: 0.08; … 
(Chinese)   義肢: 0.41; 物理治療師: 0.15; 康復: 0.10; 阿富汗: 0.08, … 
 
English Keywords from Bilingual Perspectives: 
prosthesis, artificial, leg, rehabilitation, orthopedic, … 
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this, we take into account word keyness w.r.t. 
ARTe’s topic and bridge language-specific 
statistics of ARTe and ARTc via bilingual 
information (e.g., word alignments) such that 
cross-lingual diversities are valued in extracting 
keywords in e. 

3.2 Topical Keyword Preferences 

We attempt to estimate language-wise keyword 
preferences with respect to a wide range of 
article topics. Basically, the estimation is to 
calculate word significance in a domain topic. 
Our learning process has following four stages. 

In the first two stages of the learning process, 
we generate two sets of article and word 
information. The input to these stages is a set of 
articles and their domain topics. The output is a 
set of pairs of article ID and word in the article, 
e.g., (ID_ARTe=1,we=prosthesis) in language e or 
(ID_ARTc=1,wc=義肢) in language c, and a set of 
pairs of article topic and word in the article, e.g., 
(tpe=disability,we=prosthesis) in e and 
(tpe=disability,wc=義肢) in c. Note that the topic 
information is shared across languages, and that, 
to respect language diversities, words’ topical 
significance is calculated within their specific 
language and the original language-independent 
word statistics will later be fused and interact at 
run-time. 

The third stage estimates keyword preferences 
for words across articles and domain topics using 
aforementioned (ART,w) and (tp,w) sets. In our 
paper, simple yet effective tfidf estimation is 
used: tfidf(w)=freq(ART,w)/appr(ART’,w) where 
term frequency in an article is divided by its 
appearance in the article collection to distinguish 
important words from common words. 

tfidf takes global information (i.e., article 
collection) into account, and will be used as 
keyword preference model in PageRank at run-
time which locally connects words (i.e., within 
articles). 

3.3 Run-Time Keyword Extraction 

Once language-specific keyword preference 
scores for words are learned, they are stored for 
run-time reference. BiKEA then uses the 
procedure in Figure 2 to fuse word statistics 
across languages to determine keyword list for a 
given article. In this procedure machine 
translation technique i.e., IBM word aligner is 
exploited to glue statistics in the involved 

languages and make bilingually motivated 
random-walk algorithm (i.e., PageRank) possible. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Extracting keywords at run-time. 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3. Constructing PageRank word graph. 
 

In Steps (1) and (2) of Figure 2 we construct 
PageRank word graphs for the article ARTe in 
language e and its counterpart ARTc in language 
c. They are built independently using the 
procedure in Figure 3 to respect language 
properties (such as subject-verb-object or 
subject-object-verb structure). In the algorithm of 
Figure 3, EW stores normalized edge weights for 
word wi and wj (Step (2)). And EW is a v by v 
matrix where v is the vocabulary size of ARTe 
and ARTc. Note that the graph is directed (from 
words to words that follow) and edge weights are 
words’ co-occurrences within window size WS. 
Additionally we incorporate edge weight 
multiplier m>1 to propagate more PageRank 
scores to content words. 

procedure PredictKW(ARTe,ARTc,KeyPrefs,WA,α,N) 

//Construct language-specific word graph for PageRank 
(1)  EWe=constructPRwordGraph(ARTe) 
(2)  EWc=constructPRwordGraph(ARTc) 
//Construct inter-language bridges 
(3)  EW=α EWe+(1-α) EWc 
       for each word alignment (wi

c, wj
e) in WA 

         if IsContWord(wi
c) and IsContWord(wj

e) 
(4a)      EW[i,j]+=1 BiWeightcont 
         else 
(4b)      EW[i,j]+=1 BiWeightnoncont 
(5)  normalize each row of EW to sum to 1 
//Iterate for PageRank 
(6)  set KP1 v to 
             [KeyPrefs(w1), KeyPrefs(w2), …,KeyPrefs(wv)] 
(7)  initialize KN1 v to [1/v,1/ v, …,1/v] 
       repeat 

(8a)  KN’=λ KN EW+(1-λ) KP 

(8b)  normalize KN’ to sum to 1 
(8c)  update KN with KN’ after the check of KN and KN’ 
       until maxIter or avgDifference(KN,KN’)  smallDiff 
(9)  rankedKeywords=Sort words in decreasing order of KN 
       return the N rankedKeywords in e with highest scores 

procedure constructPRwordGraph(ART) 
(1) EWv v=0v v 
      for each sentence st in ART 
         for each word wi in st 
            for each word wj in st where i<j and j-i  WS 

         if not IsContWord(wi) and IsContWord(wj) 
(2a)            EW[i,j]+=1 m 
               elif not IsContWord(wi) and not IsContWord(wj) 
(2b)            EW[i,j]+=1 (1/m) 
               elif IsContWord(wi) and not IsContWord(wj) 
(2c)            EW[i,j]+=1 (1/m) 
               elif IsContWord(wi) and IsContWord(wj) 
(2d)            EW[i,j]+=1 m 
       return EW 
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Then, Step (3) in Figure 2 linearly combines 
word graphs EWe and EWc using α. We use α to 
balance language properties/statistics, and 
BiKEA backs off to monolingual KEA if α is one. 

In Step (4) for each word alignment (wi
c, wj

e), 
we construct a link between the word nodes with 
the weight BiWeight. The inter-language link is 
expected to reinforce language similarities and 
respect language divergence while the weight is 
to facilitate cross-language statistics interaction. 
Word alignments WA are derived using IBM 
models 1-5 (Och and Ney, 2003). Based on the 
directional word-aligned entry (wi

c, wj
e), the 

inter-language link is directed from wi
c to wj

e, i.e. 
from language c to e. The fusion or bridging of 
PageRank graphs across languages is expected to 
help keyword extraction in language e with the 
statistics in language c. Although alternative 
approach can be used for bridging, our approach 
is intuitive, and most importantly in compliance 
with the directional spirit of PageRank. 

Step (6) sets keyword preference model KP 
using topical preference scores from Section 3.2, 
while Step (7) initializes KN of PageRank scores 
or, in our case, word keyness scores. Then we 
distribute keyness scores until KN converges. In 
each iteration, a word’s keyness score is the 
linear combination of its keyword preference 
score and the sum of the propagation of its 
inbound words’ previous PageRank scores. For 
the word wj

e in ARTe, any edge (wi
e,wj

e) in ARTe, 
and any edge (wk

c,wj
e) in WA, its new PageRank 

score is computed as 

1, λ

α 1, ,
∈

1 α 1, ,
∈

	

                          1 λ 1,  

Once the iterative process stops, we rank 
words according to their final keyness scores and 
return N top-ranked words in language e as 
keyword candidates of the given article ARTe. 

4 Experiments 

4.1 Data Sets 

We collected 3.8M-word English transcripts 
along with their Chinese counterparts from TED 
for our experiments. GENIA tagger (Tsuruoka 
and Tsujii, 2005) was used to lemmatize and 
part-of-speech tag the English transcripts while 

CKIP (Ma and Chen, 2003) was used to segment 
the Chinese. 

Fifty parallel articles (approximately 2,500 
words per article) were randomly chosen and 
manually annotated with English keywords for 
keyword analysis. 

4.2 Evaluation on Keywords 

Table 1 summarizes the keyword extraction 
results of the baseline tfidf and our best systems 
on the test set. The evaluation metrics are 
precision, mean reciprocal rank, and nDCG 
(Jarvelin and Kekalainen, 2002). 

As we can see, monolingual PageRank (PR) 
and bilingual PageRank (BiKEA), using global 
information tfidf, outperform tfidf. They 
relatively boost nDCG by 21% and P by 55%. 
MRR’s also indicate their superiority: their top-
two candidates are often keywords vs. the 2nd-
ranked from tfidf. Encouragingly, BiKEA+tfidf 
achieves better performance than the strong 
monolingual PR+tfidf, further improving nDCG 
relatively by 7.4% and MRR relatively by 9.4%. 

Overall, topical keyword preferences and 
inter-language bridging in PageRank which 
values language properties/statistics, help 
keyword extraction. 

 

@N=5 P MRR nDCG 
tfidf .256 .547 .587 
PR+tfidf .396 .663 .712 
BiKEA+tfidf .412 .725 .765 

 

@N=7 P MRR nDCG 
tfidf .211 .550 .587 
PR+tfidf .337 .669 .720 
BiKEA+tfidf .348 .728 .770 

 

@N=10 P MRR nDCG 
tfidf .162 .555 .594 
PR+tfidf .282 .669 .719 
BiKEA+tfidf .302 .730 .760 

Table 1. System performance across N’s. 

4.3 Application to Language Learning 

The role of highlighting keywords in reading 
comprehension has been attracting interest in the 
field of language learning and educational 
psychology (Nist and Hogrebe, 1987; Peterson 
1991; Silvers and Kreiner, 1997). In this paper, 
we further examine keywords in the context of 
computer assisted language learning. Specifically, 
we applied our automatic BiKEA to keyword 
highlighting in reading comprehension and 
intended to see how much language learners can 
benefit from BiKEA keywords in reading 
comprehension test.  
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Figure 4. The English TED transcript used in our reading comprehension test. 
 

In our case study, we asked an English 
professor to set a multiple-choice reading 
comprehension test based on one English TED 
transcript (See Figure 4) and recruited 26 
second-year college students learning English as 
a second language. Their proficiency in English 
was estimated to be of pre-intermediate level. 

These students were randomly and evenly 
divided into experimental (reading the English 
transcript with BiKEA keywords) and control 
group (reading without). Promisingly, our 
keywords helped the students: students in the 
experimental group achieved better averaged test 
score (.82) than those in the control group (.74). 
Relatively, the improvement was 10%. Moreover, 
post-study survey indicated that 90% of the 
participants found our keywords helpful for their 
article reading and key concept grasping. We are 
analyzing the influence of the highlighted BiKEA 
keywords on the high-performing students as 
well as the low-performing students in the test. 

5 Summary 

We have introduced a method for extracting 
keywords in bilingual context. The method 
involves automatically estimating topical 
keyword preferences and bridging language-
specific PageRank word statistics. Evaluation 
shows that the method can yield better keywords 
than strong monolingual KEA. And a case study 
indicates that language learners benefit from our 
keywords in reading comprehension test. 
Admittedly, using our keywords for educational 
purposes needs further experiments. 
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Abstract

This paper presents an annotation project
that explores the relationship between tex-
tual entailment and short answer scoring
(SAS). We annotate entailment relations
between learner and target answers in the
Corpus of Reading Comprehension Ex-
ercises for German (CREG) with a fine-
grained label inventory and compare them
in various ways to correctness scores as-
signed by teachers. Our main finding is
that although both tasks are clearly related,
not all of our entailment tags can be di-
rectly mapped to SAS scores and that es-
pecially the area of partial entailment cov-
ers instances that are problematic for auto-
matic scoring and need further investiga-
tion.

1 Introduction

Reading comprehension exercises are a standard
task in foreign language education: Students read
a text in the language they are learning and answer
questions about it. With the advent of computer-
based language learning courses, the automatic
scoring of such shortanswer questions has become
an important research topic (for an overview see
Burrows et al. (2015); Ziai et al. (2012)), not only
for reading and listening comprehension in the
context of foreign language learning, but also e.g.
in science questions for native speaker students.

It has been often noted that the SAS task is
related to the task of recognizing textual entail-
ment (RTE, e.g. Mohler et al. (2011), Sukkarieh
and Blackmore (2009), Dzikovska et al. (2013b)).
RTE is the task to decide whether there is an in-
ference relation between two texts; in the case
of SAS, these texts are the learner answer (LA),
given by a student, and a teacher-specified target
answer (TA, i.e. a sample solution). An entailment

relation between two texts A and B is given if peo-
ple reading A and B would infer that whenever A
is true, B is most likely true as well (Dagan et al.,
2013).

Consider the following example:1

(1) Q: Why did Julchen come to the kitchen?
TA: She came to the kitchen because of
the noise her parents made.
LA: She came to the kitchen because Mr.
and Mrs. Muschler became out of breath
from laughing.

In this example, the LA textually (but not log-
ically) entails the TA. In a strictly logical sense
of entailment, laughing until you are out of breath
does not entail making noise. However, it seems
plausible to many people that laughing in that way
makes a lot of noise. Such a learner answer that
is more specific than the target answer – and thus
entails the target answer – is likely to be scored as
correct by a teacher.

In some aspects, SAS for reading comprehen-
sion in a language learning scenario differs from a
standard textual entailment scenario: Whereas in
standard RTE, two texts are compared, in the SAS
scenario the additional context of the question has
to be accounted for in terms of information struc-
ture and resolution of anaphora and ellipses. Ad-
ditionally, when processing learner language one
often has to deal with ungrammatical sentences
and orthographical variance that are challenging
for many NLP tools, up to the extent that it is
sometimes difficult to understand what the learner
wanted to express with an answer (the so-called
target hypothesis).

In this study, we want to explicitly assess the re-
lation between RTE labels and correctness scores
assigned by teachers. We assume that they are re-
lated, but we expect that the relation is not a direct

1All examples are taken from the CREG corpus and trans-
lated by the authors preserving linguistic errors whenever
possible.
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mapping. We expect, for example, that, if a LA
entails a TA and vice versa at the same time, i.e. if
they are paraphrases, then the LA will probably be
scored as correct by a teacher. On the other hand,
the fact that there is only some partial conceptual
overlap between a LA and a TA does not constitute
entailment, but is in some instances enough for an
answer to be scored as correct by a teacher.

We present in this paper the first part of an an-
notation project that aims at investigating the re-
lationship between SAS and RTE and that com-
pares existing binary correctness scores annotated
by teachers to RTE annotations that have been
conducted without the correctness or quality of the
learner answer in mind. (In future work, we will
also look at the relation between reading texts and
learner answers.)

Understanding these relations better will poten-
tially help us to leverage techniques from RTE for
the task of SAS in a more efficient way and to shed
light on the the way teachers score shortanswer
questions.

This paper makes the following contributions:

• We provide a fine-grained annotation of the
Corpus of Reading Comprehension Exercises
in German (CREG) (Ott et al., 2012) with
7 textual entailment labels that specify the
entailment relations between learner answers
and target answers.

• We provide an evaluation of our annotations
that compares how our label distribution cor-
responds to the distribution of binary teacher
scores in CREG.

• State of the art binary scoring approaches la-
bel only about 86% of the corpus correctly
(Hahn and Meurers, 2012). In order to un-
derstand the challenges of automatic scoring
better, we evaluate which instances in terms
of our entailment annotation labels are most
problematic for automatic scoring with a bi-
nary label.

• We will further explore the relation between
textual entailment and SAS by comparing,
how well features from shortanswer scoring
tasks can be used to learn our classification.

2 Related Work

Recognizing textual entailment and automatic
shortanswer scoring are two related tasks in which

text pairs are labeled with the relation between
them:

The RTE task in its original formulation (Da-
gan and Glickman, 2004) is a binary classification
task deciding whether a text t entails a hypothesis
h. The two-way task has been extended to a 3-way
task involving the labels Entailed, Contradicted
and Unknown (Giampiccolo et al., 2007). An-
nual RTE shared tasks led to a growing community
with a large number of approaches, cf. (Dagan et
al., 2013). MacCartney and Manning (2009a) pro-
posed an extension of the classification schema to
a much more fine-grained inventory of 7 semantic
relations that expresses additional concepts such
as equivalence and reverse entailment and also in-
spired our label set.

In SAS, the task is to assign a student answer a
score that specifies the correctness of the answer.
Many approaches to SAS compare learner answers
given by a student to target answers specified by a
teacher and rely on some measure of surface or
semantic overlap between them (e.g. Bailey and
Meurers (2008); Meurers et al. (2011); Mohler et
al. (2011)) or measure whether teacher-specified
aspects of a correct answer (so-called facets) are
addressed in the learner answer (Nielsen et al.,
2008).

In SAS corpora, the label for an answer is a bi-
nary score, stating whether the LA is correct or
incorrect. Some data sets also provide annotations
with points from an integer scale (e.g. Mohler and
Mihalcea (2009) or the kaggle SAS competition
2). Other data use more meaningful diagnostic la-
bels such as Ott et al. (2012) and Bailey and Meur-
ers (2008) that provide feedback to the learner.

In our study, we primarily rely on binary cor-
rectness scores for our comparisons. For the RTE
task, we see LA and TA as text and hypothesis and
expect that entailment will correlate with correct-
ness: While a LA paraphrasing the TA should def-
initely count as correct, making the LA more spe-
cific should not make it incorrect either. However,
omitting crucial information from the TA will po-
tentially make the LA incorrect.

SemEval-2013 task 7 (Dzikovska et al., 2013b)
took a first step in bringing together the RTE and
the SAS community in a task to label student an-
swers to explanation and definition questions with
5 RTE-labels. The data set used there (Dzikovska
et al., 2012) focuses on science questions (Nielsen

2https://www.kaggle.com/c/asap-sas/data
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et al., 2008) and physics questions from tutorial di-
alogues (Dzikovska et al., 2010), i.e. in contrast to
our scenario they deal with native speakers – thus
avoiding problems in processing learner language
– and the questions do not refer to a specific read-
ing text. Most importantly, our perspective on the
relation between SAS and RTE also differs from
the SemEval definition: The SemEval task uses
RTE labels that are constructed from labels as-
signed by teachers as meaningful feedback to stu-
dents. They assume that there is a direct mapping
from RTE labels to binary teacher scores and con-
struct their binary data set from collapsing those
labels. Their approach is backed up by a small
feasibility study that shows the correspondence of
the RTE and SAS label sets in their setting. In
our study, we consider RTE and SAS as different
tasks and want to explore their relation. We there-
fore compare labeling from a RTE perspective and
scoring from a teacher’s point of view.

Both within the context of the SemEval task and
already before, RTE approaches have been used
for SAS. Levy et al. (2013) try to recognize partial
entailment based on the facet approach by Nielsen
et al. (2008) and aim at exploring its possible im-
pact on recognizing full entailment relations on
learner data as part of the SemEval-2013 task 7.
Consequently, they also see the tasks of RTE and
SAS as equivalent. In contrast to this, Mohler
et al. (2011) present a SAS approach that uses
techniques from RTE (e.g. a dependency graph
matching approach, cf. Haghighi et al. (2005)), but
clearly point out that although their system uses
those methods, it cannot be seen as RTE system.

3 Annotations

3.1 Data Set
We use the Corpus of Reading Comprehension
Exercises in German (CREG) (Ott et al., 2012),
a prominent resource for shortanswer scoring data
for German as a Foreign Language, as basis for our
annotations. It contains 1032 learner answers (half
of which have been scored as correct, the other
half as incorrect by teachers), answering 177 dif-
ferent questions about a total of 32 texts together
with teacher-specified target answers. Sometimes
the corpus contains more than one target answer
for a question. In such cases the corpus provides
annotations that link every learner answer to ex-
actly one best-fitting target answer. We use these
annotations in creating LA-TA pairs for our anno-

tations.

3.2 LA-TA Annotation Scheme
The aim of this first part of our annotation project
is to investigate the textual entailment relations be-
tween TAs and LAs.

We use an extended and slightly modified ver-
sion of the entailment classes proposed by Mac-
Cartney and Manning (2009b) that we adapted
to our scenario of answer pairs, instead of self-
contained text pairs (or even sentence pairs as in
the early RTE tasks). Our labels are as follows:

paraphrase: TA and LA are paraphrases, i.e. ex-
press the same semantic content.

entailment: The LA textually entails the TA, i.e.
it is more specific than the TA.

reverse entailment: The TA textually entails the
LA.

partial entailment: There is a semantic overlap
between TA and LA but there is no clear entail-
ment relation in any direction3.

contradiction: LA and TA are mutually exclu-
sive, i.e. they cannot both be true at the same point
in time.

topical non-entailment: The LA is in principle
a valid answer to the question (it is on-topic) but
there is no semantic overlap to the TA that would
qualify it for one of the other entailment cate-
gories.

off-topic: While answers with any of the previ-
ous labels addressed the right question, i.e. were
on-topic, for this label, the LA is off-topic4 , i.e.
it either answers a different question or is a non-
answer and therefore cannot be compared to the
TA.

Table 1 gives examples for all entailment types.
Note that our label set is a refinement of the

classical 3-way entailment definition: While our
entailment and paraphrase labels (if considering
the LA to be the text and the TA to be the hypoth-
esis in the classical RTE problem) correspond to
entailment in the 3-way task, and our contradic-
tion label directly corresponds to contradictions in
classical RTE, all our other labels refine the un-
known class.

3The partial entailment relation is discussed in more de-
tail in Nielsen et al. (2009) and Levy et al. (2013)

4Note that this label is similar to the notion of incongru-
ence introduced by von Stechow (1990).
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Label Question Target Answer Learner Answer

paraphrase How much does BA earn
monthly?

BA earns less than 300 Euro
in a month.

less than 300 Euro monthly

entailment What can you do in Dresden
apart from sightseeing?

You can take a walk by the
waterfront.

You can enjoy a relaxing
walk by the waterfront.

reverse entailment Where did the halo originate
from?

The halo originated from the
light out of the oven.

It originated from the oven.

partial entailment List two places where one
can sit outside!

there are two large terraces
and a sunny garden.

In the garden or forest area.

contradiction Is the apartment located in a
new or an old building?

The apartment is in a new
building.

The apartment is in an old
building.

topical-non-entailment What was the topic of the
survey?

The survey was about things
you can’t do without.

The topic was usage of the
Internet.

off-topic Who made lawn gnomes fa-
mous?

Philipp Griebel made lawn
gnomes famous.

It was famous in the
Thuringian.

Table 1: Examples for the 7 entailment annotation labels

Due to the difference between classical RTE
settings and the task and data we use, our annota-
tion manual contains some guidelines that differ
from those for a standard textual entailment task:

Learner Language Issues: One feature of the
data that makes the annotation in general difficult
is the fact that the LAs in CREG often come in
an ungrammatical form or use lexically inappro-
priate material since they are formulated by lan-
guage learners. Similarly to teachers in a short an-
swer grading task, our annotators were instructed
to ignore such errors. That means they had to im-
plicitly build a so-called target hypothesis for each
learner answer, i.e. an error-free version of what
the learner presumably wanted to express (cf. Ellis
(1994)), a task which is known to be problematic
even for experienced teachers (Lüdeling, 2008).

Therefore, depending on the interpretation of
the annotator, the chosen label can differ, as is il-
lustrated by the following example:

(2) Q: Where and when could most garden
gnomes be found?
TA: Most garden gnomes could be found
in the postwar period in West Germany.
LA: Die Gartenzwerge setzte aus den
Wald.
a) The garden gnomes released in the
woods.
b) The garden gnomes sets out of the
woods.

The LA in this example is ungrammatical and
could either be interpreted as “The garden gnomes
[were] released into the woods” or “The garden
gnomes put [something] out of the woods”, lead-
ing to topical non-entailment as the most plausible

label for the first (a) and off-topic for the second
(b) interpretation.

Note, that the label contradiction is not an
option for this answer: Although the question
presupposes that there is only one correct answer
and the topical reading of the learner answer gives
a different location than the TA, the two locations
“western Germany” and “in the forest” are not
mutually exclusive, but the learner answer rather
addresses a different type of location than the TA.
A clear case of a contradictory answer is instead
the following LA: “Most garden gnomes could
be found between 1948 and 1952 in the GDR”,
because GDR refers to a different location than
western Germany.

Annotating Answers in Relation to the Ques-
tion: In contrast to other RTE data sets that com-
pare two texts, our data has the form of answer
pairs with both answers referring to the same ques-
tion. The question is made available to the an-
notators to resolve anaphoric expressions such as
pronouns occurring in the answers and to expand
answers in the form of ellipses to full answers: Se-
mantic material introduced by the question is ex-
plicitly addressed in a full answer and omitted in
a term answer (cf. the example for paraphrase in
table 1) in the terminology of e.g. Krifka (2001),
following von Stechow and Zimmermann (1984).
Otherwise, the annotators were instructed to treat
short and full answers in the same way. Specif-
ically, only semantic content which has not been
introduced by the question should be taken into
consideration when deciding between partial en-
tailment and topical-non-entailment. In doing so,
we want to avoid that a learner answer is already
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partially entailed by the TA as soon as it is on-topic
and repeats material from the question.

3.3 Annotation Process
All material has been double-annotated by two
German native speakers with a background in lin-
guistics using the WebAnno annotation tool (Yi-
mam et al., 2013). The annotators were shown the
question together with each LA-TA pair, but could
not see the corresponding text and did not know
whether a LA has been graded as correct or incor-
rect. We did so to avoid that they would explic-
itly or implicitly base their labelling decision on
the knowledge of whether an answer is correct or
supported by the text. Cases of disagreement have
been additionally annotated by a third annotator
and then be resolved through majority voting. In-
stances where all three annotators gave a different
label have been resolved by one of the authors.

4 Evaluation

This section presents an analysis of our RTE an-
notations and comparisons to SAS scores.

4.1 Agreement
Our annotators reached a Cohen’s Kappa of 0.69
which – according to Landis and Koch (1977) –
indicates substantial agreement. The confusion
matrix is given in table 2. Our results show that
the labels paraphrase, entailment and reverse en-
tailment can be reliably identified by the annota-
tors. However, the confusion matrix highlights 2
problems: First, the identification of partial en-
tailment is not trivial, as can be seen from a rela-
tively high rate of misclassifications between par-
tial entailment and almost any other label. Second,
it is challenging to tell apart the three entailment
classes contradiction, off-topic and topical non-
entailment. As these labels – as we will later see
– primarily belong to answers scored as incorrect,
we will refer to them as negative entailment labels.
When collapsing the three labels , our Kappa score
improves to 0.78.

4.2 Comparison of Teacher Scores and
Entailment Labels

Figure 1 shows the distribution of our entailment
labels compared to the binary CREG labels that
indicate whether an answer is correct or incorrect.
We can see that some of our labels clearly cor-
respond to correct (paraphrase, entailment) or in-

Figure 1: Distribution of entailment labels over bi-
nary labels, relative and absolute values (correct:
light grey, incorrect: dark grey).

correct answers (contradiction, off-topic, topical-
non-entailment). From the definition of these la-
bels, this is an expected result: Whenever a LA is
a paraphrase of a TA or more specific than a TA
it should be correct and whenever a LA contra-
dicts the TA, does not answer the question or an-
swers the question without overlap with the target
answer, it is most likely incorrect. However, the
labels partial entailment and reverse entailment
cannot be as easily mapped to binary scores, pro-
viding evidence for the existence of some substan-
tial differences between the two tasks of RTE and
SAS. These two labels have in common, that only
some information from the TA is entailed by the
LA (while in partial entailment the LA addition-
ally entails information not present in the TA). One
possible explanation why such answers sometimes
are still scored as correct is that often TAs are for-
mulated in an exhaustive way and more elaborate
than the teacher would expect the learner to an-
swer. It is not clear however from the TA which
facts are necessary to make the LA correct and
which facts are not. Example 3 shows one such
answer pair, where the binary label is correct, al-
though the entailment type clearly is reverse en-
tailment. 5

(3) Q: What is needed for paper production?
TA: You need wood, water and energy to
produce paper.

5An answer just stating water is needed does not occur in
our corpus, but we would consider it plausible that teachers
label such an answer as incorrect, due to the the more promi-
nent role of wood in the paper production process.
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para entail reverse partial contra top. n-e off
para 180 4 12 9 0 2 0
entail 6 78 0 15 0 2 0

reverse 7 5 112 28 2 1 3
partial 5 8 15 75 8 3 10
contra 0 0 0 2 47 1 1

top. n-e 1 0 2 10 35 100 30
off 0 1 3 3 5 31 169

Table 2: Confusion matrix between the two annotators for our labels. Abbreviations: paraphrase, en-
tailment, reverse entailment, partial entailment, contradiction, topical non-entailment, off-topic.

LA: Wood is needed for paper produc-
tion.

There are a few curious cases of label score
combinations that seem implausible, such as
answers with a negative entailment label that are
scored as correct answer. The following example
(4) illustrates this. While our schema clearly
labels the LA as off-topic, since question material
is paraphrased in a wrong way, the teacher decided
to accept the answer by implicitly substituting the
location of Erfurt with Frankfurt.

(4) Q: For how long does the company hold a
branch at Frankfurt?
TA: The company holds a branch at
Frankfurt for 15 years.
LA: It holds a branch at Erfurt for 15
years.

Similarly, there are rare examples of entailment
or paraphrase items that are labeled as incorrect.
Example 5 shows one such pair, where, both for
the entailment label and the correctness score, dif-
ferent options are plausible depending on the inter-
pretation of warm light (temperature vs. colour):

(5) Q: Why did the man put the wood into the
plate oven?
TA: He put the wood into the oven to
make the room warmer.
LA: For a warm light through the room.

The findings from this evaluation show that, in
our labeling scenario, SAS and RTE are two sep-
arate tasks – in contrast to findings by Dzikovska
et al. (2013a), who assume that the two tasks do
not differ essentially from each other. Thus, their
label set contains labels for scoring the LA and
exploring its entailment relation simultaneously:
They distinguish the label correct for complete
paraphrases of the TA – which they expect to

be the only correct type of answers – and Par-
tially correct incomplete for LAs that lack infor-
mation; furthermore Contradictory and Irrelevant
for answers that are on-topic, but either contradic-
tory to the TA or containing the wrong informa-
tion; and finally Non domain for answers that do
not address the question. Our labels are slightly
more fine grained: Partial entailment has no cor-
respondence in their 5-way label set, but forms for
our data the most interesting case for further in-
vestigation because of its coverage of both correct
and incorrect answers. There is also no correspon-
dence for our entailment label. From a SAS per-
spective, the difference between paraphrase and
entailment seems not to be crucial, as both labels
almost exclusively cover answers that are scored
binary as correct in our data.

correct missing extra blend non-
concept concept answer

para 194 7 3 2 0
entail 73 3 16 6 0
reverse 74 53 1 20 0
partial 50 37 8 46 0
contra 1 10 0 42 0
top.
n-e

1 15 1 148 0

off 1 40 0 175 4

Table 3: Confusion matrix for teacher assessments
and entailment labels.

In addition to binary scores, the CREG corpus
also contains a 5-way set of teacher scores (Ott et
al. (2012), following Bailey and Meurers (2008)):
In these annotations, missing concept and extra
concept were used if the answer missed important
information or contained additional, not necessary
information, respectively. Therefore we would ex-
pect them to match our reverse entailment and en-
tailment labels, while their correct label should
correspond to our paraphrase. The label blend is a
combination of missing and extra concept, seem-
ingly similar to our partial entailment. The label
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non-answer was used for LAs that did not address
the question as with our off-topic.
From the label descriptions, we would have ex-
pected to see a good fit between the two label sets.
Instead, we find that a clear mapping between our
labels and the 5-way scores is not possible, as can
be seen in the confusion matrix in table 3. Simi-
lar to the comparison to the SemEval7 labels, this
is mainly the case because the 5-way scores mix
aspects of SAS and RTE in an unsuitable way.

5 Machine Learning Experiments

We explore the relation between RTE and SAS
through a series of machine learning evaluations.
In the first part, we evaluate a SAS classifier ask-
ing which LAs in terms of entailment type are
most difficult for automatic labeling. We then
present a modeling experiment that explores the
impact of using our entailment labels as features
for a SAS system and finally a series of experi-
ments that aim at testing how well entailment in-
formation is modeled by alignment-based machine
learning features.

For all experiments, we used the Logistic classi-
fier in the Weka package, that is based on a logistic
regression algorithm (Hall et al., 2009). We use
alignment-based features in a re-implementation
of Meurers et al. (2011) that reaches an accuracy
of 86% on CREG. All experiments were evaluated
via leave-one-out cross validation.

Task Setting Accuracy Kappa
teacher-
alignment

0.861 0.723

teacher-
entailment

0.922 0.843

entailment-7 0.473 0.36
entailment-5 0.641 0.489
entailment-3 0.749 0.562
entailment-2 0.837 0.668

Table 5: Overview of the classifier performances
Abbreviations: teacher scores as class with align-
ment features and alignment+entailment fea-
tures. 7-way entailment type as class and col-
lapsed entailment class sets by combining entail-
ment types into 5, 3 or 2 classes, all with alignment
features

Figure 2: Correctly (light grey) and incorrectly
(dark grey) classified instances per entailment
class, relative and absolute values.

5.1 Distribution of correctly and incorrectly
automatically scored instances over the
entailment types

We investigate if some of the entailment types are
challenging for a SAS system. Figure 2 shows the
distribution of incorrectly classified instances over
our entailment types.

In general, LAs that are labeled with partial en-
tailment or reverse entailment are more problem-
atic for the SAS model than the other labels. This
observation reminds of the finding that these la-
bels do not clearly correspond to one correctness
score: An alignment based SAS model that cov-
ers among its features the percentage of TA tokens
and chunks covered in the LA can not differenti-
ate whether a unit not covered was crucial or not.
The machine learner also struggles in general with
the contradiction class. This is because many con-
tradicting answer pairs still provide a high overlap
but differ in just a small but critical detail.

Our finding again underlines the difficulty
which the evaluation of the semantic overlap be-
tween two texts, as can be found in the partial en-
tailment group, poses to SAS approaches and re-
inforces the need for more sophisticated semantic
features for modeling these entailment phenomena
and consequently for a better shortanswer scoring.

5.2 Can entailment classes improve an SAS
feature set?

We enhanced the feature set used by the classi-
fier with our annotated entailment label as an ad-
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real
classified para entail reverse partial contra top. n-e off recall

para 136 11 26 18 1 3 11 0.66
entail 20 44 2 24 0 1 7 0.449

reverse 24 1 82 17 0 1 23 0.554
partial 20 15 20 46 0 9 32 0.324
contra 5 2 7 7 1 3 28 0.019

top. n-e 2 3 10 13 2 16 119 0.097
off 6 3 14 7 1 26 163 0.741

precision 0.638 0.557 0.51 0.348 0.2 0.271 0.426

Table 4: Confusion matrix for the machine learner on our labels with precision and recall for all classes.

ditional feature in order to explore whether our an-
notations, could they be determined automatically,
would be helpful in a SAS task. This raises the
classifier’s performance from 86.1% (κ=0.723) to
92.2% (κ=0.843), as can be seen in table 5. Al-
though we showed that the RTE and SAS scenario
differ substantially, this outcome emphasizes that
they also have a lot in common.

However, the obvious problem here is that the
usage of a manually annotated feature is compara-
ble to the use of a human oracle and is therefore
not feasible for a fully automatic approach. Thus,
further research has to concentrate on how we
can automatically model entailment types compu-
tationally. To do so, we will for example try to
enhance the current TA-LA alignment based SAS
approach. This leads to the question in how far
the model is already able to predict our entailment
types. One first evaluation trial of this question is
presented in the next section.

5.3 Are entailment relations learnable with
an SAS system?

In this last set of experiments we address the ques-
tion in how far the automatic prediction of entail-
ment labels is possible with the feature sets of an
alignment based SAS approach. Although the fo-
cus in an educational application would be the au-
tomatic scoring of the correctness of a LA rather
than its entailment relation to its TA, this experi-
ment might shed additional light on the relatedness
of the two tasks.

We therefore train our classifier on the LA data
and use the entailment labels as class, which leads
to an accuracy of 47% (table 5) and a kappa in-
dicating poor agreement. The confusion matrix
for this classification (table 4) shows that the ma-
chine learner especially struggles with labeling
the negative classes, because the features it uses
are computed based on the alignment between TA

and LA, while the question is not taken into ac-
count. Therefore the machine learner is unable
to decide if an answer addresses the question or
not. Partial entailment poses a large difficulty
again as well, resulting in an F1-Score of 0.336
(P=0.348/R=0.324) for that class. In contrast, the
F1-Score for paraphrase reaches a modest level of
0.649 (P=0.638/R=0.66).

To narrow down the difficulties for our machine
learner, we stepwise collapsed our entailment la-
bels, by first subsuming the negative entailment
classes topical non-entailment, off-topic and con-
tradiction as one class, which leads to only 5 en-
tailment classes and an accuracy of 64.1%. In the
next step, we subsumed entailment, reverse en-
tailment and paraphrase under one “positive” la-
bel, but left partial entailment out, which lead to
3 classes (positive, negative, partial) and an accu-
racy of 74.9%. Finally, we added partial entail-
ment to the positive class and achieved a perfor-
mance of 83.7%. Although it is in general not sur-
prising that the performance increases as the num-
ber of labels decreases, it is interesting that the
inclusion or exclusion of partial entailment has a
rather high impact on the performance.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presented a study that labels LA TA
pairs from the CREG corpus with a set of fine-
grained textual entailment annotations. Our main
finding is that there is a clear correspondence be-
tween some textual entailment classes and a bi-
nary correctness score. But there is also an area
that needs further investigation. This concerns the
partial and reverse entailment cases and illustrates
that the tasks of RTE and SAS are related, but not
equivalent for our scenario.

One next step will be to investigate the structure
of answers that are labeled as partial or reverse
entailment as those instances seem to be particu-
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larly problematic for automatic SAS. For advances
in automatic scoring it is important to determine
which parts of a target answer are crucial for a cor-
rect LA and which are not.

In the next step of this annotation project, we
will focus on the relation between reading texts
and answers. We expect that the combination of
this variant of the RTE setting with our current an-
notations helps us to gather further insights into
the nature of shortanswer questions.
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Abstract 

Scoring short-answer questions has 

disadvantages that may take long time to 

grade and may be an issue on consistency 

in scoring. To alleviate the disadvantages, 

automated scoring systems are widely 

used in America or Europe, but, in Korea, 

there has been researches regarding the 

automated scoring. In this paper, we pro-

pose an automated scoring tool for Kore-

an short-answer questions using a semi-

supervised learning method. The answers 

of students are analyzed and processed 

through natural language processing and 

unmarked-answers are automatically 

scored by machine learning methods. 

Then scored answers with high reliability 

are added in the training corpus iterative-

ly and incrementally. Through the pilot 

experiment, the proposed system is eval-

uated for Korean and social subjects in 

Programme for National Student As-

sessment. We have showed that the pro-

cessing time and the consistency of 

grades are promisingly improved. Using 

the proposed tool, various assessment 

methods have got to be development be-

fore applying to school test fields. 

1. Introduction 

Multiple choice items can be more efficient and 

reliably scored than short-answer questions 

(Case and Swason, 2002). For this reason, ques-

tions of large-scale testing generally are multiple 

choice questions such as College Scholastic 

Ability Test (CSAT). Multiple choice questions, 

however, have a serious disadvantage that the 

limited types of knowledge, so that Korea Insti-

tute of Curriculum and Evaluation (KICE) 

should provide short-answer questions. The 

short-answer questions are difficult to score in an 

economical, efficient, and reliable scoring (Latifi 

et al., 2013). One of possible solution for such 

problems is using the machine learning technol-

ogy of automated essay scoring (AES), e.g. Pro-

ject Essay Grader (PEG) , Intelligent Essay As-

sessor (IEA), e-Rater and Bayesian Essay Test 

Scoring sYstem (BESTY) (Attali and Burstein, 

2006, Shermis and Burstein, 2003). 

The goal of the paper is to propose an auto-

mated scoring tool for Korean short-answer 

questions using semi-supervised learning. The 

tool consists of three components: User interface, 

Language analysis, Scoring. The user interface 

component allows users human raters interact 

with other components and controls them. The 

language analysis component analyzes and pro-

cesses the answers of students through natural 

language processing modules like spacing nor-

malizers, morphological analyzers, and parsers. 

Finally, the scoring component first grades un-

marked-answers by machine learning methods 

and then iteratively and incrementally adds the 

scored answers with high reliability in the train-

ing corpus. Through the pilot experiment, the 

proposed system is evaluated for Korean and 

social subjects in Programme for National Stu-

dent Assessment. We have showed that the pro-

cessing time and the consistency of grades are 
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promisingly improved. The rest of the paper is 

structured as follows: Section 2 describes the 

proposed tool. The experiments carried out with 

the proposed system are discussed in Section 3. 

Finally, Section 4 draws conclusions and dis-

cusses future works.  

 

2. Korean Automated Scoring Tool 

 

The overall architecture of Korean automated 

scoring tool is given in Figure 1. The tool con-

sists of three components: User interface, Lan-

guage analysis, Scoring. The user interface com-

ponent allows users as human raters interact with 

other components and controls them and we do 

not describe more details of this component be-

cause it is not important for readers to understand 

it. The language component and the scoring 

component will be described in sequent sub-

section in more detail. 

 

2.1. Language analysis  

As mentioned before, the language analysis 

component analyzes and processes the answers 

of students through natural language processing 

modules: Text normalization, Morphological 

analysis and POS tagging, Chunking, Paraphras-

ing, Dependency parsing as you can see in Fig-

ure 2. All modules in the language analysis com-

ponent is implemented in Python 3. 

Text normalization is composed of spacing 

normalization and spelling correction. Like Eng-

lish, Korean language uses white spaces as sepa-

rators of words called Eojeol, which is a se-

quence of characters and represent an inflected 

word. Students as well as educated persons can 

often make spacing errors because the regulation 

is so flexible. The spacing normalization is per-

formed using maximum entropy model (Berger 

et al., 1996). The spelling correction is imple-

mented using Levenshtein distance algorithm. 

The morphological analyzer is implemented us-

ing the modified CYK algorithm (Kim, 1983) 

and the pre-analyzed data. The POS tagging is to 

find the longest path on the weighted network 

(Kim, 1998). The weighted network is made of a 

lattice structure constructed by using the mor-

phological analysis results, contextual probabil-

ity, and lexical probability. The chunker is based 

on the maximum entropy model and a chunking 

dictionary. The paraphrasing replaces consecu-

tive words or phrases with representative words 

or phrases. We perform a small scale of para-

phrasing, for example, synonyms, endings, and 

particles. The purpose of the paraphrasing is two-

fold. First, it helps to alleviate data sparseness of 

dependency parsing. Second, it increases the ac-

curacy of automated scoring. The dependency 

parsing finds direct syntactic relationships be-

tween words by connecting head-modifier pair 

into a tree structure and is implemented by the 

MaltParser (Niver, 2008). Actually we use just 

dependency relations as one of features, de-

scribed in the next subsection, but not the tree 

structure. 

 

2.2. Scoring  

The scoring component first grades unmarked-

answers by machine learning methods and then 

iteratively and incrementally adds the scored an-

swers with high reliability in the training corpus. 

The process order in the scoring component is 

shown in Figure 3.  

The scoring component is based on a semi-

supervised learning (Chapelle et al., 2006), 

Figure 1.  

Figure 2. The processing order in the language  

analysis component  
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which is halfway between supervised learning 

and unsupervised learning. It uses a small 

amount of labeled data and a large amount of 

unlabeled data. Actually, a grade in scoring can 

be considered a label in automated scoring. In 

other words, automated scoring classifies grades 

as labels from students’ answers. The scoring 

component comprises six steps described in the 

follows.  

 

 

The first step is to generate initial training da-

ta by the human raters who grade high frequency 

answers as many as they want. The graded an-

swers will be the initial training data.  

The second is to extract features for machine 

learning. We use word features, syntactic fea-

tures, and dependency relation features. A word 

feature is a content word, a syntactic feature 

comprises a content word and a syntactic relation 

like Subj and Obj. A dependency relation feature 

is composed of a triplet of a dependent, a gover-

nor of features consists of TF-IDF which is wide-

ly used in information retrieval.  

The third step is to generate learning model 

for classification. We use two classification 

models: Logistic regression model and k-NN (k-

Nearest Neighbors) model. The logistic regres-

sion model is used to classify answers as well as 

to get the probability of classification. The k-NN 

model is used to increase the reliability of classi-

fication by comparing the result with that of lo-

gistic regression classifier. 

The fourth step is to grade unmarked answers 

and to group the scored answers. We classify 

grades of unmarked answers using the two learn-

ing models. If the two results are same and if the 

predictive probability as the regression probabil-

ity is greater than a threshold, the scored answers 

are considered as correct scoring results which 

are candidates added in the training corpus. The 

threshold is arbitrarily set by human-raters (de-

fault is 0.99) through the user interface and is 

automatically decreased by 0.03 during iteration. 

The interval value can also be determined 

through the user interface. Each group of scored 

answers has the same probability and is showed 

as one row on the user interface in order that it is 

easy to check whether the scored answer is cor-

rect.  

The fifth step is check whether the automati-

cally-scored answers are correct. The Human-

raters have to confirm the results. If there is some 

wrong results, the human raters should correct 

them or put back them into unmarked answers. 

After that, the confirmed results are added to the 

training data. The system repeats the second step 

to the fifth step until the number of unmarked 

answers is unchanged. Repeating this process 

can increase the amount of training data, thus 

both reliability and accuracy of automated scor-

ing are increased.  

Finally the sixth step is to manually grade 

still-unmarked answers by human-raters. 

 

3. Pilot Experiments 

3.1. Experimental setting  

We have evaluated the proposed tool on the 

short-answer questions which are selected from 

“Programme for National Student Assessment 

(KICE, 2013)”. The eleven items are from sub-

jects such as Korean and social. The number of 

students’ answers in each item is 1000. All the 

answers are composed only one sentence. 

The correct answers as gold standards are 

graded by experts throughout three rounds. The 

round defines as grading the same problem by 

two experts in subjects. If scored results of the 

two experts are different, other experts perform 

the round again. The round is repeated by three 

times. 

We use Pearson’s correlation coefficient (Co-

rey, 1998), Cohen’s Kappa coefficient (Carletta, 

1996; Fleiss, 2003) and an accuracy which gen-

erally used from information retrieval. For ex-

ample, interpreting any kappa value can be con-

sidered as follows: κ < 0.4 (poor), 0.4 ≤ κ < 0.75 

(fair to good), and 0.75 ≤ κ (excellent).  

Figure 3. The processing order in the scoring component  
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As another example, interpreting r can be con-

sidered as follows: r ≤ 0.2 (very small), 0.2 < r ≤ 

0.4 (small), 0.4 < r ≤ 0.6 (medium), and 0.6 < r 

≤ 0.8 (large), r ≤ 0.8 (very large). 

 

3.2. Experiment Results 

Table 1 shows performance evaluation results of 

the proposed tool. In the Table 1, H-G stands for 

human-rater and gold standard and S-G for our 

system and gold standard.  

The average of Pearson’s correlation coeffi-

cient between results of our system and gold 

standards (S-G) is 0.92. It means a strong posi-

tive linear relationship between the automated 

scores as results of our system and the gold 

standard scores, therefore it can be mostly simi-

lar to our automatic grading and gold standards. 

The average of Kappa correlation coefficient is 

0.88, so results of our system are broadly same 

like standard scores. The accuracy of the answer 

that contains negative expressions and the inver-

sion of word order is relatively low as compared 

to other answers. According to report of KICE 

(Noh et al., 2014), this system can save signifi-

cant time and cost in comparison with scoring 

methods of human raters. 

 

4. Conclusion 

We have presented an automated scoring tool for 

Korean short-answer questions based on semi-

supervised learning. The tools use several NLP 

technologies for analyzing answers of students, 

and some machine learning methods of logistic 

regression and k-NN algorithm for automated 

scoring. The scoring process is iterative and in-

cremental under the semi-supervised learning. 

The experimental results show that the proposed 

automated scoring tool is very promising in au-

tomated scoring for the short-answer questions. 

In future work, we will be going to study a 

method for increasing the accuracy of our auto-

mated tool and to find a way to minimize the in-

tervention of the human-raters. 
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Abstract 

Multiple Choice Question (MCQ) plays a 
major role in educational assessment as 
well as in active learning. In this paper 
we present a system that generates MCQs 
automatically using a sports domain text 
as input. All the sentences in a text are 
not capable of generating MCQs; the first 
step of the system is to select the infor-
mative sentences. We propose a novel 
technique to select informative sentences 
by using topic modeling and parse struc-
ture similarity. The parse structure simi-
larity is computed between the parse 
structure of an input sentence and a set of 
reference parse structures. In order to 
compile the reference set we use a num-
ber of existing MCQs collected from the 
web. Keyword selection is done with the 
help of occurrence of domain specific 
word and named entity word in the sen-
tence. Distractors are generated using a 
set of rules and name dictionary. Experi-
mental results demonstrate that the pro-
posed technique is quite accurate. 

1 Introduction 

MCQ generation is the task of generating ques-
tions from various text inputs, having prospec-
tive learning content. MCQ is a popular assess-
ment tool used widely in various levels of educa-
tional assessment. Apart from assessment MCQ 
also acts as an effective instrument in active 
learning. It is studied that, in active learning 
classroom framework conceptual understanding 
of the students can be boosted by posing MCQs 
on the concepts just taught (Mazur, 1997; Nicol 

2007). Thus the MCQ is becoming an important 
aspect for next generation learning, training and 
assessment environments. 

Generation of Multiple Choice Question 
manually is a time-consuming and tedious task 
which also requires domain expertise. Therefore 
an automatic MCQ generation system can 
leverage the active learning and assessment 
process. Consequently automatic MCQ 
generation became a popular research topic and a 
number of systems have been developed 
(Coniam 1997; Mitkov, Ha, & Karamanis, 2006; 
Karamanis, Ha, & Mitkov, 2006; Pino, Heilman, 
& Eskenazi, 2008; Agarwal & Mannem, 2011). 
Generation of MCQ automatically consists of 
three major steps; (i) selection of sentences from 
which question can be generated, (ii) 
identification of the keyword which is the correct 
answer and (iii) generation of distractors that are 
the wrong answers (Delphine Bernhard, 2010).  

All the sentences of a textual document cannot 
be the candidates for being question sentences or 
stems. The sentence that contains sufficient and 
quality information can act as MCQ stem; 
moreover keyword and corresponding distractors 
should be available. Hence the target is to select 
only the informative sentences from which 
factual MCQs can be generated for testing the 
content knowledge of the learner. Therefore, 
selection of sentence has been playing a pioneer 
role in automatic MCQ generation task. But 
unfortunately in the literature we have found that 
the sentence selection task has become unable to 
achieve adequate attention from the researchers. 
As a result, the sentence selection task is 
confined in a limited number of approaches by 
using only a set of rules or checking the 
occurrence of a set of pre-defined features and 
pattern. Success of such approaches suffers from 
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the quality of the rules or features and thus 
become extremely domain reliant. 

In this paper we propose an efficient technique 
for informative sentence selection and generation 
of MCQs from the selected sentences. Here we 
select the informative sentences based on certain 
words that are important to define the domain or 
topic and parse structure similarity. The 
proposed system is robust and expected to work 
in a wide range of domains. As input to the 
system we consider the Wikipedia and news 
article which are trusted sources of information. 
To generate a MCQ from a sentence, first we 
perform a set of pre-processing tasks like, 
converting complex and compound sentences 
into simple sentences and co-reference 
resolution. Then we use topic modeling as 
another pre-processing step that finds the subject 
words or topics of the domain and check whether 
the sentence contains any of these topics. This 
will reduce our overhead in subsequent steps. We 
have found that two sentences contain similar 
parse structures, are generally of similar type and 
carry same type of facts. Therefore, parse 
structure of a sentence may play an important 
role in sentence selection. We collect a set of 
MCQs available in the Internet in the domain of 
interest and form sentences from them. Here we 
like to mention that we have chosen sports 
domain specially cricket as a case study because 
of wide availability of existing MCQs in this 
domain. We obtain parse structures of these 
sentences and the common structures are saved 
as a reference set. Next we compare the parse 
tree of an input sentence with the reference set 
structures. If the sentence has structural 
similarity with any of the reference set structures 
then it is considered as an informative sentence 
for MCQ stem generation. 

Next we perform other subtasks namely, key-
word selection and distractor generation. Key-
word selection is done by a rule based approach 
based on cricket domain specific words and 
named entities (NE) in the sentence. Generation 
of distractors is done using a gazetteer list based 
approach. The following sections present the de-
tails of the system. 

2 Previous Work 

Generating Multiple Choice Question automati-
cally is a relatively new and important research 
area and potentially useful in Education Tech-
nology. Here we first discuss a few systems for 
MCQ generation. 

Coniam (1997) presented one of the earlier at-
tempts of MCQ generation. They used word fre-
quencies for an analyzed corpus in the various 
phases of the development. They matched parts-
of-speech and word frequency of each test item 
with similar word class and word frequency op-
tions to construct the test items. Mitkov and Ha 
(2003) and Mitkov et al. (2006) used NLP tech-
niques like shallow parsing, term extraction, sen-
tence transformation and computation of seman-
tic distance in their works for generating MCQ 
semi automatically from an electronic text. They 
did term extraction from the text using frequency 
count, generated stems using a set of linguistic 
rules, and selected distractors by finding seman-
tically close concepts using WordNet. Brown 
(2005) developed a system for automatic genera-
tion of vocabulary assessment questions. They 
used WordNet for finding definition, synonym, 
antonym, hypernym and hyponym in order to 
generate the questions as well as the distractors. 
Aldabe et al. (2006) and Aldabe and Maritxalar 
(2010) developed systems to generate MCQ in 
Basque language. They have divided the task 
into six phases: selection of text (based on learn-
ers and length of texts), marking blanks (manu-
ally), generation of distractors, selection of dis-
tractors, evaluation with learners and item analy-
sis. Papasalouros et al. (2008) proposed an on-
tology based approach for development of an 
automatic MCQ system. Agarwal et al. (2011) 
presented a system that automatically generates 
questions from natural language text using dis-
course connectives. 

As in this paper we focus on sentence selec-
tion, next we like to discuss the sentence selec-
tion strategies used in various works. In order to 
MCQ stem generation different types of rules 
have been defined manually or semi-
automatically for selecting informative sentences 
from a corpus; these are discussed as follows. 
Mitkov et al. (2006) selected sentences if they 
contain at least one term, is finite and is of SVO 
or SV structure. Karamanis et al. (2006) imple-
mented a module to select clause, having some 
specific terms and filtering out sentences which 
having inappropriate terms for multiple choice 
test item generation (MCTIG). For sentence se-
lection Pino et al. (2008) used a set of criteria 
like, number of clause, well-defined context, 
probabilistic context-free grammar score and 
number of tokens. They also manually computed 
a sentence score based on occurrence of these 
criteria in a given sentence and select the sen-
tence as informative if the score is higher than a 
threshold. For sentence selection Agarwal and 
Mannem (2011) used a number of features like: 
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is it first sentence, contains token that occurs in 
the title, position of the sentence in the docu-
ment, whether it contains abbreviation or super-
latives, length, number of nouns and pronouns 
etc. But they have not clearly reported what 
should be optimum value of these features or 
how the features are combined or whether there 
is any relative weight among the features. Kurta-
sov (2013) applied some predefined rules that 
allow selecting sentences of a particular type. For 
example, the system recognizes sentences con-
taining definitions, which can be used to generate 
a certain category of test exercise. For ‘Automat-
ic Cloze-Questions Generation’ Narendra et al. 
(2013) in their paper directly used a summarizer, 
MEAD for selection of important sentences. 
Bhatia et al. (2013) used pattern based technique 
for identifying MCQ sentences from Wikipedia. 
Apart from these rule and pattern based ap-
proaches we also found an attempt on using su-
pervised machine learning technique for stem 
selection by Correia et al. (2012). They used a 
set of features like parts-of-speech, chunk, 
named entity, sentence length, word position, 
acronym, verb domain, known-unknown word 
etc. to run Support Vector Machine (SVM) clas-
sifier. Another approach was presented by Ma-
jumder and Saha (2015), which used named enti-
ty recognition, based rule mining along with syn-
tactic structure similarity for sentence selection. 

3 Pre-processing on Input Text 

MCQ is generally made from a simple sentence 
but we have found that many of the Wikipedia 
and news article sentences are long, complex and 
compound in nature. Moreover, a number of 
these sentences are having coreference issues. 
Our system first aims to identify informative sen-
tences from Wikipedia and news articles for stem 
generation. The proposed technique is based on 
parse structure similarity; hence the structure of 
the sentences plays a major role in the task. In 
order to obtain better structural similarity we first 
apply a few pre-processing steps that are dis-
cussed below. 

3.1 Co-reference Resolution and Simple 
Sentence Generation 

First preprocessing step we employ is transform-
ing complex and compound sentences into sim-
ple form. Moreover, to resolve the coreference 
issues we perform corefernce resolution. Corefe-
rence has been defined as, referring of the same 
object (e.g., person) by two or more expressions 

in a corpus. For generating question the referent 
must be identified from such sentences. We con-
sider the following sentence as an example. 

The 2012 ICC World Twenty20 was the fourth 
ICC World Twenty20 competition that took place 
in Sri Lanka from 18 September to 7 October 
2012 which was won by the West Indies. 

This sentence is complex in nature and it has 
coreference problem. In this sentence ‘that’ and 
‘which’ are referring to ‘2012 ICC World 
Twenty20’. A simple sentence is built up from 
one independent clause where a compound or 
complex sentence is consisted of at least two 
clauses. So the task is to split complex or com-
pound sentence into clauses that can form simple 
sentences. 

To convert the sentence into simple form we 
use the openly available ‘Stanford CoreNLP 
Suite1’. The tool is not directly converting the 
complex and compound sentences into simple 
ones. It provides the parse result of the example 
sentence in Stanford typed dependency (SD) no-
tations (Marneffe et al., 2008). We analyze the 
dependency structure provided by the tool in or-
der to convert it. We use ‘Stanford Deterministic 
Coreference Resolution System’, which is basi-
cally a module of the ‘Stanford CoreNLP Suite’, 
for coreference resolution. Finally we get the 
following simple sentences from the aforemen-
tioned example sentence. 

Simple1: The 2012 ICC World Twenty20 was 
the fourth ICC World Twenty20 competition. 

Simple2: The 2012 ICC World Twenty20 took 
place in Sri Lanka from 18 September to 7 Octo-
ber 2012. 

Simple3: The 2012 ICC World Twenty20 was 
won by the West Indies. 

3.2 Subject or Topic Word Identification 
and Potential Candidate Sentence Selec-
tion 

The sentence selection strategy for MCQ stem 
generation is based on parse tree similarity. We 
need to compare an input sentence with reference 
set of structures for selecting it as the basis of a 
MCQ. But the size of such input text is huge. 
Therefore comparing these vast numbers of sen-
tences with reference structures will be a gigantic 
task. To reduce this overhead we have taken the 
help of topic modeling which can identify the 
topic words of the domain and if the test sen-
tence is not containing a topic then reject it. We 
also found that the sentence with the topic word 
                                                
1 http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/corenlp.shtml 
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is more informative than the sentences which are 
not containing any domain or topic specific 
words. This approach will identify a set of poten-
tial candidate sentences and simplifies the task of 
parse tree comparison. 

We use the openly available Topic Modeling 
Tool (TMT)2 to identify the topic words as well 
as the distribution of these words in the sen-
tences. We run the topic modeling tool on the 
Wikipedia pages and news articles that we con-
sidered as input for sentence selection, and get 
the topic words. Some of the identified topic 
words are, ‘World Cup’, ‘World Twenty20’, 
‘Champions Trophy’, ‘Knock Out Tournament’, 
‘Indian Premier League or IPL’ etc. Now we 
check whether an input sentence is containing 
any of these topic words or not. 

4 Sentence Selection for MCQ Stem 
Generation 

The syntactic structure can play a key role in 
sentence selection for MCQ. The parse tree of a 
particular question sentence is able to retrieve 
many informative sentences have similar struc-
ture. For example, the aforementioned Wikipedia 
sentence ‘Simple3’ (in Section 3.1) is defining 
the fact that a team has won a series/tournament. 
The parse structure of the sentence is similar 
with many sentences carrying ‘team wins series’ 
fact. The sentences like ‘1983 ICC World Cup 
was won by India.’, ‘2006 ICC Champions Tro-
phy was won by Australia.’ have similar parse 
trees and these can be retrieved if the parse struc-
ture shown in Figure 1 is considered as a refer-
ence structure. From this observation we aim to 
collect a set of such syntactic structures that can 
act as the reference for retrieving new sentences 
from the web. 

4.1 Reference Sentence Formation 
For the parse tree matching we require a refer-
ence set of parse structures with which the input 
sentences will be compared. We compile the ref-
erence set from existing MCQs. We found that in 
the sports domain a large number of MCQs are 
available in the Internet. We collect about 400 
MCQs for the reference set creation. 

As we have discussed earlier, a MCQ is main-
ly composed of a stem and a few options. Gener-
ally the stems are interrogative in nature. Our 
system is supposed to identify informative sen-
tences from Wikipedia and news articles. Most 

                                                
2 http://code.google.com/p/topic-modeling-tool/ 

of the sentences in Wikipedia pages and news 
articles are assertive. In order to get the structural 
similarity the reference sentences and the input 
sentences should be in same form. Therefore we 
convert the collected stems into assertive form. 
For this conversion we replace the ‘wh’ phrase or 
the blank space of the stem by the first alterna-
tive of the option set. For example: 

MCQ: Which country won the first World Cup 
Cricket tournament held in England in 1975? 

a) England b) India c) Australia d) Pakistan e) 
West Indies 
Reference Sentence: England won the first World 
Cup Cricket tournament held in England in 
1975. 

Here we like to mention that in this phase our 
target is to compile a reference set containing a 
number of grammatically correct sentences, not 
to extract the fact from the existing MCQ. Even 
if the first option is not the correct answer of the 
given question, out target of reference set crea-
tion is satisfied. The set of sentences generated 
using the approach is referred as ‘reference sen-
tence’. 

4.2 Parse Tree Comparison 
We generate the parse tree of the reference set 
sentences using the openly available Stanford 
Parser 3 . In the sports domain the questions 
(MCQs) deal with the facts embedded in the sen-
tences. Therefore, the tense information of the 
sentences is not so important for question forma-
tion but tense information leads to alter the parse 
structure. For example, ‘In the 2012 season Sou-
rav Ganguly has been appointed as the Captain 
for Pune Warriors India.’ and ‘In the 2013 sea-
son Graeme Smith was announced as the captain 
for Surrey County Cricket Club.’ the two sen-
tences are describing similar type of fact but 
parse structure is different due to the difference 
in verb form. This type of phenomena occurs in 
‘noun’ subclasses also: singular noun vs plural 
noun, common noun vs proper noun etc. For the 
sake of parse tree matching we have used a 
coarse-grain tagset where a set of subcategories 
of a particular word class is mapped into one 
broader category. From the original Penn Tree-
bank Tagset (Santorini, 1990) used in Stanford 
Parser we derive the new tagset and modify the 
sentences accordingly. For this purpose first we 
create parse trees and replace the tags or words 
according to the new tagset in the pare structures. 

                                                
3 http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/lex-parser.shtml 
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For example, we map VBZ-VBN (has been), 
VBD (was) and VBG (chasing) into ‘VB’; simi-
larly ‘NN’, ‘NNS’, ‘NNP’ and ‘NNPS’ are 
mapped into ‘NN’ etc. 

Once we get the parse trees of the reference 
sentences and test sentences, we need to find the 
similarity among them. In order to find the simi-
larity in these parse trees we have proposed the 
Parse Tree Matching (PTM) Algorithm. 

The algorithm is basically trying to find 
whether the sentences have similar structure. The 
parse tree matching algorithm considers only the 
non-leaf nodes during the matching process. All 
other words that occur as leaf of the tree are not 
playing any role in the parse tree matching. 

 
We have found that some of the reference sen-

tences are having similar parse structures. There-
fore first we run the PTM Algorithm among 
these parse trees generated from the reference set 
of sentences to find the unique set of structures. 
During this phase argument ‘T1’ of the algorithm 
is a parse tree of the reference set sentence and 
the argument ‘T2’ is the parse tree of another 
reference set sentence. We run this algorithm for 
several iterations: by keeping ‘T1’ fixed and va-
rying ‘T2’ for all the parse trees. 

The sentences for which the matches are found 
are basically of similar type and we keep only 
one of these in the reference set and discard the 
others. By applying the procedure finally we 
generate the reduced set of parse structures. 

Once the reference structures are finalized, we 
used them for finding new Wikipedia and news 
article sentences which have similar structure. 
For this purpose we run the proposed PTM Algo-
rithm repeatedly in the same way as mentioned 
above. Here we set the argument ‘T1’ as the 
parse structure of a test sentence and argument 
‘T2’ as a reference structure. We fix ‘T1’ and 
vary the ‘T2’ among the reference set structures 
until a match is found or we come to the end of 
the reference set. If a match is found then the 
sentence (whose structure is ‘T1’) is selected. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. Reference Structure One 
Figure 1 is a reference structure and Figure 2 

and Figure 3 are showing two input structures. 
When the PTM Algorithm is executed a match is 
found in between Figure 1 and Figure 2. The 
other input structure (Figure 3) does not have 
similarity with any of the reference trees. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Input Structure which matches with reference set 
After this phase we have successfully selected 

a set of sentences which is used to form MCQ 
stems. Keyword extraction and distractors gener-
ation are also done from these selected sentences. 
Question generation, keyword extraction and 
distraction are discussed as follows. 

5 Keyword Identification, Question 
Formation and Distractors Genera-
tion 

A MCQ consists of a stem along with the option 
set which contains a keyword and distractors. 

Algorithm 1: Parse Tree Matching (PTM) Algorithm 
input : Parse Tree T1, Parse Tree T2 
output : 1 if T1 is similar with T2, 0 otherwise 
1. T1 and T2 are using the coarse-grain tagset. 
2.  Set Cnode1 as root of T1 and Cnode2 as root of T2; 
3.  if (label (Cnode1) =  label (Cnode2) and number of 

children (Cnode1) = number of children (Cnode2)) 
then 

4. n=number of children of Cnode1; 
5. for (i= 1 to n) do 
6.  if both Cnode1_child_i and Cnode2_child_i 

are non-leaf then 
7.       if label(Cnode1_child_i 

)!=label(Cnode2_child_i) 
8.       then return 0 and exit; 
9. end 
10. if Only one of Cnode1_child_i and 

Cnode2_child_i is leaf then 
11.         return 0 and exit; 
12.  end 
13. end 
14. Increase level by 1, update Cnode1 and Cnode2, 

and Go to Step 4; 
15. return 1; 
16.  else 
17. return 0 and exit; 
18. end 

1998 ICC Knock Out Trophy was won by South 
Africa. 
(ROOT 
  (S 
    (NP (CD 1998) (NN ICC) (NN Knock) (NN Out) 
(NN Trophy)) 
    (VP (VB was) 
      (VP (VB won) 
        (PP (IN by) 
          (NP (NN South) (NNP Africa))))) 
    (. .))) 

The 2002 ICC Champions Trophy was held in Sri 
Lanka. 
(ROOT 
  (S 
    (NP (DT The) (CD 2002) (NN ICC) (NN Cham-
pions) (NN Trophy)) 
    (VP (VB was) 
      (VP (VB held) 
        (PP (IN in) 
          (NP (NN Sri) (NN Lanka))))) 
    (. .))) 
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Therefore we need to identify the keyword and 
form the distractors to generate a multiple choice 
question. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Input Structure which does not matches with ref-

erence structure 

5.1 Keyword Identification 
Keyword identification is the next phase where 
we select the word (or n-gram) that has the po-
tential to become the right answer of the MCQ. 
We have found that some particular patterns are 
followed by these potential sentences which are 
having some specific named entities (NEs). For 
the identification of these keys we have taken the 
help of the named entity recognition (NER) sys-
tem developed by Majumder and Saha (2014). 
And the domain specific words like, tournament, 
series, trophy, captain, wicket, bowler, batsman, 
wicket-keeper, umpire, pitch, opening ceremony,  
etc are very important to identify these patterns 
in the sentences. Therefore we have also com-
piled a list of such domain specific words. For 
example, “opening ceremony was held in” pat-
tern retrieves sentences containing the name of 
the location (city name or ground name) where 
the opening ceremony of a tournament was held. 
Therefore the key for this pattern is the location 
name in the retrieved sentence. Similarly, “the 
man of the tournament” pattern extracts sen-
tences having the name of the player who got the 
man of the tournament in a particular tourna-
ment. Here the key for the pattern is the person 
name. The pattern “team won the tourna-
ment/series” is retrieving the team or country 
name that won the series or tournament; there-
fore the corresponding key is the country or team 
or franchise name. The sentences are tagged us-
ing the NER system and the corresponding entity 
is selected as the key. 

5.2 Question Formation 
After the keyword is identified we can form the 
question by replacing it with proper ‘wh-word’. 
We have also consulted the parse tree structure 
of the sentence to bring the ‘wh-word’ at the ap-
propriate position in the stem of the MCQ. For 
different type of keyword appropriate ‘wh-word’ 
is selected. For example if the category is loca-
tion then the ‘wh-word’ is where; similarly, for 
person: who, for date: when, for number: how 
many etc. 

5.3 Distractors Generation 
Distractors are closely related to keyword. These 
are the distraction for the right answer in a MCQ. 
In this cricket domain majority of the distractors 
are named entity. Here first we identify the class 
of the key and search for a few close members 
using a gazetteer list based approach. 

We compile a few gazetteer lists using the 
web. In this cricket domain the major categories 
of key (or, distractors) are: person name (crick-
eter, bowler, batsman, wicketkeeper, captain, 
board president, team owner etc.), organization 
name (country name, franchise name, cricket 
boards like ICC etc.), event name (cup, tourna-
ment, trophy, championship etc.), location name 
(cricket ground, city etc.). For each of the name 
categories we extract lists of names from rele-
vant websites. For example, for cricketers we 
search the Wikipedia, Yahoo! Cricket and 
Espncricinfo player’s lists. Then we search the 
key in these lists to determine the class of the 
key. 

For each name category we select a set of at-
tributes. The Wikipedia pages normally contain 
an information template on the title (at the top- 
right portion of the page) that contains a set of 
properties defining the class. Additionally, ma-
jority of the cricket related pages contain a table 
for summarizing the topic. Those fields of the 
tables are extracted to become member of the 
attribute set. For example, if we consider the 
category batsman, the attribute set may include 
date-of-birth, span, team name, batting style, last 
match, total run, batting average, strike rate, 
number of century, number of half-century, 
highest score etc. The detailed strategy is dis-
cussed as follows. 

Next we search for a list of related tokens of 
the same category in the Wikipedia. For a crick-
eter key we run a search query “list of <national 
side> cricketers”; if the ‘is-captain’ attribute val-
ue is true, then the query is “List of <national 
side> national cricket captains”. From the search 
result in Wikipedia pages we extract a set of sim-

The Kolkata Knight Rider is the champions, hav-
ing won the IPL 2014. 
(ROOT 
  (S 
    (NP (DT The) (NN Kolkata) (NN Knight) (NN 
Rider)) 
    (VP (VB is) 
      (NP (DT the) (NN champions)) 
      (, ,) 
      (S 
        (VP (VB having) 
          (VP (VB won) 
            (NP (DT the) (NNP IPL) (CD 2014)))))) 
    (. .))) 
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ilar entities. Similar entity is defined as the enti-
ties that have certain attribute value same as the 
key. We have predefined a set of attributes as 
'important' for each class. For the cricketer class 
we consider the attributes country, span (over-
lapping), batting average (difference less than 
ten) or bowling average (difference less than 
five). Similarly, for the ground class we use only 
the country attribute; for the team class we con-
sider the country and common tro-
phy/tournament attributes as important. The enti-
ties which have match in important attributes are 
considered as candidate distractor. And from 
these candidate distractors we randomly pick 
three to four entities as the list of distractors. 

6 Result and Discussion 

We have already mentioned that the system is 
tested on cricket related Wikipedia pages and 
news article. In order to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the sentence selection module we con-
sider the quality of the retrieved sentence - 
whether this is really able to act as a MCQ stem. 

There is no benchmark or gold- standard data 
in the task. In order to evaluate the performance 
of the system we have taken a few Wikipedia 
pages and news articles as input on which we run 
the system. The question formation capability of 
the retrieved sentences is examined by a set of 
human evaluators. The evaluators count the 
number of sentences that are potential to become 
the basis of a MCQ (‘correct retrieval’). The av-
erage of the percentage of correct retrieval is 
considered as the accuracy of the system. 

For computing the accuracy of the system we 
consider six Wikipedia pages. These are the pag-
es on 2003, 2007, 2011 ICC Cricket World Cup, 
ICC Champions Trophy, IPL 2014 and T20 
World Cup 2014 and four sports news articles 
from The Times of India, a popular English daily 
of India related to the T20 World Cup 2014, 
namely, ‘Sri Lankans Lord Over India’, ‘Yuvi 
cuts a sorry figure in final’, ‘Virat, the lone man 
standing for India’ and ‘Mahela, Sangakkara 
bow out on a high’. Only the text portions of 
these pages are taken as input that contains a to-
tal of ~795 sentences. From these input text ~508 
sentences were selected after the topic word 
based filtering. Then we apply the parse tree 
matching algorithm which finally considers 112 
sentences. These sentences are examined by five 
human evaluators. They consider 105, 104, 103, 
106 and 104 sentences respectively as correct 
retrieval. Therefore the accuracy of the system is 

93.21%. Table 1 summarizes the accuracy of the 
system. 

Table 1: Performance of the developed System 
From the evaluation score given by the human 

evaluators it is clear that the proposed system is 
capable of retrieving quality sentences from an 
input document. In addition to the correct re-
trievals, the system also selects a few sentences 
that are not considered as ‘good’ by the evalua-
tors. We have analyzed these sentences. As for 
example we have listed the following sentences: 

Netherlands and Canada were both appearing 
in the Cricket World Cup for the second time. 

Ireland had been the best-performing associ-
ate member since the previous World Cup. 

These sentences are containing the topic 
words and matching with the reference set struc-
tures. But these are missing out of some impor-
tant information for which the fact is incomplete. 
The time or year related information is missing 
in both the sentences. A modified topic modeling 
system may be used to consider a tournament 
name with year is a topic but only the tourna-
ment name without year is not. 

While comparing with the existing technique 
(Majumder and Saha, 2015), we found that the 
proposed technique identifies more number of 
sentences after pre- processing and post-
processing steps. Omission of domain specific 
word and NER based rule mining restriction not 
only make the proposed system domain inde-
pendent but also it outperforms the existing sys-
tem in terms of selecting number of sentences. 

Next we measure the performance of the over-
all MCQ system. After sentence selection, key 
selection and distractor generation are the major 
modules. We evaluate the performance of these 
modules using: key selection accuracy (whether 
the key is selected properly), distractor quality 
(whether the distractors are good). Again we em-
ploy the human evaluators to assess the system. 
The average evaluation accuracy of key selection 
is 83.03% (93 out of 112) and in distractor qual-
ity the accuracy is 91.07% (102 out of 112). 

A few examples of the generated MCQs are 
given below: 

Input 
Sentence 

Sentence 
After TMT 

Sentence 
After PTMA 

Evaluators 
Judgment 

% Accuracy 

~795 508 112 Evaluator1: 
105 

93.21% 

Evaluator2: 
104 
Evaluator3: 
103 
Evaluator4: 
106 
Evaluator5: 
104 
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1. Which country won the 2014 ICC World 
Twenty20? 

a) Australia b) India c) West Indies d) Sri 
Lanka 

2. Who was the man of the series of the 2011 
ICC Cricket World Cup? 

a) Sachin Tendulkar b) Tillakaratne Dilshan 
c) Yuvraj Singh d) Kumar Sangakkara 

7 Conclusion 

In this paper we have presented a novel tech-
nique for selecting informative sentences for 
multiple choice questions generation from an 
input corpus. The proposed technique selects 
informative sentences based on topic word and 
parse structure similarity. The system also uses a 
set of pre-processing steps like simplification of 
sentences, co-reference resolution etc. The se-
lected sentences are used in the key selection and 
distractor generation modules to make a com-
plete automatic MCQ system. We test the system 
in sports domain and use Wikipedia pages and 
news articles as input corpus. But we feel the 
system is generic and expected to work well in 
other domains also. 

We have deeply studied the false identifica-
tions and observed that the accuracy of the sys-
tem can be further improved by incorporating 
better pre-processing and post processing steps. 
A deeper co-reference resolution system can be 
used to remove a number of semi-informative 
sentences. Better identification of domain specif-
ic phrases or topics can also be helpful to handle 
a number of false detections. These observations 
may lead us to continue work in future. 
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Abstract

Japan’s public broadcasting corporation,
NHK, launched “News Web Easy” in
April 2012 1. It provides users with
five simplified news scripts (easy Japanese
news) on a daily basis. This web ser-
vice provides users with five daily sim-
plified news scripts of “easy” Japanese
news. Since its inception, this service
has been favorably received both in Japan
and overseas. Users particularly appreci-
ate its value as a Japanese learning and
teaching resource. In this paper, we dis-
cuss this service and its possible contri-
bution to language education. We focus
on difficulty levels of sentence-end expres-
sions, compiled from the news, that cre-
ate ambiguity and problems when rewrit-
ing news items. These are analyzed and
compared within regular news and News
Web Easy, and their difficulty is assessed
based on Japanese learners’ reading com-
prehension levels. Our results revealed
that current rewriting of sentence-end ex-
pressions in News Web Easy is appropri-
ate. We further identified features of these
expressions that contribute to difficulty in
comprehension.

1 Introduction

The convergence of TV and internet has enabled
the creation of new services that allow users to
overcome various temporal and spatial constraints
(Hamada, 2013; Fu et al., 2006). It may even
prove possible to effectively re-purpose content
across different media. In this paper, we describe
one such example: the application of TV news
scripts for language teaching and learning on the
internet.

1http://www3.nhk.or.jp/news/easy

Japan’s public broadcaster, NHK, launched
the News Web Easy web service in April
2012 (Tanaka et al., 2013). This site provides
users with five daily simplified news scripts of
easy Japanese news. Its purpose is to provide daily
news to the foreign population in Japan, which has
steadily increased to currently over two million. It
would, of course, be preferable to provide news
to these residents in their native languages. How-
ever, Japan’s foreign population is so diverse that
it would be virtually impossible to provide broad-
casts in all of the expatriates’ languages. NHK
decided to tackle this issue by providing broad-
casting services in simplified Japanese tailored to
the language comprehension levels of foreign res-
idents. Surveys among foreign residents have con-
firmed that a demand exists for broadcasts in easy
Japanese (Yonekura, 2012).

News Web Easy’s targeted audience in Japan
comprises foreign residents learning Japanese as a
second language 2 who are already fairly fluent in
conversational Japanese, but who want to learn to
read news articles and newspapers. Their Japanese
is thus at a pre-intermediate level.

The easy Japanese news comprises regular news
that is jointly rewritten by a Japanese language
instructor, with special training in easy Japanese,
and a reporter. They closely adhere to the basic
vocabulary and sentence patterns listed in the test
guidelines of the Japanese-Language Proficiency
Test (JLPT) (The Japan Foundation and Japan Ed-
ucational Exchange and Services, 2002).

The test measures learners’ Japanese profi-
ciency at four levels ranging from level 4 (elemen-
tary) to level 1 (the most advanced) 3. The vocab-
ulary lists and sentence patterns in the test guide-
lines are graded, and the instructors can consult

2For the sake of brevity, in this paper we use the terms
“foreigners” or “foreign residents” to signify foreign resi-
dents learning Japanese as a second language.

3The test has now been revised to cover five levels ranging
from N5 (elementary) to N1 (the most advanced).
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these to verify the level of difficulty. News Web
Easy employs vocabularies and sentence patterns
ranked at levels 3 and 4.

NHK has received favorable comments about
News Web Easy from foreign residents in Japan
as well as from people overseas who appreciate
this service for learning Japanese. Japanese lan-
guage instructors also regard News Web Easy as
a valuable educational resource. We believe that
this favorable reaction is the result of the language
level being set to an educational standard appropri-
ate for Japanese. Moreover, the News Web Easy
interface is similar to that adopted in language tu-
toring systems.

In this paper, we outline the features of News
Web Easy and discuss its impact on language
learning and education. We focus analytically on
sentence patterns (sentences-end expressions) in
news scripts that are not adequately covered in
the JLPT test guidelines. Our analysis was based
on an extensive collection of these materials com-
piled from a corpus of regular news texts and easy
Japanese texts. We present an assessment of the
difficulty levels of these expressions according to
foreigners’ reading comprehension levels ascer-
tained from online questionnaires. Last, we con-
sider the possibility of extending News Web Easy
as a learning and teaching resource for native-level
Japanese used within regular news scripts.

2 News Web Easy and language teaching
and learning

In this section, we explain the features of News
Web Easy and discuss its impacts on Japanese
teaching and learning.

2.1 Features of Japanese in News Web Easy

Target level

We were involved in the production of News Web
Easy content. Our aim was to ensure that while the
news texts were easy to understand, they were as
natural as possible. After many trials conducted
by NHK the pre-intermediate level was found to
be the lowest level necessary for achieving these
aims. This level was consequently set by NHK
as the target for Japanese rewriting. It approxi-
mately corresponds to the proficiency level ranked
between levels 3 and 2 of the old JLPT, and be-
tween levels N3 and N2 of the new JLPT.

Rewriters
For the production of News Web Easy, five regu-
lar news texts are chosen daily and rewritten by a
news reporter and a Japanese instructor who per-
form different tasks. While the reporter stream-
lines the news texts and retains only the core infor-
mation, the instructor simplifies difficult expres-
sions.

Rewriting policies
When rewriting news articles, reporters and
Japanese instructors confine themselves as much
as possible to elementary vocabulary and sentence
patterns. As noted above, rewriters use the JLPT
test guidelines to check words and sentence pat-
terns. An editor is specially assigned for this pur-
pose to News Web Easy.

It is noteworthy that reporters and instructors
also use terms that are not listed. These include
technical terms, proper nouns, and terms that fre-
quently appear in news articles but are difficult to
simplify.

2.2 Features of News Web Easy interface

In addition to the above-mentioned measures used
to simplify Japanese, News Web Easy has several
reading support functions, described below and
shown in Figure 1.

Furigana (ruby) characters
Japanese text is a combination of Chinese charac-
ters (kanji), two types of Japanese phonetic sym-
bols (hiragana and katakana), Latin characters
(romaji), and numbers.

Kanji characters are notoriously difficult to
master because there are so many of them and also
because the same characters can be read in differ-
ent ways depending on the context. Foreign res-
idents often find themselves unable to understand
the meaning of words written in kanji.

To assist them, very small hiragana characters,
called furigana, are offered above all kanji char-
acters in News Web Easy to indicate the pronun-
ciation. This enhances the ability of foreign read-
ers to understand the meanings of Japanese words,
even if they are unable to read kanji.

Glossaries
The basic approach adopted by News Web Easy is
to write simple Japanese using elementary vocab-
ulary. However, it is not possible to simplify the
vocabulary of all difficult terms.
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All	  Kanji	  characters	  
have	  Furigana	  	  
(phone6c	  characterｓ)	  

Underlined	  words	  have	  
dic6onary	  explana6on	  

Blue	  words	  are	  place	  names	  
Magenta	  words	  are	  person’s	  names	

Text	  is	  read	  out	  by	  	  
speech	  synthesizer	  	  

Link	  to	  the	  original	  
news	  	  

Figure 1: Screen shot of News Web Easy

News Web Easy resolves this issue by provid-
ing glossaries to explain difficult terminology. On
the News Web Easy site, a glossary entry can be
accessed by simply positioning the cursor over
a word. A pop-up explaining the term is then
displayed. A dictionary for Japanese elementary
school students was used to provide the glossary
entries.

Proper nouns
Proper nouns, not included within preexisting
glossaries, inevitably appear in news articles. On
the News Web Easy pages, different kinds of
proper nouns are highlighted in different colors to
capture the readers’ attention. The reader may not
know exactly what the terms mean, but at least this
feature enables them to differentiate between the
names of people, places, and organizations.

Text to speech
Some foreigners have difficulty reading Japanese,
but are perfectly capable of understanding the text
if it is read out to them. News Web Easy features a
text-to-synthesized voice function to facilitate this
mode of understanding.

Links to original news
Because News Web Easy reporters usually con-
dense information from the original news item,
full details are available through a link provided
to the source web page.

2.3 Teaching and learning
The content produced by broadcasters is quite of-
ten used for language learning and teaching. Ac-
cordingly, it is important that News Web Easy con-
tributes to this educational purpose as long as the
main goal of providing news to foreign residents
is not hampered. In this section, we discuss News
Web Easy’s contribution to Japanese teaching and
learning.

Contribution of Japanese texts
News Web Easy essentially delivers “authentic”
documents at a pre-intermediate level in natural
Japanese. These texts are incorporated within
automatic tutoring (learning) systems such as
Reader-Specific Lexical Practice for Improved
Reading Comprehension (REAP) (Brown and Es-
kenazi, 2004). Such documents attract keen inter-
est among educators, although texts in languages
other than English and French are rare (Uitden-
bogerd, 2014). Thus, the simplified texts featured
in News Web Easy are all the more valuable.

Contribution of the interface
The interface of News Web Easy offers reading
support, as elaborated in section 2.2. Reading
support is often used in language tutoring sys-
tems. For example, the Automatic Text Adapta-
tion Tool (Burstein et al., 2007) automatically adds
vocabulary support, automatic text reading by a
speech synthesizer, summary text, and a transla-
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tion of the original text as “marginal notes.” The
reading support functions in News Web Easy can,
therefore, be invaluable by providing simplified
texts for pre-intermediate level Japanese learners.

The interface could also facilitate understanding
of regular news for foreigners. As noted above,
News Web Easy provides links to the original
news stories so readers can compare both versions
of the text. The scaffolding effect of providing
simplified text for reading original text is widely
recognized (Burstein et al., 2007; Eskenazi et al.,
2013; Petersen and Ostendorf, 2007). Thus, this
comparative reading should contribute to the com-
prehension of regular news.

2.4 Language-level issues

As noted in section 2.1, the News Web Easy
rewriters currently use the JLPT test guidelines to
check the language levels of words and sentence
patterns in news items.

Because Japanese lessons typically start with
the use of daily conversations, words and sentence
patterns specific to news texts are often lacking in
the JLPT test guidelines.

The rewriters have to judge for themselves the
difficulty levels of words and phrases that are
missing from the list. This could result in in-
consistency in the language level of the simplified
texts. Therefore, the content of the JLPT guide-
lines needs to be extended. As a first step toward
this, we decided to focus on sentence patterns that
were not included in the guidelines.

3 Analysis of sentence-end expressions

The sentence patterns in the JLPT test guidelines
takes the form of a word sequence in the final po-
sitions of a sentence. We refer to this as sentence-
end expressions. In the next section, we will define
these and explain the features.

3.1 Features of Japanese sentence-end
expressions

Japanese is a subject-object-verb (SOV) type of
language in which predicates are positioned at
the end position of a sentence. Japanese predi-
cates usually contain one content word followed
by some function words. Content words are typ-
ically verbs, nouns, and adjectives, and function
words are auxiliary verbs, particles, formal nouns,
and delexical (formal) verbs.

In this paper, we use the term sentence-end
expressions (SEEs) to signify the function word
sequence. SEEs add tense, polarity, voice, and
modality to a sentence which we refer to as func-
tional information, or simply as function. Such
functions play an important role in deciding the
meaning of a sentence.

SEEs may have more than one function lined
up at the sentence end positions. We refer to such
lined up functions as the function sequence (FS).
An SEE, therefore, has a FS whose length is at
least one 4 .

Because Japanese is an SOV type of language,
SEEs may become quite long when the “O” is in
an embedded sentence, as in S(SOV)V. Let us con-
sider a sentence with a single function of probabil-
ity:

X 社は 来年の 利益を 3 倍に する
かもしれない (probability)．
Xsha wa rainen no rieki wo 3bai ni suru
kamosirenai (probability).
(X Inc. may (probability) triple their
profit next year.)

This may be embedded in a sentence that ends
withということです (toiukotodesu) (people say),
which has a hearsay function, as in:

X 社は 来年の 利益を 3 倍に
す る かもしれない (probability)
ということです (hearsay)．
Xsha wa rainen no rieki wo 3bai
ni suru kamosirenai (probability)
toiukotodesu (hearsay).
(People say (hearsay) that X Inc.
may (probability) triple their profit next
year.),

The English predicates in the above examples
occupy different positions and do not have lined
up functions. However, the Japanese predicates
(SEEs) of both the main and subordinate clauses
are linked to form a long SEE with the following
FS: probability + hearsay (length 2). This com-
plex structure is common in long Japanese SEEs
and can be difficult for learners of the language
to understand. We, therefore, consider SEE re-
wording to be essential for reducing the language
difficulty level. We decided to extensively com-
pile SEEs from regular news and News Web Easy
to evaluate their difficulty for foreigners’ compre-
hension.

4We consider the number of functions in FS as the length.
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Regular Easy Total
Sentence Count 3,937,214 20,616 -
SEEs 477 775 1,063
Meaningful SEEs - - 841

Table 1: Corpus size and SEE counts

3.2 Compilation of SEEs

We morphologically analyzed our corpus of reg-
ular news scripts covering a 16-year period and
searched for SEEs. Our corpus contained about
four million sentences. We only selected those that
appeared over 100 times, resulting in a total of 466
SEE sentence types. Although our selection was
restricted to the above frequency threshold, it still
covered 98% of the total occurrence of all SEEs.
Considering the corpus size, we found that SEE
variation in the regular news was relatively lim-
ited.

We also extracted SEEs from our corpus of
News Web Easy scripts, collected over a two-year
period. This corpus contained about 20,000 sen-
tences from which we obtained 755 SEE types.
The total number of SEE types collected from
both corpora was thus 1,063. We then excluded
SEEs with a plain statement, that is, SEEs that
did not contain any meaningful functional infor-
mation. This yielded 841 SEE types. Table 1
shows the corpus size and SEE counts.

3.3 Functions specific to news scripts

Before assigning a FS to each of the 841 SEEs,
we first checked the SEEs and functions in a lead-
ing Japanese grammar textbook (Nihongo Kizyutu
Bunpô Kenkyûkai, 2010). We found that some
SEEs did not appear in that textbook and thus rep-
resented new functions that we termed objectivity
and perception groups.

Objectivity
Two expressions—mono-da and koto-da—fell
within this category. The formal noun, mono, has
little meaning and simply refers to things in gen-
eral. Another formal noun, koto, refers to gen-
eral events. These terms are often added to sim-
ple factual statements in news stories, as in irei
(exceptional)-no koto-da. Although it is possible
to simply say irei-da, the addition of koto adds for-
mality to the sentence. We believe this reflects the
journalistic tendency of describing events as ob-
jectively as possible. We, therefore, termed this an

objectivity function.

Perception group
Verbs such as mieru (seem), kiku (hear), and omou
(think) entail the modality of how the speaker rec-
ognizes an statement’s proposition. We thus re-
ferred to this modality as perception. We iden-
tified several SEEs that varied in objectivity and
contained perceptions of third parties. Table 2
presents a list of SEEs with the perception group
function.

The first expression, to-miteiru, comprises the
content verb miru (see). The second expression,
to-mirareteiru, is the passive version. Because,
Japanese passive forms are often used without an
agent (subject in a positive sentence), the person
who does the seeing is not specified in this case.
This lack of specification increases the level of ab-
straction of the sentence and adds objectivity.

The third expression, to-shiteiru, entails a
delexical verb, suru (do) that ambiguously refers
to miru (see), iu (say), and omou (think). This
ambiguity further increases the level of abstraction
and objectivity of the sentence.

The last expression, to-sareteiru, is the pas-
sivized version of to-shiteiru that we consider to
have the highest level of ambiguity and objectiv-
ity.

Table 3 shows a list of all the functions used in
this study. These are divided into functions of syn-
tax, common modalities, and regular news specific
modalities.

3.4 FS assignment to SEEs
To assign a FS to each of the 841 SEEs (described
in section 3.2), we first compiled a set of regu-
lar expressions that linked function words to units
bearing a single function. We then applied these
regular expressions to the 841 SEEs and assigned
a FS to each SEE.

Each SEE with a FS had a number of occurrence
counts for each news type: regular and News Web
Easy. We used these numbers to determine the as-
sociation between FS and news type. An odds ra-
tio was used to estimate the association:

O =
p

1− p

1− q

q
, (1)

where p is the relative frequency of a given FS in
normal news and q is the relative frequency of the
FS in News Web Easy. A FS whose odds ratio was
greater than or equal to 1 was considered to have
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SEE Function Explanation Objectivity
to miteiru percept. see low
to mirareteiru pas.-percept. be seen middle
to shiteiru amb.-percept. do (see, say or think) middle
to sareteiru pas.-amb-percept. be done (seen, said, or thought) high

amb. = ambiguous, pas. = passive, percept. = perception

Table 2: SEEs bearing perception group function

Syntax causative passive aspect give-get change
example parallel nominalization noun

Modality hope need order question will
(Common) selection prohibition invitation guess probability

reason explanation change-guess
(News specific) percept.group objectivity hearsay

Table 3: Functions assigned to SEEs

Length 1 2 3 4
Regular 9(0.14) 35 (0.54) 21 (0.32) 0 (0)

Easy 13 (0.16) 43 (0.51) 22 (0.27) 3 (0.04)

Table 4: The distribution of FS types

an association with normal news; otherwise it had
an association with News Web Easy 5 .

Table 4 shows the number and relative fre-
quency of FS types categorized by length and
news type. The numbers for both news types
peaked with the FS length of 2 and showed a sim-
ilar distribution.

We calculated the relative frequency distribu-
tion of FSs using the same categories as in Table4.
The results are shown in Figure 2.

Because FS may have occurrence counts in both
news types, we calculated the average relative fre-
quency for each one. We found that FSs assciated
with News Web Easy had a high frequency con-
centration at length 1, while FSs associated with
regular news peaked at length 2. We therefore
concluded that SEEs with a single function were
preferred in easy Japanese news.

Next, we compared the unique single functions
that appeared specifically in each news type . We
collected these functions from FSs of length 1 and
the final functions in FSs of length 3 (see Table 4).
Table5 summarizes these results. A sharp contrast
is evident between the two types. Those functions

5We, therefore, considered the function sequence to be
associated with regular news if p was greater than or equal to
q; otherwise, it was considered to be associated with News
Web Easy.
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Figure 2: Average relative Frequency

used exclusively in regular news were all functions
in the perception group. Those used exclusively in
News Web Easy were syntactic types and modali-
ties commonly used in daily conversation.

4 Evaluation of SEE difficulty for
foreigners

4.1 Measure of difficulty
The difficulty levels of SEEs for foreign students
were determined based on Japanese proficiency
levels. This was measured according to the new
JLPT version, using the lowest grade required to
read and understand SEEs. Since the new JLPT
has five grades, ranging from N1 (the most ad-
vanced) to N5 (elementary), we attached numbers
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Length Easy Regular
1 give-get amb.-percept.

order pas.-percept.
probability pas.-amb.-percept.
prohibition

3 (final) order amb.-percept.
explanation pas.-percept.
reason

Table 5: Single functions unique to each news type

Grade Number Grade Number
N5 1 N2 4
N4 2 N1 5
N3 3 above N1 6

Table 6: JLPT levels and numbers for selection

ranging from 1 to 5 to them, with 5 indicating the
most difficult SEEs and 1 the easiest. The number
6 was designated to SEEs that were difficult, even
for N1-grade students. Table 6 presents the JLPT
grades and numbers for the selection.

4.2 Selection of SEEs

We aimed to evaluate the difficulty levels of the
841 SEEs for foreign students learning Japanese
and to analyze the factors governing these diffi-
culty levels. The total number of SEEs (841) was
too high to evaluate individually. Moreover, the
word types for building SEEs were too diverse for
the extraction of just a few factors.

We, therefore, decided to first sample FSs and
then select SEEs bearing the sampled FSs. The
number of FS types was 146 (Table 4) and that of
function types was only 28 (Table 3) which would
result in a highly tractable analysis of FSs. Ac-
cordingly, we selected SEEs based on the follow-
ing assumptions and procedures.

(A1) Any FS belonging to the same cell in Table 4
would have the same difficulty level 6 .
Based on this assumption, we randomly sam-
pled 13 FSs from the four cells in Table 4 of
length 1 and 3, and for both news types. This
resulted in a sample of 52 FSs.

(A2) Any SEE belonging to the same FS had the
same difficulty level. Based on this assump-
tion, we selected the most frequently occur-

6In other words, the difficulty level of FS only depends on
the news type and the length of FS.
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Figure 3: Score difference for the SEEs

ring SEEs from each of the 52 FSs sampled
in (A1) which also yielded 52 SEEs.

Because the regular news cell with a length of 1
had nine functions, we sampled 13 SEEs, allow-
ing for FS duplication. It should be noted that the
difficulty level of each sampled SEE and its FS
was considered to be equal, because FS and SEE
corresponded on a one-to-one basis.

4.3 Subjects and questions
We believed that foreign students—especially at
the elementary level—would find it very difficult
to respond to questions about their comprehension
levels of SEE as they would need an in depth un-
derstanding of the functions to do so. We, there-
fore, asked Japanese instructors, and not the stu-
dents, directly, to evaluate the difficulty levels of
the SEEs.

Each questionnaire for the 52 SEEs consisted
of the following parts: the SEE in question; func-
tional features; and examples of usage in sen-
tences. We sent questionnaires to 500 Japanese in-
structors through Internet. They specified the dif-
ficulty number in Table 6 for each of the 52 SEEs.
In total, 390 effective responses were returned to
us.

4.4 Results and discussion
Based on the responses of the 390 instructors, Fig-
ure 3 shows the average numbers (scores) calcu-
lated for the difficulty of SEEs and FSs obtained
for the four cells (see Table4). The x-axis shows
the FS length and the y-axis shows the average
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Function News type Score
pas.-percept. regular 3.800
pas.-amb.-percept. regular 3.791
percept. regular 3.736
noun regular 3.731
amb.-percept. regular 3.701
objectivity regular 3.513
hearsay regular 3.485
causative regular 3.369
passive regular 3.354
probability easy 3.346

Table 7: The top 10 single functions according to
difficulty levels

scores. The solid line indicates score changes for
News Web Easy and the dotted line shows those
for regular news. It should be noted that we set
our target level of Japanese between N3 and N2 of
the current JLPT. The target threshold score was
3.5.

The graph shows that the difficulty level of
SEEs with a FS length of 1 from the News Web
Easy cell was under the target threshold, while
those in other cells were above this level.

Effect of news type and FS length

From that graph, it is evident that for both the
lengths, SEEs obtained from News Web Easy were
easier to comprehend than those obtained for reg-
ular news. We may conclude that the rewriting
of the SEEs evidently reduced difficulty in under-
standing.

SEEs of a FS length of 3 were more difficult
than those of a length of 1 for both types of news.
As can be seen from the difference in the lines’
gradients, the increase in difficulty associated with
an increase in FS length was more apparent for
SEEs from News Web Easy 7 . Although single
functions used in News Web Easy evidenced low
difficulty levels, these levels rose rapidly when
they were lined up. Length of SEE is obviously
one of the factors that affect the difficulty level.

Effect of functions

To confirm individual differences in FSs found in
regular news and News Web Easy, we focused on
the FSs with a length of 1 and arranged them,
score-wise, in descending order (Table 7).

7The two-way analysis of variance test revealed that the
difference was statistically significant.

It is evident from Table 7 that the nine single
functions that appeared in regular news (see Ta-
ble 4) occupied the top nine positions. In partic-
ular, the perception group functions were consid-
ered the most difficult. These were the ones that
only appeared in regular news (c.f. Table 5). We
can, therefore, conclude that many Japanese in-
structors consider the elimination of these func-
tions in easy Japanese news to be an appropriate
approach for maintaining the difficulty level below
the pre-intermediate level.

5 Conclusions and future work

We were involved in NHK’s web service initia-
tive, News Web Easy. This initiative aims to de-
liver news in simplified Japanese to foreign resi-
dents learning Japanese as a second language. As
we reported, the service has been welcomed as a
Japanese teaching and learning resource. For this
study, we analyzed features of News Web Easy
that contribute to learning the language.

We focused on SEEs occurring in news most
of which are not listed in JLPT test guidelines.
We compiled an extensive collection of SEEs from
regular news texts and News Web Easy and identi-
fied differences in SEE usage within regular news
and News Web Easy. Consequently, we found a
sharp contrast in terms of grammatical functions.
We then examined the difficulty levels of these ex-
pressions for foreign students learning Japanese
based on a wide-scale evaluation by Japanese in-
structors. Our results revealed that the current
rewriting of SEEs is appropriate. Moreover, we
identified features of these expressions that con-
tribute to the difficulty factor.

A future challenge entails extending News Web
Easy to make it a useful resource for those who
wish to follow regular news that is written in
native-level Japanese. Because News Web Easy
facilitates comparative reading of both normal and
easy Japanese, it offers such an opportunity to
some extent. To further enhance this function,
we believe that the findings of the present study
will be valuable. The difficult SEEs that we found
were appropriately reworded into simpler expres-
sions and became unnoticeable in the simplified
texts. If we can explicitly provide feedback about
such information to News Web Easy users, they
will be able to learn native-level Japanese more ef-
ficiently. Creating such an interface is, therefore,
part of our future plans.
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Abstract

Multi-word expressions (MWEs) have
been recognized as important linguistic
information and much research has been
conducted especially on their extraction
and interpretation. On the other hand, they
have hardly been used in real application
areas.

While those who are learning English as a
second language (ESL) use MWEs in their
writings just like native speakers, MWEs
haven’t been taken into consideration in
grammatical error correction tasks. In this
paper, we investigate the grammatical er-
ror correction method using MWEs. Our
method proposes a straightforward appli-
cation of MWEs to grammatical error cor-
rection, but experimental results show that
MWEs have a beneficial effect on gram-
matical error correction.

1 Introduction

Publicly usable services on the Web for assisting
second language learning are growing recently.
For example, there are language learning social
networking services such as Lang-81 and English
grammar checkers such as Ginger2. Research on
assistance of second language learning also has re-
ceived much attention, especially on grammatical
error correction of essays written by learners of
English as a second language (ESL) . In the past,
three competitions for grammatical error correc-
tion have been held: Helping Our Own (Dale and
Kilgarriff, 2011; Dale et al., 2012) and CoNLL
Shared Task (Ng et al., 2013; Ng et al., 2014).

1http://lang-8.com
2http://www.gingersoftware.com

Most previous research on ESL learners’ gram-
matical error correction is targeted on one or few
restricted types of learners’ errors. ESL learners
make various kinds of grammatical errors (Mizu-
moto et al., 2012). For dealing with any types
of errors, grammatical error correction methods
using phrase-based statistical machine translation
(SMT) are proposed (Brockett et al., 2006; Mizu-
moto et al., 2012). Phrase-based SMT carries out
translation with phrases which are a sequence of
words as translation units. However, since phrases
are extracted in an unsupervised manner, an MWE
like “a lot of” may not be treated as one phrase.
In machine translation fields, phrase-based SMT
considering MWEs achieved higher performance
(Carpuat and Diab, 2010; Ren et al., 2009).

In this paper, we propose a grammatical er-
ror correction method considering MWEs. To
be precise, we apply machine translation methods
considering MWEs (Carpuat and Diab, 2010) to
grammatical error correction. They turn MWEs
into single units in the source side sentences (En-
glish). Unlike typical machine translation that
translates between two languages, in the grammat-
ical error correction task, source side sentences
contain errors. Thus, we propose two methods;
one is that MWEs are treated as one word in both
source and target side sentences, the other is that
MWEs are treated as one word in only the target
side sentences.

2 Related work

Research on grammatical error correction has re-
cently become very popular. Grammatical error
correction methods are roughly divided into two
types; (1) targeting few restricted types of errors
(Rozovskaya and Roth, 2011; Rozovskaya and
Roth, 2013; Tajiri et al., 2012) and (2) targeting
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any types of errors (Mizumoto et al., 2012). In
the first type of error correction, classifiers like
Support Vector Machines have mainly been used.
In the second type, statistical machine translation
methods have been used. The only features for
grammatical error correction that have been con-
sidered in many of previous works are token, POS
and syntactic information of single words, and fea-
tures considering two (or more) words as a whole
such as MWEs have never been used.

There is the work dealing with collocations, a
kind of MWEs, as target of error detection (Futagi
et al., 2008). Our method is different in that we are
aiming at correcting not MWEs but other expres-
sions like articles, prepositions and noun numbers
as targets considering MWEs.

A lot of research for identifying MWEs and
constructing MWE resources have been conducted
(Schneider et al., 2014; Shigeto et al., 2013).
In addition, there is some research in natural
language processing applications using MWEs;
i.e., statistical machine translation (Carpuat and
Diab, 2010; Ren et al., 2009), information re-
trieval (Newman et al., 2012) and opinion mining
(Berend, 2011).

Our task is very similar to the research of SMT
using MWEs (Carpuat and Diab, 2010; Ren et
al., 2009). However we are in different situation
where incorrect words may be included in source
sentence side, thus identifying MWEs in source
side may make mistakes.

3 Multi-word expressions

MWEs are defined as expressions having “id-
iosyncratic interpretations that cross word bound-
aries (or spaces)” (Sag et al., 2002). In this paper,
we mainly deal with fixed expressions that func-
tion either as adverbs, conjunctions, determiners,
prepositions, prepositional phrases or pronouns.

3.1 Multi-word expressions in native corpora
and learner corpora

ESL learners also use a lot of MWEs in their
writings just like native speakers. For comparing
MWEs usages of ESL learners and native speak-
ers, we prepare a native corpus and a learner cor-
pus. We use the MWE data set from (Shigeto et al.,
2013), MWE-annotated Penn Treebank sections of
OntoNotes Release 4.03 as the native corpus. We

3https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/
LDC2011T03

Table 1: The rate of overlap of multi-word expres-
sions from Penn Treebank section of OntoNotes
and Lang-8 Learner Corpora

top number rate of overlap
10 30.0%
20 45.0%
30 46.7%
40 57.5%
50 54.0%
70 57.1%

120 66.7%
170 66.5%

use Lang-8 Learner Corpora4 as the learner cor-
pus5.

Table 1 shows the rate of overlap of multi-
word expressions from Penn Treebank section of
OntoNotes and Lang-8 Learner Corpora in taking
top N. Although they are in different domains,
MWEs used by learners overlap about 60% with
those used by native speakers.

The occurrence frequency of MWEs obeys the
Zipf’s law. In the learner corpus, top 70 MWEs
cover about 50%, top 120 MWEs cover about 80%
and top 170 MWEs cover 90% of all the MWEs in
the corpus by token count.

3.2 Advantage of using Multi-word
Expressions for Grammatical Error
Correction

There are two advantages to use MWEs in gram-
matical error correction. The first advantage is that
it prevents translation of correct parts of MWEs to
other words. To illustrate this, let us consider the
following example:

He ate sweets, for example ice and cake.

This sentence does not have grammatical errors,
thus error correction systems does not need to cor-
rect it. However, the system might correct the
word “example”, into the following:

He ate sweets, for examples ice and cake.

This is because the system has no knowledge of
MWEs.

4http://cl.naist.jp/nldata/lang-8/
5MWEs are automatically tagged by tools which ex-

plained in 5.1.
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The second advantage is that the system be-
comes capable of considering longer contexts
when using MWEs. To illustrate this, let us con-
sider the following example:

I have a lot of red apple.

Without considering MWEs, the system takes “I
have a”, “have a lot”, “a lot of”, “lot of red”, “of
red apple”as word 3-grams, unable to consider the
relationship between “a lot of” and “apple”.

4 Grammatical error correction methods
using multi-word expressions

In this section, we describe our error correction
method with MWEs. We use statistical machine
translation approaches for grammatical error cor-
rection. We apply MWEs to the phrase-based
SMT.

4.1 Error correction with phrase-based SMT
The error correction method with phrase-based
SMT was proposed for the first time by (Brock-
ett et al., 2006). Although they used phrase-based
SMT for grammatical error correction, they only
handled one error type, noun number. Mizumoto
et al. (2012) also used phrase-based SMT, however
they targeted all error types. In this paper, we use
phrase-based SMT which many previous research
used for grammatical error correction.

4.2 Error correction methods considering
multi-word expressions

We propose two methods for grammatical error
correction considering MWEs. Previous research
of machine translation using MWEs (Carpuat and
Diab, 2010) handled MWEs in source side sen-
tences by simply turning MWEs into single units
(by conjoining the constituent words with under-
scores). We essentially apply their method to
grammatical error correction; however, in our case
identifying MWEs might fail because source side
sentences contain grammatical errors. Therefore,
we propose and compare the following two meth-
ods.

Using MWEs in both source side and target
side In this method, MWEs are considered in
both source side and target side. We show an ex-
ample in the following:

Source: I have a lot of pen.
Target: I have a lot of pens.

Table 2: Results of grammatical error correction
P R F

Baseline (without MWEs) 30.1 32.9 31.4

70 (50%) 27.3 37.8 31.7
Source: w/ MWE, 120 (80%) 30.0 34.9 32.2
Target: w/ MWE 170 (90%) 27.9 38.2 32.3

All 29.2 32.8 30.9
70 (50%) 30.1 35.1 32.4

Source: w/o MWE, 120 (80%) 29.3 36.9 32.7
Target: w/ MWE 170 (90%) 29.8 36.7 32.9

All 31.3 29.4 30.4

Using MWEs in target side In this method,
MWEs are considered only in target side. We
show an example in the following:

Source: I have a lot of pen.
Target: I have a lot of pens.

We train both language model and translation
model using texts of considering MWEs.

5 Experiments of grammatical error
correction using multi-word
expressions

5.1 Experimental settings

We used cicada 0.3.06 for the machine translation
tool. This includes a decoder and a word aligner.
As the language modeling tool we used expgram
0.2.07. We used ZMERT8 as the parameter tuning
tool.

For automatic identifying MWEs, we use
AMALGr 1.09 (Schneider et al., 2014). The MWE
identification tool is re-trained using the MWE
data set tagged by (Shigeto et al., 2013) on the
Penn Treebank sections of OntoNotes Release 4.0.
This is because their annotation was more conve-
nient for our purpose.

The translation model was trained on the
Lang-8 Learner Corpora v2.0. We extracted En-
glish essays which were written by ESL learners
whose native language is Japanese from the cor-
pora and cleaned the noise with the method pro-
posed in (Mizumoto et al., 2011). As the results,
we got 629,787 sentence pairs. We used a 5-gram

6http://www2.nict.go.jp/univ-com/
multi_trans/cicada/

7http://www2.nict.go.jp/univ-com/
multi_trans/expgram/

8http://cs.jhu.edu/˜ozaidan/zmert/
9https://github.com/nschneid/

pysupersensetagger
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Table 3: Examples of system outputs

Learner Last month, she gave me a lot of rice and onion.
Baseline Last month, she gave me a lot of rice and onion.

with MWE Last month, she gave me a lot of rice and onions.

language model built on corrected sentences of the
learner corpora. Konan-JIEM Learner Corpus10

(Nagata et al., 2011) are used for evaluation and
development data. We use 2,411 sentences for
evaluation, and 300 sentences for development.

5.2 Experimental Result

As evaluation metrics, we use precision, recall and
F-score. We compare phrase-based SMT with-
out using MWEs (baseline) with the two meth-
ods explained in 4.2. In addition, we varied the
number of MWEs used for training the transla-
tion model and the language model. This is be-
cause MWEs that appear few times may introduce
noises. We use top 70 (50%), 120 (80%) and 170
(90%) MWEs described in 3.1.

Table 2 shows the experimental results. The
methods considering MWEs achieved higher F-
score than baseline except for the case that uses
All MWEs. In addition, using more MWEs in-
creases the F-score.

5.3 Discussion

Using all MWEs shows worse results because in-
frequent MWEs become noise in training and test-
ing.

We got better results when we use MWEs only
in the target side. This is likely because learners
tend to fail to write MWEs correctly, only writing
them in partial forms. One cause of deterioration
of precision is that a single word like “many” is
wrongly corrected into an MWE like “a lot of”,
although it is actually not incorrect.

There are two reasons why the performance im-
proved considering MWEs. The first reason is that
the system becomes capable of considering the re-
lationship between MWEs which are made up of a
sequence of two or more lexemes and words lie ad-
jacent to MWEs. We show an example of system
results in Table 3. Although the baseline system
did not correct the example, the system consider-
ing MWEs was able to correct this error. This is

10http://www.gsk.or.jp/en/catalog/
gsk2015-a/

because the system was able to consider the MWE
“a lot of”.

The second reason is that the probabilities of
translation model and language model are im-
proved by handling MWEs as single units. Let
us consider the two sentences, “There are a lot of
pens” and “There is a pen.” as examples of lan-
guage model. Without considering MWEs, the
word 3-grams, “There are a” and “There is a”,
have high probability. With considering MWEs,
however, the former trigram becomes to “There
are a lot of pens” and then the probabilities of tri-
grams that should not be given high probability
like “There are a” come to low. The correction
performance of articles and prepositions that are
likely to become a component word of MWEs is
considered to improve by this revision. The num-
ber of true positive for article as compared with
baseline and MWE (170) of only target side are
190 and 227, respectively. Likewise, the number
of true positive for preposition as compared with
them are 108 and 121, respectively.

6 Conclusion

We proposed a grammatical error correction
method using multi-word expressions. Our
method proposes a straightforward application of
MWEs to grammatical error correction, but exper-
imental results show that MWEs have quite good
effects on grammatical error correction. Experi-
mental results show that the methods considering
MWEs achieved higher F-score than baseline ex-
cept for the case that uses all MWEs. We plan
to use more multi-word expressions which we did
not handle in this paper, such as phrasal verbs.
Moreover, we plan to conduct grammatical error
correction considering MWEs which contain gaps
that are dealt with (Schneider et al., 2014).
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Abstract 

Heritage language learners are learners of 
the primary language of their parents 
which they might have been exposed to 
but have not learned it as a language they 
can fluently use to communicate with 
other people. Salinlahi, an Interactive 
Learning Environment, was developed to 
teach these young Filipino heritage learn-
ers about basic Filipino vocabulary while 
Salinlahi II included a support for collab-
orative learning. With the aim of teaching 
learners with basic knowledge in Filipino 
we developed Salinlahi III to teach high-
er level lessons focusing on Filipino 
grammar and sentence construction. An 
internal evaluation of the system has 
shown that the user interface and feed-
back of the tutor was appropriate. More-
over, in an external evaluation of the sys-
tem, experimental and controlled field 
tests were done and results showed that 
there is a positive learning gain after us-
ing the system. 

1 Introduction 

The idea behind Intelligent Tutoring Systems 
is letting a computer simulate a sophisticated 
human tutor and be able to use a teaching strate-
gy appropriate for each student (Murray, 1999) 
(Massey, Psotka, & Mutter, 1988). According to 
(Kassim, Kazi, & Ranganath, 2004), there are 
four important elements that must be present in 
instructional systems. These four are the tutor, 
the student, the domain knowledge to be learned 
by the student, and lastly, the computer itself. 
These four elements were the basis of the func-
tional model of an ITS according to (Kassim, 
Kazi, & Ranganath, 2004) which consists of the 

following: expert module, tutoring module, stu-
dent model and user interface module. This func-
tional model is accepted as a standard in building 
the system architecture of ITSs (Polson & Rich-
ardson, 1988). Many ITSs have been built for 
different fields (such as cardiovascular physiolo-
gy, algebra, language learning, electronics trou-
bleshooting etc). Some of these ITSs are Au-
toTutor and ELM-ART. AutoTutor, developed 
by (Graesser et al., 2004), features tutoring done 
in natural language dialogue while ELM-ART, 
developed by (Brusilovsky, Schwarz, & Weber, 
1996), pioneered ITSs in the World Wide Web.  

Intelligent Tutoring Systems served as the in-
spiration in developing Salinlahi III. Unlike the 
two previous iterations of Salinlahi which are 
purely Interactive Learning Environments, Salin-
lahi III was designed from the ITS perspective. 
In the previous systems, students have the free-
dom to choose which lessons to take while in 
Salinlahi III, students are directed toward a se-
quential progress of lessons by a tutor which is 
the system itself. The lessons in this system are 
structured in terms of content and skill complexi-
ty, starting from basic concepts to lessons deal-
ing with construction of basic Filipino sentences. 
The tutor decides when to advance to the next 
lesson based on the student's performance in the 
exercises given in every lesson. These exercises 
are namely Translation Exercise and Creation 
Exercise. The exercises were designed as a dia-
logue type of exercise between the tutor and the 
student. However, it is only in the Translation 
Exercise where the tutor will guide the student to 
attain the correct answer by giving feedback on 
his or her current answers. The feedback given 
by the tutor is done in natural language inspired 
by AutoTutor. This is made possible through the 
use of template-based Natural Language Genera-
tion (NLG), a technique used in generating con-
tent in natural language.  
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Figure 1. Screenshot of the Translation Exercise

Salinlahi III focuses on teaching basic Filipino 
grammar whereas the two previous iterations 
focus on Filipino vocabulary. This change in the 
domain of knowledge is a solution to accommo-
date learning needs of older students with a basic 
knowledge of Filipino vocabulary. These stu-
dents are assumed to be at the range of fourteen 
(14) to seventeen (17) years old. 

 

2 System Architecture 

 
Figure 2. Salinlahi III System Architecture 

The system architecture of Salinlahi III fol-
lows the functional model of an ITS by (Kassim, 
Kazi, & Ranganath, 2004). Based from this mod-
el, Salinlahi III has been designed with four main 
modules namely, User Interface Module, Expert 
Module, Tutoring Module, and Student Module.  

2.1 User Interface Module  

The User Interface Module provides lesson 
and exercises to the user. It is also responsible 
for passing the user input to the different system 
modules. 

2.2 Expert Module  

The Expert Module does the analysis of the 
user’s input. This module contains two different 
analyzers for the exercises. The first input ana-
lyzer is for the Translation Exercise. This ana-
lyzer checks the translation of the student with 
the corresponding expected translation by the 
tutor. After analysis, the tutor will come up with 
its assessment. The second analyzer is for the 
Creation Exercise. This analyzer’s main job is to 
parse the student’s input and check if the student 
has successfully applied in his or her answer 
what is being discussed in the current lesson. 
This module also does different functions such as 
the computation of the Levenshtein distance, to-
kenization of strings and the Realiser which pre-
pares the tutor’s feedback.  

2.3 Tutoring Module  

The Tutoring Module handles the processes of 
the exercises. For the Translation Exercise, the 
tutor’s move is managed. This move, as dis-
cussed earlier in Section 2.3, is based from the 
assessment of the tutor on the student’s answer. 
The assessment is produced in the Expert Mod-
ule. This module includes (but is not limited to) 
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keeping track of the chances of the student, man-
aging the number of items given, updating the 
student model, managing the turns between the 
student and the tutor, communicating with the 
Expert Module for analysis, management of the 
student model, and the production of evaluation 
after the exercises.  

2.4 Student Module  

The Student Module contains student model. It 
is in this module that the tree for the student 
model is handled. This module is accessed by the 
Tutoring Module to update the student model 
based on the student’s performance in the exer-
cises. It is also accessed when the evaluation for 
the student is needed. The evaluation is generat-
ed based from the data in the nodes of the student 
model. 

3 System Exercises 

In every lesson, students are given exercises to 
test their learning on the current lesson they are 
studying which are Translation Exercise and 
Creation Exercise. This phase where students 
answer exercises corresponds to the "Response" 
stage in the Initial- Response-Evaluation (IRE) 
model mentioned by (Murray, 1999). According 
to the IRE model, the Response stage is where 
students are expected to have gained knowledge 
or skills after being exposed to instructions. Fur-
thermore, in this stage, students are expected to 
have learned how to translate new knowledge or 
skills into practice (Murray, 1999).  

3.1 Translation Exercise  

Students go through Translation Exercise first 
before the Creation Exercise. In Translation Ex-
ercise, the learner is given a certain number of 
phrases or sentences he or she needs to translate 
to Filipino in the context of the lesson where it 
belongs. The exercise begins with the tutor giv-
ing instructions to learners followed by giving 
the first problem. For each problem, the learner 
is given at most three chances to answer correct-
ly. In case the learner does not get it right at the 
last chance, the score will be based on his or her 
last answer. As the learner tries to answer the 
problem, the tutor in turn gives the appropriate 
feedback in order to facilitate learning as seen in 
Figure 1. 

After the student enters his or her answer, the 
tutor immediately reflects and gives feedback 
based from the student’s answer. It can be seen 
in Figure 3 that the tutor immediately tries to 

make its move after the student’s input. The 
moves of the tutor are not random. It makes its 
move based from its assessment on the student’s 
answer. Figure 3 shows the flow on how the tu-
tor’s feedback is formed. 

 
Figure 3. Flow on how the tutor comes up with a 
feedback 

3.1.1 The Assessment of Student’s Answer  

𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒  𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 =   
𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑠ℎ𝑡𝑒𝑖𝑛𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒

𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ𝑂𝑓𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑𝐴𝑛𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑟
 

Equation 1. Difference Value 

In the Translation Exercise, there are four pos-
sible assessments for the student’s answer. These 
are “Correct”, “Near the Answer”, “Incorrect” 
and “Cannot be understood”. “Correct” is the 
assessment that the tutor would come up with 
when the student gave an answer that exactly 
matches the expected answer of the tutor. “Near 
the Answer” is assessed by the tutor if it sees that 
the answer is wrong but have analyzed that the 
student possibly applied a misconception in his 
or her answer. “Near the Answer” could also be 
assessed by the tutor if the computed difference 
value of the student’s answer against the ex-
pected answer is less than or equal to .30. The 
formula of the difference value is shown on 
Equation 1. In Equation 1, “LengthOfExpecte-
dAnswer” corresponds to the number of charac-
ters the string, which is the student’s answer, has. 
The “LevenshteinDistance” corresponds to the 
Levenshtein distance. It is a string metric used to 
measure how many insertions, substitutions and 
deletions are required to transform a given string 
to a target string (Nielsen, 1994).  

“Incorrect” on the other hand is assessed by 
the tutor if the answer is also wrong. However, it 
only becomes the assessment when the student 
applied a misconception and the computed dif-
ference value exceeds the threshold which is .30. 
“Cannot be understood” is the assessment given 
by the tutor when it sees that the student’s an-
swer is wrong, no misconception was applied 
and the computed difference value exceeds the 
threshold.  

3.1.2 The Move of the Tutor  

The move that the tutor should make is based 
from the assessment of the student’s answer. The 
four moves of the tutor are Explain, Warn, State 
and Produce. All of these moves have different 
types of feedback. Explain will be the move used 
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when the learner’s input is “Incorrect” or “Near 
the Answer.” Warn will be the move used when 
the learner’s input is “Cannot be Understood”. 
This would tell the user to enter a more sensible 
input. State will be the move used when the 
learner’s input is “Correct”. Produce will be the 
move to be used to give an exercise to the learn-
er. 

3.1.3 The Feedback of the Tutor  

The feedback of the tutor is based from the 
move that the tutor has to make. The feedbacks 
are produced using template-based NLG. Under 
each of the four moves are different templates for 
the feedback of the tutor. The type of feedback to 
be given by the tutor also takes into account the 
number of chances left in the current item. An 
example of a feedback can be seen on Figure 1. 
In that scenario (see Figure 1) the tutor used an 
Explain move. The type of feedback under this 
move to be used by the tutor would be based 
from the assessment and the number of chances 
left. The tutor’s feedback which is ‘”si John, 
Dojah at Thern” is near the answer but I regret 
to inform you that it is not the correct answer in 
which your answer actually applied “si”. You 
have another chance to answer this item, I hope 
you’ll get it. :) ‘. Notice in this scenario, the tutor 
informed the student his or her answer is wrong 
but is near to the expected answer. The tutor also 
tried to show why the answer was wrong by 
pointing out the misconception applied by the 
student. Also, since it is the student’s first time to 
get a wrong answer in that item, the last part of 
the message indicates that the tutor tries to give 
the student a positive feedback to boost up his or 
her confidence. 

3.2 Creation Exercise  

In the Creation Exercise, the student is asked 
by the tutor to construct or create his or her own 
Filipino phrases or sentences. The phrases or 
sentences that need to be created would be based 
from the lessons or sub lessons discussed in the 
concept learning materials. The tutor would ran-
domly pick a sub lesson and ask the user. Unlike 
the Translation Exercise, in the Creation Exer-
cise, the tutor does not give immediate feedback 
on the student’s input. The student would only 
see an overall evaluation after the exercise.  

3.2.1 Reflection in Action  

The Translation Exercise was designed based 
on “reflection in action” by (Schön, 1987). Ac-
cording to (Schön, 1987) “reflection in action” is 

a case where people “reflect in the midst of ac-
tion”. It shows here that it is during the task that 
the person reflects on what he or she is doing. In 
accordance to this, the Translation Exercise was 
designed to help the student to reflect in his or 
her performance while taking the exercise. The 
tutor gives feedback to guide the student and 
make him or her rethink about his or her answer 
while there is still a chance. There is an immedi-
ate feedback whose goal is to let the student im-
mediately reflect and react.  

3.2.2 Reflection on Action  

The Creation Exercise was designed with ba-
sis on “reflection on action” by (Schön, 1987). 
(Schön, 1987) stated that “We may reflect on 
action, thinking back on what we have done in 
order to discover how our knowing-in-action 
may have contributed to an unexpected out-
come.” The Creation Exercise is designed to be 
taken after the Translation Exercise. This is to 
allow the student to think on his or her previous 
actions previously committed during the Transla-
tion Exercise. In the Creation Exercise, the stu-
dent can think back on his or her actions and re-
flect on it based from the feedback of the tutor at 
that time. Compared to the Translation Exercise, 
the tutor during the Creation Exercise does not 
give an immediate feedback to the student’s in-
put. This is to promote self-reflection on the stu-
dent’s part and have a recall about the tutor’s 
feedback earlier (in the Translation Exercise). 
Whatever phrase or sentence the student has cre-
ated, this could most likely show how much he 
or she really knows, without the help of the tutor. 

4 System Evaluation 

Tests were done to determine whether the sys-
tem was able to achieve its main objective, 
which is to teach Filipino grammar to secondary 
level heritage language learners. Experts evaluat-
ed the system to determine whether the feedback 
and user interface is appropriate for the target 
users. Experts also evaluated the system to de-
termine whether it can be considered as a poten-
tial educational software. Students also tested the 
first lesson of the system to know whether there 
was an increase or decrease in their learning. The 
increase or decrease in learning may also deter-
mine the potential of Salinlahi III as an educa-
tional software.  
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4.1 Internal Evaluation  

The internal evaluation focused on seeing the 
system as a potential educational software. The 
experts who evaluated the system came from 
different fields – User Interface (UI), develop-
ment of teaching tools, second/foreign language 
teaching (experts from this field teaches lan-
guages not only Filipino), education, Filipino 
teaching. The experts evaluated the system based 
on UI design, feedback, and as a potential educa-
tional software  

Two experts evaluated the system based on the 
UI design. They did a test over the system and 
were later given a questionnaire. The question-
naire is based from the general principles of in-
terface design that was developed by (Nielsen, 
1994). The experts gave an average grade of 
4.17, which is between excellent and good. Since 
they evaluated based on general principles in 
designing the user interface, this means that it is 
acceptable for all types of target users. However, 
these experts gave the following recommenda-
tions: (1) it would be helpful if there will be a 
status that would show that the page is loading or 
that the tutor is typing a message. (2) Instructions 
should be provided for first time users. (3) The 
number of chances during the exercise should be 
made known to the users. In addition, (4) the sys-
tem should provide a way to retrieve the pass-
word once the user forgets it.  

An interview was conducted with an expert 
who evaluated the system based on the tutor’s 
feedback. The results of the interview with the 
expert show that the tutor’s feedback is appropri-
ate for the learners. The expert verified that the 
messages are gender-neutral and appropriate for 
the age range of the target users. In addition, the 
approaches of the tutor are acceptable and over-
all the tutor sounds human. However, the expert 
stated that if the answer falls for the assessment 
“Cannot be Understood”, the tutor must inform 
the student to refer back to the lesson (e.g. “Your 
answer is not within the framework of the discus-
sion. Please refer to the review lessons”).  

Three experts evaluated the system as a poten-
tial educational software. They were also given a 
questionnaire after testing the system. These ex-
perts gave an over-all average rating of 4.3, 
which is between excellent and good. With this 
grade and the average grade under all the criteria 
given, the system is believed to have passed or 
has a potential to be an educational software. 
However, few recommendations was made: (1) 
the numbers given in the exercises should be in 

Filipino and not in Spanish, (2) the learning ma-
terials should be in Filipino (e.g. using “saging” 
instead of “banana”), and (3) add more Filipino 
words to the system. One of the system’s limita-
tion is having a small collection of words. Be-
cause of this, the system may have a wrong as-
sessment of the learner’s answer only because 
the Filipino word used by the learner is not found 
in the system’s collection of words.  

4.2 External Evaluation  

The external evaluation was done in order to 
assess how the system affected the learner spe-
cifically in determining its performance in teach-
ing students. During the said evaluation, a total 
of twenty-seven students (27), six coming from 
the De La Salle University and twenty-one (21) 
came from MIT International School, went 
through a series of tests illustrated in Figure 2. 
Students who have not finished the series of tests 
were excluded from the analysis. 

 
Figure 2. Flow of External Evaluation 

Students were grouped into two: experimental 
and controlled end-user testing. Students who 
went through experimental end-user testing were 
allowed to interact with the system and use it on 
their own while those who went through con-
trolled end-user testing were supervised. Results 
from both groups were compared to observe 
whether supervising the students while they use 
the system affects their scores in the post-test. 
This was important since previous iterations of 
Salinlahi did controlled end-user test only. The 
addition of the uncontrolled group gives a more 
realistic scenario where most likely there would 
be no one to supervise the users aside from the 
system itself and some accompanying docu-
ments.  

In pre-test, post-test, and vocabulary test, stu-
dents were asked to translate English words and 
phrases into Filipino. The scores in pre-tests and 
post-tests were used to determine whether stu-
dents’ performance increased after using the sys-
tem, or in other terms, they had a positive learn-
ing gain. Thereby learning gains can be meas-
ured using the paired t-test. According to (Shier, 
2004), “a paired t-test is used to compare two 
population means where you have two samples 
in which observations in one sample can be 
paired with observations in the other sample”.  

Pre-‐Test	   System	  
Test	   Post-‐Test	   Vocabulary	  

Test	  
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Table 1 shows the scores of the students for 
the pre-test and post-test under the experimental 
group. As seen in Table 1, scores of twelve (12 – 
approximately 67%) students increased, five of 
them did not show any increase at all and the 
score of one student decreased. Using paired t-
test on these values, results have shown that 
there is a significant increase in the scores as de-
termined by the value of p which is 0.003. The 
values obtained in the paired t-test are shown in 
Table 2. 

Student No. Pre-Test 
Score (X) 

Post-Test 
Score (Y) 

Difference 
(Y-X) 

1 0 4 4 
2 1 4 3 
3 5 7 2 
4 4 8 4 
5 3 6 3 
6 2 4 2 
7 2 2 0 
8 6 8 2 
9 0 0 0 

10 2 4 2 
11 0 2 2 
12 3 7 4 
13 1 2 1 
14 2 2 0 
15 2 2 0 
16 4 3 -1 
17 0 2 2 
18 0 0 0 

Table 1. Students’ pre-test and post-test scores for 
experimental end-user testing 

Label Value (X) 
n 18 

Mean Difference 1.666667 
Standard Deviation 1.57181 

Standard Error of the 
Mean 0.370479287 

t 4.498677054 
Degrees of Freedom 17 

p-value 0.003 
Table 2. Paired t-test values for experimental end-
user testing 

On the other hand, Table 3 shows the scores of 
the students for the pre-test and post-test under 
the controlled group. As seen in Table 3, scores 
of twelve (6 – approximately 67%) students in-
creased, two of them did not show any increase 
at all and the score of one student decreased. Us-
ing paired t-test on these values, results have 
shown that there is a significant increase in the 
scores as determined by the value of p which is 
0.0325. The values obtained in the paired t-test 
done for this group are shown in Table 4.  

Student No. Pre-Test 
Score (X) 

Post-Test 
Score (Y) 

Difference 
(Y-X) 

1 0 2 2 
2 0 4 4 
3 6 7 1 
4 6 8 2 
5 0 5 5 
6 6 8 2 
7 7 6 -1 
8 8 8 0 
9 7 7 0 

Table 3. Students’ pre-test and post-test scores for 
controlled end-user testing 

Label Value (X) 
n 9 

Mean Difference 1.666666667 
Standard Deviation 1.936491673 

Standard Error of the 
Mean 0.645497224 

t 2.581988897 
Degrees of Freedom 8 

p-value 0.0325 
Table 4. Paired t-test values for controlled end-user 
testing 

5 Conclusions and Recommendations 

Salinlahi III is the third iteration in a series of 
systems that were developed to teach the Filipino 
language to heritage language learners. These 
learners are those who grew up oversees, but did 
not learn Filipino formally, but may be exposed 
to it through their Filipino parent(s).  

Based on the internal and external evaluations, 
Salinlahi III has a potential to be an educational 
software. It got a high average score on the ex-
pert evaluations based on UI design, feedback, 
and as an educational software. The students who 
used the system got a positive learning gain, 
which means that the system was able to achieve 
its objective. However, since these students are 
residing in the Philippines, different results may 
arise once the system is tested on its actual target 
users.  

Salinlahi III’s future works may include hav-
ing a conversational tutor that would be able to 
understand other user’s input. This can be done 
by adding Natural Language Understanding 
techniques and tools to the current system. An-
other would be to include sound into the system. 
Currently, the system does not support voice 
recognition as it is also not able to produce the 
tutor’s response through sound. Having the sys-
tem support voice recognition will aid in making 
the tutor more conversational especially during 
the exercises. 
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Abstract

The interest and demand to foreign language learn-
ing are increased tremendously along with the glob-
alization and freedom of movement in the world. To-
day, the technological developments allow the cre-
ation of supportive materials for foreign language
learners. However, the language acquisition be-
tween languages with high typological differences
still poses challenges for this area and the learning
task it self. This paper introduces our preliminary
study for building an educational application to help
foreign language learning between Turkish and En-
glish. The paper presents the use of finite state tech-
nology for building a Turkish word synthesis sys-
tem (which allows to choose word-related features
among predefined grammatical affix categories such
as tense, modality and polarity etc...) and a word-
level translation system between the languages in
focus. The developed system is observed to out-
perform the popular online translation systems for
word-level translation in terms of grammatically cor-
rect outputs.

1 Introduction
The influence of mother tongue on foreign language
learning is discussed in many linguistic and psycholog-
ical studies (Hakuta et al., 2000; Hakuta, 1999; Dur-
gunoglu and Hancin-Bhatt, 1992; Ringbom, 1987; Swan,
1997; Corder, 1983) in the literature. The typological
differences between the mother tongue and the second
language have an important role on the duration of learn-
ing process. In these studies, it is emphasized that one
of the causes of frequently made mistakes in the second
language is the rules learned from the first language. En-
glish and Turkish being languages from totally different
language families compose a very representative and in-
teresting language pair for this phenomena.

Turkish is an agglutinative language with a very rich
morphological structure. Most of the syntactic informa-

tion on the English side become morphological proper-
ties of a word on the Turkish side. In some cases, a
single Turkish word may correspond to a full English
sentence. This situation results in difficulties during lan-
guage learning between this language pair and also in sta-
tistical machine translation (MT) systems. In daily life in
Turkey, it is very common to come across with foreign-
ers making mistakes in constructing Turkish words with
invalid grammatical constructions (i.e. having difficulty
to produce the correct morpheme order to form a valid
Turkish word). Bisazza and Federico (2009), Yeniterzi
and Oflazer (2010), El-Kahlout and Oflazer (2010) and
Eyigöz et al. (2013) show the influence of using morpho-
logical clues in increasing the MT quality.

Finite state technology is proven to increase the ef-
ficiency in many rule-based NLP related tasks (Mohri,
1997; Roche and Schabes, 1997). Today, the availability
of finite state transducer (FST) frameworks such as Open-
FST (Allauzen et al., 2007), HFST (Lindén et al., 2009)
and XFST (Beesley and Karttunen, 2003) makes possible
to create FST applications very efficiently. In this paper,
we present the results of our elementary studies on us-
ing finite state transducers to build supportive tools for
foreign language learning; namely Turkish for English
native speakers and English for Turkish native speakers.
We compare our results with four popularly online trans-
lation systems: 1. Google1, 2. Yandex2, 3. Bing3 and
4. Tureng4. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2
introduces the Turkish morphology, Section 3 the system
architecture, Section 4 the learning use cases and Section
5 the conclusion and future work.

2 Turkish Morphology
As mentioned in the previous section, agglutinative lan-
guage morphology has a high impact on the performance

1https://translate.google.com/
2https://ceviri.yandex.com.tr/
3http://www.bing.com/translator/
4http://tureng.com/search/translate
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of translation process of a word. Turkish has a com-
plex morphology and because of this reason, the usage
of suffix concatenations at the end of a word lemma may
cause the word to denote different meanings. Table 1
gives some translation examples from Turkish to English
to show that the usage of dictionary/lexicon look-up sys-
tems are not suitable for word translation between Turk-
ish and English due to unpredictable dictionary size. For-
eign language learners have even difficulty to search for
the meaning of a Turkish word from a Turkish dictionary
since this task requires to firstly determine the lemma of
that word. To give an example for this problem, word
stem for “git” (go) can be written in different conjugated
word forms such as: “gidiyorum”, “gideceğim”, “gide-
cek” etc. (up to nearly 50 variations) which refer to
very different translations in the English side although
the lemma of these words are the same. As a result, a
Turkish word may be expressed as a single English word
or a phrase or even a sentence as shown in Table 1.

Turkish English

git Go
gidiyorum I am going
gideceğim I’ll go
gidecek He will go
gittim I went
gidebiliyor He is able to go
gidebilmişlerdi They had been able to go

Table 1: Translation of Turkish words

3 System Architecture
Eryiğit (2014) introduces a web service for morphologi-
cal analysis and generation of Turkish. The provided ana-
lyzer is an updated version of the work presented in Şahin
et al. (2013) and uses finite state technology for the anal-
ysis and generation purposes. In the provided interface
the surface word form “gidiyorum” (I’m going) is ana-
lyzed as the lexical form “git+Verb+Pos+Prog1+A1sg”
where “git” (to go) is the lemma of the word and the
following tags hold for main parts-of-speech tag and
additional inflectional features: “+Pos” for the positive
marker, “Prog1” for the progressive tense, “A1sg” for the
1st singular person. Similarly the same analysis given
to the morphological generator produces the same input
word. Inspired from this work, we develop a new fi-
nite state transducer transfer model and an English an-
alyzer/generator which take the produced morphological
analysis as input and produces its English counterpart.
The system also works in reverse direction so that once
an English input is given to the system, it transfers it
to a Turkish lexical form and then uses the morpholog-
ical generator to produce a valid Turkish word. Figure 1

draws the main flow of our system which we call “ITU
Morphological Transfer module for English-Turkish lan-
guage pairs”; ITUMorphTrans4ET in short from now on.
The figure provides the intermediate stages for two given
examples: “gidiyorum” (I’m going) and “gittim” (I went).

Figure 1: ITUMorphTrans4ET System Architechture

The transfer model is very similar to an FST mor-
phological analyzer but instead of producing the relevant
morphological tags for a given surface form, it produces
a new lexical form (the English counterpart) of the input
Turkish lexical form. To this end, it contains a bilingual
lexicon for word lemmas and the transfer rules. An ex-
ample from the transfer model FST is given below where
each morphological tag (i.e. a suffix in the word surface
form) representing person agreements are coded to pro-
duce two English words.

LEXICON Fin-ED-PC
+A1sg:+am+I #;
+A2sg:+are+you #;
+A3sg:+is+he/she/it #;
+A1pl:+are+we #;
+A2pl:+are+you #;
+A3pl:+are+they #;

The English output of the transfer model may be ei-
ther some words or some tags to be further processed by
the lexical post-processor. It is not necessary that all the
Turkish tags produce an output; some of them are only
required for determining the possible paths on the FST.
This may be observed on the lexical forms of Turkish
words in Figure 1. While the “+Prog1” tag is changed to
an “+ing” tag, the “+Past” tag is changed to a “+V2” tag
and the “+A2sg” tag is changed to the word “+he/she/it”
in the transfer model’s output, the “+Verb” or “+Noun”
tags are only used for forwarding the process to possible
FST paths in the coded rules.

The English analysis and generation FST converts be-
tween lexical and surface forms of English inputs. One
should keep in mind that the English analyzer differing
from the Turkish one also accepts inputs with multiple
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Turkish ITUMorphTrans4ET Google Bing Tureng Yandex

gidebilirse if he can go! can go if he can go! go he could leave

gidecek he will go! will go will go be destined for go

gitmelilerdi they should have
gone!

they should go they need to get it go they have to go

gitmişlerse if they had gone! they have gone if they went go if they’re gone

gidebilecekse if he will be able to
go!

go abilecekse can go go if you can go

yapmalılarsa if they should do! sign mAlIlArsA if they’re making go do they

masalarımızla with our tables! our table our table table our desks

English ITUMorphTrans4ET Google Bing Yandex

if he can go gidebilirse! O gidebilirsiniz Eğer gidebilir eğer gidip o

he will go gidecek! O gidecek! o-ecek gitmek gidecek!

they should have gone gitmelilerdi!
gitmelilermiş!

Onlar gitmiş olmalı Onlar gitmiş olmalı gitmelilerdi!

if they had gone gitmişlerse!
gitmişseler!

onlar gitmişti eğer Onlar ne gitseydin eğer gitmiş olsalardı

if he will be able to go gidebilecekse! O gitmek mümkün
olacak eğer

Eğer o-ecek var olmak
güçlü-e doğru gitmek
için

eğer gitmek mümkün
olacak

if they should do yapmalılarsa!
etmelilerse!

Onlar yapmalıyım onlar yoksa eğer yapmalıyım
eğer

with our tables listelerimizle!
tablolarımızla!

Bizim tablolarla! Bizim tablolarla! bizim tablolar ile!

Table 2: Comparison of ITUMorphTrans4ET with other popular systems

words. This doesn’t mean that the input may be any En-
glish utterance but rather English phrases or sentences
which maps to single words in the Turkish side or some
compound verb forms such as “telefon etmek” (to phone).
This FST also contains the list of irregular words for
correct transformations: e.g. “to go” with lexical form
“go+V2+I” will be converted to “went+I” as the surface
form whereas a regular verb “play+V2+I” will be con-
verted to “played+I”. There are some additional rules for
specific cases such as “clap+ing” which be transferred to
“clapping” requiring a character repetition of the letter
“p”. Finally after obtaining the last surface form such as
“playing+am+I”, we output this in reverse order5 by the
use of a script.

Table 2 gives the comparison of our proposed sys-
tem with popular online translation systems of namely

5The order of the words are rearranged so that the resulting sentence
is grammatical.

Google, Yandex, Bing and Tureng. Since the Tureng MT
system is only available from Turkish to English, its re-
sults are not provided in the second half of the table.
The acceptable translations for each case are marked with
check marks in the table. As can be noticed, the proposed
system produces better results at word-level translation.

4 Learning Use Cases

Learning a foreign language which belongs to a differ-
ent language family than the native one as in the case of
Turkish and English is a problematic task. Since, there
are no stable working translators which may be used as
a reference, learning becomes a challenging process for
new learners. Most commonly used machine translators
get use of statistical methods and do not always produce
grammatically correct results. In our study, we focus on
obtaining a better learning language system which trans-
lates words between Turkish and English in two-way effi-
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Figure 2: An example output from ITUMorphTrans4ET (from English to Turkish)

ciently by providing a user friendly interface for learners.

4.1 Turkish Learning

Learning Turkish is very tough process especially for
learners whose mother tongue is not agglutinative due
to the fixed order of suffix concatenations to the end of
the words which may become dizzy for the new language
learners. To give an example for this problem, instead of
saying “gitmişlerdi” (they had been gone) one may say
“gittilermiş” which is not a valid word in terms of suffix
order. In the future, ITUMorphTrans4ET system may de-
tect these mistakes (by the help of additional spelling sug-
gesters) and make produce correct translations. In other
term, after having a valid analysis and necessary lexical
rules, our system can translate any written Turkish word
to English language or vice-versa. We believe that same
approach may be used for other agglutinative languages
by constructing necessary transfer rules.

Figure 2 shows the preliminary interface of ITUMor-
phTrans4ET where one may type an English lemma and
then select morphological properties by using list boxes
below. For this example, the word “go” is typed and its
properties are selected as “Verb” for the word type, “Pos-
itive” for the polarity and so on. Using these information,
our system easily translates the word to “gitmeliydim” (I
should have gone). We believe by improving our system
with a more user-friendly interface, the effect of suffixes
in Turkish may be efficiently realized and learned by the
users.

4.2 English Learning
As explained in previous sections, learning English is as
hard as learning Turkish for native Turkish speakers and
has same challenging problems. There exists no trans-
lation system that works well from Turkish to English
at word level. As a consequence, these translators can
not be efficient for language learning purposes. How-
ever, ITUMorphTrans4ET presents a very strong transla-
tion mechanism for two way Turkish-English word trans-
lation. It uses morphological model of words in order to
translate words. Using the advantage of the morpholog-
ical structure, even very complex words can be simpli-
fied into meaningful tags and then translated to English.
Figure 3 gives an example screen for English learners:
The word “gitmeliydim” is translated into “I should have
gone”.

5 Conclusion & Future Work
In this study, we presented our elementary system to
develop an educational application for foreign language
learners from Turkish and English language pair. Our
system uses finite state transducer technology to help the
language learning to learn the morphologically complex
structure of an agglutinative language and may be ap-
plied to other similar languages by developing a transfer
model. Although we couldn’t test with on large data sets
due to the unavailability of APIs of the used MT systems,
our preliminary experiments revealed the better per-
formance of ITUMorphTrans4ET. ITUMorphTrans4ET
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Figure 3: An example output from ITUMorphTrans4ET (from Turkish to English)

may be used in many platforms such as smart boards in
classrooms, mobile applications etc. To this end, for fu-
ture work we plan to focus on improving our system by
1) Developing an user-friendly interactive application for
foreign Turkish learners, 2) Developing a mobile applica-
tion for accessing the interface more easily, and 3) Step-
ping up to sentence level instead of word level translation
by using statistical machine learning approaches. The im-
plementation of ITUMorphTrans4ET is available through
a web service found at http://tools.nlp.itu.edu.tr/ (Eryiğit,
2014).
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Abstract 

Automatic grammatical error detection 
for Chinese has been a big challenge for 
NLP researchers for a long time, mostly 
due to the flexible and irregular ways in 
the expressing of this language. Strictly 
speaking, there is no evidence of a series 
of formal and strict grammar rules for 
Chinese, especially for the spoken Chi-
nese, making it hard for foreigners to 
master this language. The CFL shared 
task provides a platform for the research-
ers to develop automatic engines to de-
tect grammatical errors based on a num-
ber of manually annotated Chinese spo-
ken sentences. This paper introduces 
HITSZ’s system for this year’s Chinese 
grammatical error diagnosis (CGED) task. 
Similar to the last year’s task, we put our 
emphasis mostly on the error detection 
level and error type identification level 
but did little for the position level. For all 
our models, we simply use supervised 
machine learning methods constrained to 
the given training corpus, with neither 
any heuristic rules nor any other refer-
enced materials (except for the last years’ 
data). Among the three runs of results we 
submitted, the one using the ensemble 
classifier Random Feature Subspace 
(HITSZ_Run1) gained the best perfor-
mance, with an optimal F1 of 0.6648 for 
the detection level and 0.2675 for the 
identification level. 

1 Introduction 

Automatic grammatical error detection for Chi-
nese has been a big challenge for NLP research-
ers for a long time, mostly due to the flexible and 
irregular ways in the expressing of this language. 

Different from English which follows grammati-
cal rules strictly (i.e. subject-verb agreement, or 
strict tenses and modals), the Chinese language 
has no verb tenses or numbers and endures 
heavily for the incompleteness of grammatical 
elements in a sentence (i.e. the zero subject or 
verb or object). Some examples are shown below 
in Table 1. 

 
 Examples 
1. 四月/最/熱。 

April is the hottest. 
2. 我/一/看到/你/就/覺得/非常/開心。 

I feel very happy as soon as I see you. 
3. 他們很高興。 

They are very happy 
Table 1. Some typical examples for special 

grammatical usage in Chinese. 
 
In the above table, the first sentence contains 

no verb elements in the Chinese version. In the 
Chinese language, the adjectives will not co-
occur with copulas in many cases. So if we add a 
be (是) into the sentence (四月/是/最/熱), it will 
be grammatically incorrect. In the second sen-
tence, the conjunction 就 has nothing to do with 
the meaning of the whole sentence, but it is a 
necessary grammatical component when collo-
cate with the word 一  to express the meaning of 
as soon as. The adverb 很 is an essential element 
for the third sentence which corresponds to the 
word very in the English version. However, we 
can simply remove very but cannot remove 很 
due to some implicit grammatical rules. Overall, 
the expression of the Chinese language is flexi-
ble and the grammar of Chinese is complicated 
and sometimes hard to summarize, so that it is 
very difficult for foreign language learners to 
learn Chinese as the second language. 

The CFL14 and 15 shared tasks provide a plat-
form for learners and researchers to observe var-
ious cases of grammatical errors and think deep-
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er about the intrinsic of these errors.  The goal of 
the shared task is to develop computer-assisted 
tools to help detect four types of grammatical 
errors in the written Chinese. The error types 
include Missing, Redundant, Disorder and Selec-
tion. And in last years shared task, several groups 
submitted their report, employing different su-
pervised learning methods in which some groups 
obtained good results in detection and classifica-
tion (Yu et al., 2014).  Similar to the last year’s 
task, we put our emphasis mostly on the error 
detection level and error type identification level 
but did little for the position level although this 
year’s task includes the evaluation on this level.  

In this paper, we use supervised learning 
methods to solve the error detection and identifi-
cation sub tasks. Different from most of previous 
work, we didn’t use any external language mate-
rials except for the dataset for the year 2014’s 
shared task. What we adopt include feature ex-
traction, data construction and ensemble learning. 
We also report some of our observations towards 
the errors and summarize some conceivable rules, 
which might be useful for future developers. At 
last, we analyze the limitation of our work and 
propose several directions for improvement.  

The following of this paper is organized as: 
Section 2 briefly introduces the literature in this 
community. Section 3 shows some observations 
towards the data provided. Section 4 introduces 
the feature extraction and learning methods we 
used for the shared task. Section 5 includes ex-
periments and result analysis. And future work 
and conclusion are arranged at last.   

2 Related Work 

In the community of grammatical error correc-
tion, more work focused on the language of Eng-
lish such as those researches during the 
CoNLL2013 and 2014 shared tasks (Ng et al., 
2013; Ng et al., 2014). A number of English lan-
guage materials and annotated corpus can be 
used such that the research on this language went 
deeper. However, the resource for Chinese is far 
from enough, and very few previous works are 
related to Chinese grammatical error correction. 
Typical ones are the CFL 2014 shared task (Yu 
et al., 2014) ant the task held in this year. Fol-
lowing, we briefly introduce some previous work 
related to Chinese grammatical error diagnosis. 

Wu et al. proposed two types of language 
models to detect the error types of word order, 
omission and redundant, corresponding to three 
of the types in the shared task. Chang et al. (2012) 

proposed a probabilistic first-order inductive 
learning algorithm for error classification and 
outperformed some basic classifiers. Lee et al. 
(2014) introduced a sentence level judgment sys-
tem which integrated several predefined rules 
and N-gram based statistical features. Cheng et al. 
(2014) shown several methods including CRF 
and SVM, together with frequency learning from 
a large N-gram corpus, to detect and correct 
word ordering errors.  

In the last year’s shared task, there are also 
some novel ideas and results for the error diag-
nosis. Chang et al. (2014)’s work included man-
ually constructed rules and rules that automati-
cally generated, the latter of which are something 
like frequent patterns from the training corpus. 
Zhao et al. (2014)’s employed a parallel corpus 
from the web, which is a language exchange 
website called Lang-8, and used this corpus to 
training a statistical machine translator. Zampieri 
and Tan (2014) used a journalistic corpus as the 
reference corpus and took advantage of the fre-
quent N-grams to detect the errors in the data 
provided by the shared task. NTOU’s submission 
for the shared task was a traditional supervised 
one, which extracted word N-grams and POS N-
grams as features and trained using SVM (Lin et 
al., 2014).  In their work, they also employed a 
reference corpus as the source of N-gram fre-
quencies.  

Our submission was similar to NTOU’s work 
whereas we didn’t use any large scale textural 
corpus as references. Our target was to see to 
what extent can the supervised learner learn only 
from the limited resource and what types of clas-
sifiers perform better in this task. 

3 Data Analysis 

We show some of our observations towards the 
training data in this section. What we observed 
are some frequent cases among the error types 
Missing and Redundant. 

For the error type Missing, we noticed that er-
rors often occur in some certain cases. For ex-
ample, the auxiliary word 的 (of/’s)  accounts for 
11.35% in all the Missing sentences (and 7.93% 
sentences contain 的 in the training data are in-
correct). One of the most frequent missing cases 
is the missing between an adjective (~est for 
short) and a noun. For instance, 最好(的) 電影院

(the best cinema), 附近(的) 飯店(a near restau-
rant), and 我(的)日常生活(my daily life). From 
the English translation we see that there is no ‘s 
or of in the phrase such as the girl’s dress (女孩
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的衣服) or a friend of mine (我的一個朋友), but 
in the grammar of Chinese, a 的 is inserted due 
to the incompleteness of the expressions.  

For the error type Redundant, the word 了 (an 
auxiliary word related to a perfect tense) ac-
counts for 10.88% in all the Redundant sentences 
(and 21.78% sentences contain 了  are incorrect). 
The word is redundant when the sentence con-
tains nothing related to a perfect tense. For in-
stance, 我第一次去(了) 英國留學。  (I studied 
abroad in Britain for the first time.) and 當時他不

老(了)。(He wasn’t old at that time.). So we can 
judge whether the word is redundant according 
to the tense of the sentence. 

Words that are grammatical incorrect are al-
most function words, which behave differently in 
the grammars for Chinese and English (or other 
languages).  Typical examples are 是 (is), 都 
(auxiliary), 有 (be), 會(will), 在 (in/at), 要(will), 
etc. However, we didn’t do much towards specif-
ic words in our research but only recognize there 
should be some frequent rules that we can follow. 
And we will further discuss some proposals later. 

4 Supervised Learning 

In this work, neither did we use any external cor-
pora except for the dataset for the year 2014’s 
shared task, nor are any language specific heuris-
tic rules or frequent patterns included. We were 
going to see what kind of features and what type 
of supervised learners can benefit this problem 
most. As declared previously, we did little for the 
position level extraction, so we introduce mostly 
on feature extraction, model selection and the 
construction of the training data.  

4.1 Feature Extraction 

For this task, we tried several kinds of features 
such words, POS (part-of-speech), as well as 
syntactic parse trees and dependency trees. Final-
ly, we find that POS Tri-gram features perform 
stably and generate the best results. Therefore, 
we define the POS Tri-gram for sentential classi-
fication at first.  

For each word in a sentence, we extract the 
following triple as the Tri-gram for this word: 
<POS-1, POS, POS+1>. And for the beginning 
and the ending of a sentence, we add two indica-
tors to make up the column vectors. For example, 
in the sentence這/一天/很/有意思。(This day is 
very interesting.), the sentence-level POS fea-

tures are (r, m, zg, l) the features for the word這
(This) are <start, r, m>1. 

In addition, we extract the relative frequency 
(probability) for each triple based on the CLP 14 
and 15 dataset as P(<POS-1, POS, POS+1>). In 
the experiment, we noticed that the frequency 
features are also good indicators to detect candi-
dates for grammatical errors.  

To summarize, we extract two types of POS 
Tri-gram features: the binary Tri-gram and the 
probabilistic Tri-gram. The binary Tri-gram de-
mands that if the sentence contains this Tri-gram 
(i.e. <start, r, m>), the corresponding position in 
the gram vector (the union set of all possible Tri-
grams after removing those with very low fre-
quencies) is set to be 1. For probabilistic Tri-
gram, the position is set to be the relative fre-
quency (the proportion for the Tri-gram).  

4.2 Supervised Learning 

After feature extraction, we put the features into 
several supervised learners. We use a series of 
single classifiers such as Naïve Bayes (NB), De-
cision Tree (DT), Support Vector Machines 
(SVM) and Maximum Entropy (ME), and en-
semble learners Adaboost (AB), Random Forest 
(RF) and Random Feature Subspace (RFS). RF is 
an ensemble of several DTs, each of which sam-
ples training instances with replacement and 
samples features without replacement. RFS is an 
ensemble classifier based on feature sampling 
which takes results trained on different feature 
subspace as majority voters. The classifiers are 
from Weka (Hall et al., 2009).  

We take those training sentences with annotat-
ed errors as positive instances and subsample the 
correct sentences as negative ones. Through tun-
ing towards the proportion of negative instances, 
we discovered that the number of negative in-
stances also affected the final results.  

5 Experiment and Analysis 

In the experiment, we use the training data from 
this year’s and last year’s shared tasks. Table 2 
lists the number of sentences for each type in the 
training data. Since the scale of this year’s data is 
really small, we add last year’s corpus into the 
training data and do cross validations in the train-
ing steps. Table 2 lists the number of sentences 
for each error type in these two years’ dataset. 

Our experiments cover training data construc-
tion, feature selection and supervised learning.  

                                                 
1 The POS tags are generated by LTP (Liu et al., 2011) 
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Method Detection Level Identification Level 
Accuracy Precision Recall F1 Accuracy Precision Recall F1 

ME 0.4985 0.3235 0.0028 0.0055 0.4975 0.1154 0.00075 0.0015 
SVM 0.5144 0.6091 0.0803 0.1418 0.4969 0.4677 0.0453 0.0825 
NB 0.5146 0.5562 0.1448 0.2297 0.4771 0.3765 0.0698 0.1177 
DT 0.6255 0.6285 0.6140 0.6211 0.5249 0.5321 0.4128 0.4649 
RFS 0.6284 0.7479 0.3873 0.5103 0.6064 0.7245 0.3433 0.4658 
RF 0.6510 0.7173 0.4985 0.5882 0.6121 0.6817 0.4208 0.5203 
AB 0.6654 0.7177 0.5453 0.6197 0.6105 0.6700 0.4355 0.5279 

Table 3. CV results based on POS Tri-gram features 
 

Method Detection Level Identification Level 
Accuracy Precision Recall F1 Accuracy Precision Recall F1 

ME 0.4985 0.3235 0.0028 0.0055 0.4975 0.1154 0.00075 0.0015 
SVM 0.5144 0.6091 0.0803 0.1418 0.4969 0.4677 0.0453 0.0825 
NB 0.5145 0.5443 0.1783 0.2686 0.4661 0.3532 0.0815 0.1324 
DT 0.6306 0.6354 0.6130 0.6230 0.5285 0.5375 0.4087 0.4644 
RFS 0.6574 0.7338 0.4940 0.5905 0.6200 0.7005 0.4193 0.5246 
RF 0.6588 0.7554 0.4695 0.5791 0.6300 0.7305 0.4120 0.5269 
AB 0.6618 0.6899 0.5878 0.6347 0.5951 0.6323 0.4545 0.5289 

Table 4. CV results based on POS Tri-gram and probability features 
 

Error type No. in 15 No. in 14 
Correct 2205 5541 
Disorder 306 710 
Redundant 430 1803 
Missing 620 2201 
Selection 849 827 

Table 2. Error type distribution for the two 
years’ shared tasks. 

 
We tried several groups of training data, different 
combinations of features and a variety of classi-
fiers in the training phase. 

5.1 Training Data Construction 

As mentioned previously, the sentences that con-
tain no grammatical errors behave as the nega-
tive instances for training. To avoid imbalance 
between the positive and negative instances, 
negative ones were randomly selected to con-
struct the training set. At last, we divided the 
training data into 8 parts and used 8-fold cross 
validation (CV) for the classifiers. We found that, 
when we selected 4000 negative instances, the 
system achieved the best results. 

5.2 Feature Selection 

As mentioned in §4.1, we investigate the features 
POS Tri-gram and POS Tri-gram + POS Tri-
gram probability. We report the CV results gen-
erated by four single classifiers and three ensem-
ble classifiers in Table 3 and Table 4 for the two 
set of features, respectively. The results have 

been optimized through tuning the parameter 
settings for each classifier.  

From the results, we find that the ensemble 
classifiers generally perform better than the sin-
gle ones, and AB achieves the best results for 
detection and identification. 

5.3 Final Results 

Among the three runs of results we submitted, 
the first run is the best. We show the results in 
Table 5 and compare them with the CV results. 

 
Accuracy Precision Recall F1 

Detection Level 
0.509 0.5047 0.974 0.6648 

Identification Level 
0.173 0.2401 0.302 0.2675 

Table 5. The final results 
 

This submission is generated by the ensemble 
classifier RFS by using POS Tri-gram and prob-
ability features. We see that the performance of 
the identification level greatly falls behind that in 
the cross validation. One of the possible reasons 
for this gap, we consider is the setting of instanc-
es, which may be quite distinct between the 
training and the testing data. And another possi-
ble reason is the reasonability of the probability 
features. 

5.4 Analysis 

Compare the results generated by the two feature 
sets (Table 1), it can be seen that the second fea- 
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Figure 1. Accuracy of the four error types and the correct type on four classifiers that perform best. 

 
ture set outperforms the first, on both the detec-
tion level and the identification level. To some 
extent, it indicates that the patterns for the 
grammatical phrases may frequently occur in the 
datasets. 

Further, we pick up the last four classifiers 
which perform relatively better on the task data, 
including DT and three ensemble classifiers, and 
do statistical analysis on the true positive rates 
during cross validation (Figure 1). The results 
reveal that the difficulty on judging decreases 
from Redundant, Missing to Disorder and Selec-
tion. In addition, the accuracy for the correct la-
bel is not quite high, leading to a number of false 
negative sentences.  

Through observation, we found several cases 
might affect the predicting results. A typical case 
is that a grammatically wrong sentence can be 
corrected through several ways, corresponding to 
more than one error types. For example, the sen-
tence 他馬上準備上學  (He is preparing for 
school.) can be classified to any of the four types: 

  
 Correct Sentence Type 
1. 他(馬上)準備上學 Redundant 
2. 他(準備)(馬上)上學 Disorder 
3. 他(很快地)準備上學  Selection   
4. 他馬上要準備上學(了) Missing 
Table 6. Example on multiple ways for correc-

tion. 
 
All the four directions are reasonable but the 

dataset only provide the third one. Therefore, 
these data may create confusion for classification 
and should be considered in the future work. In 
addition, some annotation maybe not so cleat, for 
instance in the sentence 但是這幾天我發現(到)你
有一些生活上不好的習慣 (But these days I no-
ticed some bad habits on you in your daily life). 
The given annotation is selection, but we think 
redundant is much more reasonable. 

6 Future Work 

According to the observations towards the train-
ing data, we think the following direct proposal 
is learning from the position level, just as the 
shared task demands. On this level, we can ex-
tract more pointed features, integrating both syn-
tactic and semantic ones. Besides, for the senten-
tial level classification, the deep neural network 
based methods (i.e. Convolutional Neural Net-
works) are expected, with traditional features or 
embeddings, to detect more structured rules. In 
addition, we deem that dependency tree features 
may be useful and should be further developed. 
And improvement may also be achieved by min-
ing the confusion in annotation (i.e. the differ-
ence between selection and redundant). 

7 Conclusion 

In this paper, we introduce the ensemble learning 
based method used in the CFL shared task for 
Chinese grammatical error diagnosis. We report 
some of our observations towards the training 
data, features and learners we used in our exper-
iments. Different from most previous work, we 
didn’t use any other external language corpus for 
reference and we didn’t use any rules either. The 
results show that the ensemble methods perform 
better than the single classifiers based on our 
simple features. From the results, we see space 
for further development. 
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Abstract 

The foreign learners are not easy to learn 

Chinese as a second language. Because there 

are many special rules different from other 

languages in Chinese. When the people learn 

Chinese as a foreign language usually make 

some grammatical errors, such as missing, re-

dundant, selection and disorder. In this paper, 

we proposed the conditional random fields 

(CRFs) to detect the grammatical errors. The 

features based on statistical word and part-of-

speech (POS) pattern were adopted here. The 

relationships between words by part-of-speech 

are helpful for Chinese grammatical error de-

tection. Finally, we according to CRF deter-

mined which error types in sentences. Accord-

ing to the observation of experimental results, 

the performance of the proposed model is ac-

ceptable in precision and recall rates. 

1 Introduction 

As the world globalize, travel around the world 

is quicker than before. With the growth of Chinese 

market and more and more china town. There are 

more than 1.3 billion people who speak Chinese. 

That means there is one speak Chinese out of 

every five people. Chinese is the most spoken lan-

guage in the world. Sell products to the Chinese 

people, study and travel around Asia is much eas-

ier than before. To speak with foreigners and trade 

with foreigners we have to understand their lan-

guage first. So we believe that learning Chinese is 

important now. 

To learn Chinese as second language we have 

to know not only pronunciations and glyph of the 

word, but also grammar and the part of speech of 

Chinese. For example, there are eight parts of 

speech (nouns, pronouns, adjectives, verbs, ad-

verbs, prepositions, conjunctions, and interjec-

tions) in English. But in Chinese there are ten 

parts of speech (nouns, adjectives, verbs, adverbs, 

pronouns, interjections, prepositions, conjunc-

tions, auxiliary words, and quantifiers). Nouns in-

dicate the names of people or things, they can be 

further divided into four sub sorts, proper nouns, 

common nouns, abstract nouns, time nouns, place 

nouns. Adjective show the quality or forms of 

people or things, or the state of action or behavior. 

Verbs indicate the behaviors, actions or changes 

of people or things. They have several subsidiary 

categories: modal verbs, tendency verbs and de-

ciding verb. Adverb is used in front of verbs or 

adjectives to show degree, extent, time or nega-

tion. Pronoun is replace nouns or numerals. Prep-

osition introduces nouns, pronouns or other lin-

guistic units to verbs or adjectives and show the 

relationship between time, space, objects or meth-

ods. Conjunction connects words, phrases or sen-

tences.  

With Chinese become more popular. But it is 

not an easy language to learn, you will make a fool 

of yourself even if just one word mistake. More 

and more people pay their attention to Chinese 

grammar error. We may not write the right Chi-

nese sentence all the time. Sometimes we make 

some mistakes such as, overuse preposition, over-

use of "a/an", semantic overlap and quantifier er-

ror. In the past, the way to detect the grammar 

mistakes is extremely inefficient. People usually 

correct grammar mistakes by manual work. 

In recent year, there are many researches about 

Chinese grammar. There are few papers help us as 

reference. Li et al. (2012) proposed a hierarchical 

structure of dependency relations based on CDG 

for Chinese, in which the constraints have been 

partitioned into three hierarchies: in-the-phrase, 

between-the-phrase and between-the simple-sen-

tence. And Li, Z., Zhang et al (2014) proposed to 

integrate the POS (part-of-speech) tagging and 

parsing can reduce the complexity and improve 

the accuracy of parsing. Jiang et al. (2012) divided  
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Table 1. Example of error types. 

 

Chinese grammar into three groups: morphology 

of content words, morphology of empty words 

and syntax. And each group is subdivided. Jiang 

et al. (2012) proposed the effectiveness of the 

XML and the goodness of XML structure these 

two parts compose XML syntax check. They im-

proved local tree grammar of the XML document 

type definition, and then do XML validity check-

ing in the grammatical structure based on the doc-

ument type definition. Rozovskaya et al. (2012) 

presented a linguistically-motivated, holistic 

framework for correcting grammatical verb mis-

takes. Describe and evaluate several methods of 

selecting verb candidates, an algorithm for deter-

mining the verb type, and a type-driven verb error 

correction system. And they gloss a subset of the 

FCE dataset with gold verb candidates and gold 

verb type. Lee et al. (2014) develops a sentence 

judgment system using both rule-based and n-

gram statistical methods to detect grammatical er-

rors in sentences written by CFL learners. Users 

can input Chinese sentences into the proposed 

system to check for possible grammatical errors. 

Wu et al. (2012) through examining the collected 

English-to-Chinese corpus composed of error sen-

tences, in contrast to the errors commonly made 

by learners of ESL such as the use of articles and 

prepositions, we found that learners of Chinese 

whose L1 is English tend to produce sentences 

with word order, lexical choice, redundancy, and 

omission errors. And they present an approach us-

ing the proposed Relative Position Language 

Model (RP) and Parse Template Language Model 

(PT) to deal with the error correction problem, 

which is especially suitable for the correction of 

word order errors that comprise about one third of 

the errors made by learners of Chinese as a Sec-

ond Language. The four error types considered for 

correction in their paper are errors of Lexical 

Choice, Redundancy, Omission, and Word Order. 

In this paper, we show the four error types in Ta-

ble 1. Islam et al. (2010) use the Google n-gram 

data set in a back-off fashion. And it increases the 

performance of the method. Their method can be 

applied to other languages for which Google n-

grams are available. Sun, X., & Nan, X. (2010) 

defined the phrase’s format to “Modifier + head + 

complement”.  

In our method, we tag some labels such as POS 

and binary variables in the sentences. In the sec-

tion II, we described the models how to train the 

corpus by CRF. And show the experiment in the 

section III. 

2 Method 

In this section, the architecture of our system is il-

lustrated in Figure 1. Then we will describe the gram-

matical error detection using CRF in the section 2.2. 

And the procedures distinguish into two parts: training 

phase and test phase. 

 

Table 2. Punctuation tagged by CKIP Autotag. 

COLONCATEGORY (：) 

COMMACATEGORY (，) 

DASHCATEGORY (－) 

ETCCATEGORY (…) 

EXCLAMATIONCATEGORY (！) 

PARENTHESISCATEGORY (（）) 

PAUSECATEGORY (、) 

PERIODCATEGORY (。) 

QUESTIONCATEGORY (？) 

SEMICOLONCATEGORY (；) 

SPCHANGECATEGORY (||) 

 

Error Types Error Sentence Correct Sentence 

Missing Error 我(Nh) 送(VD) 你(Nh) 那裡(D) 我(Nh) 送(VD) 你(Nh) 到(VCL) 那裡(Ncd) 

Redundant Error 
他(Nh) 是(SHI) 我(Nh) 的(DE)  
以前(Nd) 的(DE) 室友(Na) 

他(Nh) 是(SHI) 我(Nh) 以前(Nd) 

的(DE) 室友(Na) 

Selection Error 
吳(Nb) 先生(Na) 是(SHI) 修理(VC) 

腳踏車(Na) 的(DE) 拿手(Nv) 
吳(Nb) 先生(Na) 是(SHI) 修理(VC) 

腳踏車(Na) 的(DE) 好手(Na) 

Disorder Error 
所以(Cbb) 我(Nh) 不會(D) 讓(VL) 

失望(VH) 她(Nh) 
所以(Cbb) 我(Nh) 不會(D) 讓(VL) 

她(Nh) 失望(VH) 
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Figure 1. The Architecture of Our System 

2.1 Data Preprocessing 

CKIP Autotag is a word segment system which 

made by Taiwan Academia Sinica. CKIP Autotag 

can segment a long Chinese sentence into Chinese 

word. And then tag the punctuation (punctuation 

are listed in Table 2) and the POS to the word. 

This system classifies Chinese word into 47 dif-

ferent POS. 

We use this system to chunking words and tag-

ging the POS on the sentence. We survey the 

grammar of Chinese sentence by CKIP Autotag. 

And observe the relation between the words by the 

POS.  

2.2 Condition Random Fields 

Conditional random fields (CRFs) is a class of 

statistical modelling method that is generally ap-

plied in machine learning and pattern recognition, 

where they are used for structured prediction. It 

was an extension of both Maximum Entropy 

Model (MEMs) and Hidden Markov Models 

(HMMs) that was firstly introduced by Lafferty et 

al., 2001.Whereas an ordinary classifier predicts a 

label for a single sample without regard to adja-

cent samples. A CRF can take context into ac-

count. It’s a discriminative of undirected probabil-

istic graphical model. It is used to encode known 

relationships between observations and construct 

consistent interpretations. Conditional random 

field defined conditional probability distribution 

P(Y|X) of given sequence given input sentence. Y 

is the “class label” sequence and X denotes as the 

observation word sequence.  

A common used special case of CRFs is linear 

chain, which has a distribution of:  

 

PΛ(y|x) =
exp(∑ ∑ λkfk(yt−1,yt,x,t)k

T
t=1 )

Zx
 ( 1 ) 

 

Where 𝑓𝑘(𝑦𝑡−1, 𝑦𝑡 , 𝑥, 𝑡) is usually an indicator 

function.   λ𝑘   is the learned weight of the feature 

and Z𝑥  is the normalization factor that sum the 

probability of all state sequences. The feature 

functions can measure any aspect of a state transi-

tion, 𝑦𝑡−1 𝑡𝑜 𝑦𝑡  and the entire observation se-

quence, x, centered at the current time step, t.  

Here we use three conditional random field 

models to calculate the conditional probability of 

the missing sentences, redundant sentences, disor-

der sentences and error selection sentences.  

In training phase, we give the matrix {Word, 

POS, TAG} to denote the sentence of the words 

in the train set. Such as {去, VCL, T} or {去, D, 

F}, the word “去(go)” has many part-of-speech 

in different sentences. The tag “T” means correct 

word in current sentence and tag “F” means error 

word in current sentence. Then we use this train-

ing data to generate the model by Conditional ran-

dom fields. 

In testing phase, we segment and tag POS la-

beling by CKIP Autotag. Then we also use the 

matrix {Word, POS} to denote the words. After 

preprocessing, we can get the tag’s probability of 

testing words by our training models using 

CRF++.  

For example, input the sentence of “但是(but)

駕駛(driver) 都(neither) 裝作(pretend) 沒(not) 
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看到 (see) 或者 (or) 聽到 (hear) 我 (me) 了
(interjection)”. There are some probabilities from 

different models, “Missing 0.872773, Redundant 

0.465524, Selection 0.832839” and judge it is a 

redundant error. So we found every word’s prob-

ability in this sentence. The probability of words 

are show in Table 3. And we found the error word 

is “了”. 

 

Table 3. Probability of Words in the Sentence. 

Word POS Probability 

但是 Cbb T/0.963663 

駕駛 VC T/0.986188 

都 D T/0.975163 

裝作 VF T/0.970347 

沒 D T/0.962676 

看到 VE T/0.984734 

或者 Caa T/0.953170 

聽到 VE T/0.988986 

我 Nh T/0.997955 

了 T F/0.579991 

 

According the probability of tagging, we can 

determine what type’s error and speculate the po-

sition in the sentence. 

2.3 Rule Induction 

There are many special cases of selection error 

types in Chinese. Such as quantifier is one case of 

all. In English, we usually use “a” or “an” to de-

note quantifier. 

But Chinese needs more different quantifiers 

then the other language. In many cases, Chinese 

use ‘個’ as a quantifier. There are more times we 

do not use ‘個’ as a quantifier. About quantifier of 

human we should use ‘位’ or ‘個’. About quanti-

fier of animals we should use ‘隻’, ‘匹’, ‘頭’, or 

‘條’. About quantifier of things we should use 

‘件’. About quantifier of buildings we should use 

‘座’ or ‘棟’. About quantifier of transportations 

we should use ‘臺’, ‘輛’, ‘架’ or ‘艘’ etc. 

We also focused on finding the ordering type of 

the wrong words. There are some rules which we 

follow to finding ordering error. 

 

 Behind the words “把 (let)” is connected 

the POS ‘Nh’ or ‘Na’ or ‘Nep’. 

 Behind the POS ‘VA’ is connected the 

word “跟(with)”, and the POS ‘Nh’ or 

‘Na’ also is connected behind the words 

“跟(with)”. 

 Behind the words “應該(maybe)” or  “ 好

像(like)” or “到底(at last)” is connected 

the POS ‘Nh’ or ‘Na’. 

 Behind the word “已經(already)” is con-

nected the POS ‘Neqa’ or ‘Neu’, and the 

POS ‘P’ or ‘Na’ or ‘VA’ is connected be-

hind the POS ‘Neqa’ or ‘Neu’. 

Above those rules, we can enhance our 

method during the detection grammatical errors. 

3 Result 

To evaluate the performance of our system, we 

used three parameters: precision, recall and f-

score. 

Precision is the fraction of retrieved documents 

that are relevant to the query. 

 

Precision =  
𝑡𝑝

𝑡𝑝 + 𝑓𝑝
 

 

Recall is the fraction of the documents that are 

relevant to the query that are successfully re-

trieved. 

Recall =  
𝑡𝑝

𝑡𝑝 + 𝑓𝑛
 

 

F1-Score is a measure of a test's accuracy. It 

considers both the precision and the recall of the 

test to compute the score. 

 

F1 − score =  2 ∗
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∗ 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
 

 

The comparative study of all the three cases has 

done. And a result of these cases are given in the 

Table 4 and Table 5 with the NLP-TEA 2014 da-

taset.  

In this paper, we collect 2,212 sentences in 

training dataset. And it contains 622 sentences of 

missing, 435 sentences of redundant, 849 sen-

tences of selection and 306 sentences of disorder. 

Then we use two dataset 1,750 sentences from 

NLP-TEA 2014 and 1,000 sentences from NLP-

TEA 2015. 

We can find only use CRF it can’t find many 

error but its precision is better. Then add the rule 

induction can promote the recall means we can 

find more error from test data. Although its preci-

sion is reduced. 
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Table 4. Detection level 

Method Precision Recall F1 

CRF 0.6863 0.2000 0.3097 

CRF + Rule 

Induction 
0.5257 0.4674 0.4949 

Table 5. Identification level 

Method Precision Recall F1-Score 

CRF 0.5897 0.1314 0.2150 

CRF + Rule 

Induction 
0.3549 0.2320 0.2806 

 

Table 6, Table 7, and Table 8 are the perfor-

mance with the NLP-TEA 2015 dataset and com-

pare the other team  

 

Table 6. Detection level 

 Accuracy Precision Recall F1 

NCYU 0.607 0.6112 0.588 0.5994 

CYUT 0.579 0.7453 0.240 0.3631 

NTOU 0.531 0.5164 0.976 0.6754 

 

Table 7. Identification level 

 Accuracy Precision Recall F1 

NCYU 0.463 0.4451 0.300 0.3584 

CYUT 0.525 0.6168 0.132 0.2175 

NTOU 0.225 0.2848 0.364 0.3196 

 

Table 8. Position level 

 Accuracy Precision Recall F1 

NCYU 0.374 0.2460 0.122 0.1631 

CYUT 0.505 0.5287 0.092 0.1567 

NTOU 0.123 0.1490 0.160 0.1543 

 

In detection level (see the Table 6.), our recall 

is better than CYUT’s method. It means we can 

find more error in dataset. And our precision is 

better than NTOU’s method. It means our find 

correct error rate is better, although we find error 

quantity less than NTOU. 

In identification level (Table 7.), it show who 

can find most error and error type is correct. In our 

method, our recall is nearly NTOU’s method, it 

means we find more correct error type than 

CYUT’s method. But our precision is better than 

NTOU’s method. And our F1-Score is the best in 

this level. 

In position level (Table 8.), our method‘s preci-

sion and recall are between the CYUT’s method 

and NTOU’s method. It means our method is not 

illustrious in this level. We consider the reasons 

are our correction is not enough standard. 

4 Conclusion 

In this paper, we present a method using condi-

tional random field model for predicting the gram-

matical error diagnosis for learning Chinese. 

After observe the experiment results, our 

method is acceptable in NLP-TEA 2015. We be-

lieve this system is feasible. This system is useful 

for a foreign who learn Chinese as a second lan-

guage. Even the people who use Chinese as a first 

language might use the wrong grammars. 

There are some issues should be revise. First, 

the CRF models can be improved in some ways, 

such as words tagging or using the parsing tree. 

Second, increase the ranking mechanism to find 

the optimal words to correct the sentence. 
In the future, we will pay attention to improve the 

precision and recall rates in this system. And let it can 

automatic correct the error if the people input the sen-

tences. 
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Abstract 

In this study, we describe our system 

submitted to the 2nd Workshop on Natu-

ral Language Processing Techniques for 

Educational Applications (NLP-TEA-2) 

shared task on Chinese grammatical error 

diagnosis (CGED). We use a statistical 

machine translation method already ap-

plied to several similar tasks (Brockett et 

al., 2006; Chiu et al., 2013; Zhao et al., 

2014). In this research, we examine cor-

pus-augmentation and explore alternative 

translation models including syntax-

based and hierarchical phrase-based 

models. Finally, we show variations us-

ing different combinations of these fac-

tors. 

1 Introduction 

The concept of “translating” an error sentence 

into a correct one was first researched by Brock-

ett et al. (2006). They proposed a statistical ma-

chine translation (SMT) system with noisy chan-

nel model to correct automatically erroneous sen-

tences for learners of English as a Second Lan-

guage (ESL).  

It seems that a statistical machine translation 

toolkit has become increasingly popular for 

grammatical error correction. In the CoNLL-

2014 shared task on English grammatical error 

correction (Ng et al., 2014), four teams of 13 par-

ticipants each used a phrase-based SMT system. 

Grammatical error correction using a phrase-

based SMT system can be improved by tuning 

using evaluation metrics such as F0.5 

(Kunchukuttan et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2014) or 

even a combination of different tuning algo-

rithms (Junczys-Dowmunt and Grundkiewicz, 

2014). In addition, SMT can be merged with oth-

er methods. For example, the language model-

based and rule-based methods can be integrated 

into a single sophisticated but effective system 

(Felice et al., 2014).  

For Chinese, SMT has also been used to cor-

rect spelling errors (Chiu et al., 2013). Further-

more, as is shown in NLP-TEA-1, an SMT sys-

tem can be applied to Chinese grammatical error 

correction if we can employ a large-scale learner 

corpus (Zhao et al., 2014).  

In this study, we extend our previous system 

(Zhao et al., 2014) to the NLP-TEA-2 shared 

task on Chinese grammatical error diagnosis, 

which is based on SMT. The main contribution 

of this study is as follows: 

 We investigate the hierarchical phrase-

based model (Chiang et al., 2005) and 

determine that it yields higher recall and 

thus F score than does the phrase-based 

model, but is less accurate.  

 We increase our Chinese learner corpus 

by web scraping (Yu et al., 2012; Cheng 

et al., 2014) and show that the greater the 

size of the learner corpus, the better the 

performance. 

 We perform minimum error-rate training 

(Och, 2003) using several evaluation met-

rics and demonstrate that tuning improves 

the final F score. 

 

2 Hierarchical phrase-based model 

A hierarchical phase-based model for SMT was 

first suggested by Chiang et al. (2005). The sys-

tem first achieves proper word alignment, and 

instead of extracting phrase alignment, the sys-
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tem extracts rules in the form of synchronous 

context-free grammar (SCFG) rules. In a Chinese 

error correction task, such error-correction rules 

are extracted as follows: 

 

X → (X1 一 好消息 X2,    X1  一个 好消息 X2) 

         (a piece of good news)  

X → (我 有,    我 有) 

 (I have) 

X → (告诉 你,    告诉 你) 

 (to tell you) 

 

The symbols X and Xi here are non-terminal 

and represent all possible phrases. In addition, 

glue rules are used to combine a sequence of Xs 

to form an S. 

The glue rules are given as: 

 S → (X1,  X1) 

 S → (S1X2,  S1X2) 

 A complete derivation of this simple example 

can then be written: 

 

 

To determine a weight of a derivation, this 

model utilizes features such as generation proba-

bility, lexical weights, and phrase penalty. In ad-

dition, to avoid too many distinct yet similar 

translations, rules are constrained by certain fil-

ters that, for example, limit the length of the ini-

tial phrase the number of non-terminals per rule.  

 

3 Chinese Learner Corpora 

3.1 Lang-8 Learner Corpus 

The Lang-8 Chinese Learner Corpus was built by 

extracting error-correct sentence pairs from the 

Internet (Mizumoto et al., 2011; Zhao et al., 

2014). We use it as a training corpus for our 

SMT-based grammatical error diagnosis system 

in NLP-TEA-1.  

However, after we analyzed edit distance (ED) 

between error-correct sentence pairs based on 

word level, we determined it may not be suitable 

for training our translation model. As Figugre 1 

shows, NLP-TEA-2 training data has ED mostly 

from 1 to 3 whereas Lang-8 Chinese Corpus has 

many ED longer than 4. 

This is reasonable because the NLP-TEA-2 

training data are extracted from essays written by 

high-level Chinese learners and, in most cases, 

these learners produce only one- or two-word-

mistakes. By contrast, Lang-8 is a language ex-

change social networking website where sen-

tences  are written by language learners of any 

level. If we use this corpus as it currently exists, 

sentences having too long ED may confuse the 

SMT system.  

Therefore, we cleaned the Lang-8 Chinese 

Learner Corpus by randomly sampling sentence 

pairs whose ED is between 4 and 8 and deleting 

sentences pairs whose ED is longer than 8. This 

ensures it has a similar ED distribution to that of 

the NLP-TEA-2 training data. After cleaning, the 

number of sentences in the corpus decreased 

from 95,000 to approximately 58,000. 

 
 

 
Figure 1: Distribution of ED in different data sets. 

The distribution of ED in the Lang-8 Chinese 

Learner Corpus shown here is prior to cleaning. 

 

3.2 HSK Dynamic Essay Corpus 

In this shared task, we augment the Chinese 

learner corpus with another learner corpus ex-

tracted from the Internet (Yu et al., 2012; Cheng 

et al., 2014). The HSK Dynamic Essay Corpus
1
 

is one such corpus built by Beijing Language and 

Culture University. In this corpus, approximately 

11,000 essays are collected from HSK Chinese 

tests taken by foreign Chinese language learners, 

and error sentences are annotated with special 

marks. 

For example: 

 

这就{CQ 要}由有关部门和政策管理制度来控制。 

                                                 
1  http://nlp.blcu.edu.cn/online-systems/hsk-language-lib-

indexing-system.html 
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where {CQ 要} refers to a redundant word and is 

revised with the word that follows it. 

  

    可是这两个问题同时{CJX}要解决非常不容易。 

where {CJX} refers to a reordering error. 

 

However, detaching an erroneous sentence 

and a corresponded correction sentence from an 

annotated one as above is not easy because we 

don’t know the position information of the reor-

dering error. Moreover, such detachment is also 

difficult when dealing with some more complex 

errors, for example, a “ba (把)” error  (a special 

preference of active voice in Chinese) or “bei 

(被)” error (a special preference of passive voice 

in Chinese), if we depend only on such marks. 

Thus, we extracted sentences having only in-

sertion, deletion, or replacement errors. We also 

cleaned the HSK corpus by deleting sentences 

pairs having too long ED as described. As a re-

sult, the corpus now contains approximately 

59,000 sentences. The distribution of ED in the 

combined corpus is shown in Figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 2: Distribution of ED in combined corpus. 

 

4 Tuning 

As previously described, an SMT system with 

tuning is proved to perform better than one with-

out tuning. Because this shared task uses several 

evaluation metrics such as accuracy, F1 score, 

and FP rate, we tune our system using all these 

metrics with minimum error rate training (MERT) 

(Och, 2003) at identification level
1
. Our linear 

evaluation score is computed according to the 

following: 

                                                 
1 Detection level: All error types will be regarded as incor-

rect. Identification level: All error types should be clearly 

identified, i.e., Redundant, Missing, Disorder, and Selection. 

Position level: The system results should be perfectly iden-

tical with the quadruples of gold standard. 

 We tried to tune in position level but we omit these results 

since this attempt mostly failed. 

 

Score =α*Accuracy+β* F0.5+γ*(1-FP_rate) 

where α+β+γ = 1.0. 

 

We conducted a series of preliminary experi-

ments to discover the most effective set of pa-

rameters. We followed Kunchukuttan et al. 

(2014) and Wang et al. (2014) in using F0.5 in-

stead of F1. In other words, we expected our sys-

tem to have high accuracy because, as Ng et al. 

say in CoNLL-2014, “it is important for a gram-

mar checker that its proposed corrections are 

highly accurate in order to gain user acceptance.” 

However, we discovered that even when we used 

a parameter set of α=0.0, β=1.0, andγ=0.0, 

we still failed to reach a satisfactory correction 

rate.  

Finally, we use α=0.5, β=0.0, andγ=0.5 as 

a final parameter set for phrase-based and hierar-

chical phrase-based systems because it produces 

the greatest number of corrections at identical 

level among our in-house experiments. In addi-

tion, our in-house experiments revealed that an 

improper parameter set could produce a reasona-

ble but unacceptable result. We discuss this as-

pect with reference to an experiment regarding a 

syntax-based system in the next section. 

 

5 Experiment and Results 

5.1 Official Runs 

We followed the WAT2015
2
 baseline system 

to build phrase-based and hierarchical phrase-

based SMT systems. This involves segmenting 

words using Stanford Word Segmenter version 

2014-01-04, running GIZA++ v1.07 on training 

corpus in both directions, and parsing Chinese 

sentences with Berkeley parser (for java 1.7). We 

ran Moses v2.11 for decoding using the same 

parameters with the WAT2015 baseline. We 

trained two hierarchical phrase-based systems 

using different sized corpora according to wheth-

er the HSK corpus is included. For error classifi-

cation, we followed Zhao et al. (2014) to identify 

error types and locate the positions of errors. 

All three runs we submitted are shown in Ta-

ble 1. In addition, the results of our runs at posi-

tion level are shown in Table 2. RUN3 produced 

more corrections and obtained a higher F1 score 

at position level than did the other runs. However, 

                                                 
2 http://orchid.kuee.kyoto-u.ac.jp/WAT/ 
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it is inferior in terms of accuracy and FP rate 

compared to RUN2. 

At position level, the phrase-based system 

generated only 15 correct predictions and among 

them only one Disorder and no Selection types 

appeared. By contrast, the hierarchical system 

performed much better, as it successfully pre-

dicted seven Disorder and five Selection types. 

In addition, it produced more correct predictions 

on Missing and Redundant types.  

 

TMU-RUN1 Lang-8 + hierarchical 

TMU-RUN2 Lang-8 + HSK + phrase-based 

TMU-RUN3 Lang-8 + HSK + hierarchical 

Table 1: Three RUNs submitted by TMU  

(Tokyo Metropolitan University) team. 

 

 FP rate Accuracy Precision Recall F1 

RUN1 0.478 0.270 0.0363 0.0180 0.0241 

RUN2 0.134 0.449 0.1928 0.0320 0.0549 

RUN3 0.350 0.362 0.1745 0.07400 0.1039 

Table 2: Final test result of TMU RUNs at position 

level. 

 

5.2 Hierarchical Phrase-based Model 

We provide an example of the official test set 

to explain why hierarchical phrase-based systems 

appear to be more effective than those that are 

phrase-based. The following Chinese sentence is 

used: 

 B1-1033: 其中有一个人丢护照了。 

 (One of them lost his passport.) 

 In a hierarchical-phrase-based system and ac-

cording to the synchronous CFG rule, the partial 

derivation of the phrase “丢 护照 了 (lost his 

passport)” is: 

    (X, X)→(丢 X1       ,   丢 X1) 

         →(丢 X2 了, 丢 了 X2) 

         →(丢 护照 了, 丢 了 护照) 

where X denotes any phrase. Because “X 了” 

wrongly written as “了 X” is a typical Disorder 

error in Chinese sentences, the hierarchical 

phrase-based system extracts the rule X→(X 了, 

了 X) and weighs it highly when training on the 

corpus. This means the model actually examined 

syntax errors in sentences. By contrast, the 

phrase-based system lacks the ability to identify 

syntax errors. Therefore, this translation model is 

less effective than the hierarchical phrase-based 

system, as it failed to select a correct translation 

such as “丢 了 X.” 

5.3 Corpus Augmentation 

According to the results shown in Table 4, ex-

panding the corpus has a beneficial effect. In 

RUN1, the F1 score of 0.024 means it nearly 

failed to produce any correction prediction. 

However, after we increased the corpus size, the 

F1 score increased to 0.10. The improved F1 

score with corpus augmentation is illustrated in 

Figure 3. Among F1 scores, our RUN3 ranks 

exactly in the middle of 15 RUNS of all teams. 

 

Figure 3: F1 score improved with corpus aug-

mentation. The solid line represents results of our 

in-house test. The Xs represent results of this 

open task. 

 

5.4 Tuning 

To determine the effect of tuning for improv-

ing the two systems, we developed a test on the 

NLP-TEA-1 training set offered by organizers. 

Table 3 shows a contrast between tuned and 

untuned systems. As with the English grammati-

cal error correction task, MERT clearly boosts 

the F1 score in this task. We tuned the system 

using the Z-MERT toolkit (Zaidan, 2009). 

 
 F1 Score 

Phrase-based 
Hierarchical-

phrase-based 

Untuned 0.0513 0.0868 

Tuned 0.0701 0.1080 

Table 3: F1 score of SMT-based grammatical error 

correction system on NLP-TEA-1 dataset, with and 

without tuning. 

 

To compare different syntax-based systems, we 

also developed a string-to-tree (s2t) SMT system. 

However, in our attempt to tune it, we failed to 

obtain a best set of parameters. We first tried a 

parameter set of (0.5, 0.0, 0.5), which performs 

most effectively with the phrase-based model. 

However, it failed to improve the F1 score, as is 

shown in Table 4. 
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 FP_Rate Accuracy Precision Recall F1 

Untuned 0.3973 0.4087 0.1042 0.0787 0.0896 

Tuned 0.1029 0.4747 0.0480 0.0057 0.0102 

Table 4: Tuning result suitable to an evalua-

tion score but unacceptable for its low precision 

and recall. 

 

The system is clearly optimized to achieve the 

best performance in terms of FP rate and accura-

cy. However, this is because, as experiments 

showed, the system produces nearly all negative 

predictions, which causes low precision and re-

call, as increasing true negatives improves both 

the accuracy and FP rate. We determined thatα

=0.5, β=0.0, γ=0.5 may not be a “good” pa-

rameter set in this situation, even though it 

seemed acceptable for a preliminary experiment. 

Unfortunately, we did not identify any parameter 

sets that can generate more acceptable results 

than can the s2t system without tuning.  

 

6 Conclusion 

We have described a Chinese grammatical error 

correction system based on SMT for the TMU-

NLP team. First, we examined hierarchical 

phrase-based and string-to-tree translation mod-

els of SMT on CGED. Second, we constructed 

an error-correction parallel corpus based on the 

HSK Dynamic Essay Corpus, which is nearly 

equal in size to the Lang-8 Chinese Learner Cor-

pus. We then cleaned and combined the two into 

a single expanded corpus. Third, we tuned the 

system with a linear combination of evaluation 

metrics using MERT. Finally, we showed that 

the augmented corpus considerably improved 

performance. In addition, the hierarchical phrase-

based translation model generated a higher F1 

score than did the phrase-based model.  

For future research, we will attempt to expand 

the corpus further. A possible direction in build-

ing a large-scale parallel corpus is to introduce 

errors artificially to correct sentences. This has 

already been applied in an English error correc-

tion task of Yuan and Felice (2013). In addition, 

we confirmed that our system produces correct 

predictions in generated N-best output. However, 

oracle predictions were not selected during de-

coding. To solve this, we will employ a much 

more powerful language model such as the 

Google n-gram model as well as a re-ranking 

approach on the N-best output. 
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Abstract 

This paper describes our system in the 

Chinese Grammatical Error Diagnosis 

(CGED) task for learning Chinese as a 

Foreign Language (CFL). Our work 

adopts a hybrid model by integrating rule-

based method and n-gram statistical 

method to detect Chinese grammatical 

errors, identify the error type and point out 

the position of error in the input sentences. 

Tri-gram is applied to disorder mistake. 

And the rest of mistakes are solved by the 

conservation rules sets. Empirical 

evaluation results demonstrate the utility 

of our CGED system. 

1 Introduction 

Chinese as a foreign language (CFL) is booming 

in recent decades. The number of (CFL) learners 

is expected to become larger for the years to 

come (Xiong et al., 2014). But the flexibility and 

complication in Chinese morphology, 

pronunciations and grammar make Chinese 

become one of the hardest languages to learn. If 

you cannot make good use of the grammatical 

rules, maybe the many different meaning or error 

meaning of the sentence will be get. Empirically, 

there were 2 errors per student essay on average 

in a learners' corpus (Chen et al.,2011).From 

some previous research on second language 

acquisition, it indicated that effective provision 

of corrective feedback can contribute to the 

development of grammatical competence in 

second language learners ( Fathman and Whalley, 

1990; Ashwell, 2000; Ferris and Robers, 2001; 

Chandler, 2003). Therefore developing a check 

tool which can automatically detect and correct 

Chinese grammatical errors is a very important 

and useful work for foreigners to learn Chinese. 

And it helps to detect the wrong grammar from a 

large number of documents. 

Recently, there were a number of shared task 

of grammatical error correction for learners, 

including the CoNLL-2013 (Ng et al., 2013), the 

CoNLL-2014 (Ng et al., 2014), the ICCE-2014 

(Yu et al., 2014), the Chinese Grammatical Error 

Diagnosis (CGED) task, etc. These tasks have 

been organized to provide a common platform 

for comparing and developing automatic Chinese 

grammatical error diagnosis system. 

In NLP, grammar diagnosis is a difficult 

problem for sentence comprehension. In English, 

so much research is under way up to now and 

many learning assistance tools were developed 

by natural language processing technology to 

detect and correct the grammatical errors of EFL 

learners (Chodorow et al., 2012; Leacock et al, 

2010).  And the demand for automatic Chinese 

proofreading has driven an increase in study for 

this task in Chinese area. Cheng et al. (2014) and 

Yu and Chang (2012) designed word order error 

detection technology focused on the Chinese 

sentences in the HSK Dynamic Composition 

Corpus. Yuan and Felice (2013) proposed the use 

of phrase-based statistical machine translation to 

grammatical error correction.  Chang et al. (2012) 

presented a rule-based learning algorithm 

combined with a log-likelihood function to 

identify error types in Chinese texts. In summary, 

all of these methods mainly focus on the 

statistical machine learning (SML) like n-gram 

language model (LM) and rule-based method, 

indicating that SML model and rule-based 

method still being useful and effective for 

Chinese grammatical correcting.  
This paper propose a hybrid model for CGED 
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shared task by integrating rule-based methods 

and n-gram statistical methods to detect Chinese 

grammatical errors, identify the error type and 

point out the position of error in the input 

sentences. The rule-based method provides 405 

handcrafted rules (Missing rule-30, Redundant 

rule-75, Selection rule-300) constructed from the 

training set provided by organizer to identify 

potential rule violations in input sentences and 

correct the error sentences. Tri-gram is applied to 

disorder mistake. After the above special 

processes, once the candidate sentence set does 

not have only one sentence, we adopt two 

strategies: first is a general process, in which the 

n-gram statistical method relies on the n-gram 

scores of both standard (correct) corpus and four 

non-standard (incorrect) training corpora is used 

to determine the correction and the error type in 

the input sentence, and second is just adjusting 

the priority among four special processes. 
The remainder of this paper is structured as 

follows. Section 2 provides an overview of 

related work. Section 3 presents the rule we write 

and the tri-gram model we build. Section 4 

presents our results. Section 5 is discussion of 

future work concludes the paper. 

2 The Proposed System 

2.1 System Overview 

Figure 1 shows the flowchart of our CGED 

system. The system is mainly composed by two 

processes: preprocess and main process. In 

addition, main process contains two subprocesses: 

special process and general process.  

 
Figure 1. The flowchart of the hybrid CGED system. 
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It performs CGED in the following steps: 

1. Given a test sentence, the CGED system 

gets the character chunks in the sentence with 

POS. 

2. For each chunk in this sentence, the system 

will enumerate every rule in the missing, 

redundant and selection rules sets. In the 

meanwhile, we got the all permutations of the 

chunks. What’s more we use tri-gram model (We 

use the corpus of CCL
1
 to generate the frequency 

of tri-gram) to calculate the probabilities of each 

generated sentence in the all permutations and 

pop the highest one. We will get a candidate 

sentence set after this step. 

3. If the candidate sentence set has only one 

sentence, the system will return related data 

based on the sentence. However, if the candidate 

sentence set does not have only one sentence, 

system will carry out the general process.  

2.2 Preprocess 

Preprocess in the system contains two modules: 

Chinese word segmentation and part-of-speech 

tagging. We uses “Jieba” Chinese text 

segmentation
2
 and NLPIR/ ICTCLAS Chinese 

text segmentation
3
 to achieve the goal. A set of 

chunks with POS will be generated after this 

process.  

2.3 Main Process 

Main process contains two subprocess: special 

process and general process. Special process has 

four different processes applied to detect and 

correct the sentence with correspondent 

grammatical error. General process decides 

sentences’ error type through the Bayes model 

trained by data set from NTNU, if the sentence 

input has grammatical error. After that, we deal 

with the sentence according to its error type. If 

the candidate sentence set does not have only one 

sentence, system will carry out the general 

process. 

3 Special processes and General process 

3.1 Special processes 

Disorder process 

For the case of the missing syntax, we use the 

method as follow: System generates the all 

permutations of chunk set from preprocess. Then 

it calculates the probability of each sentence in 

                                                           
1 ccl.pku.edu.cn:8080/ccl_corpus/index.jsp?dir=xiandai 
2 https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba 
3 http://ictclas.nlpir.org/ 

the sentence set generated by method above 

through tri-gram. If the highest probability one 

differs from the origin one, system judges that 

the sentence has disorder error. Result generated 

by the tri-gram model used in this system has the 

lowest degree of confidence among the special 

processes. As a result, disorder process has the 

lowest priority level. 

Figure 2 shows the process of disorder error 

detection and correction (“O” original, “M” 

modified). 

 

 
Figure 2. The process of disorder error detection 

and correction. 

Missing process 

For the case of the missing syntax, this paper 

uses rules to deal with them. Through the 

collection of the grammar deletion, extract the 

sentence features of the deletion of the grammar, 

and analyze the grammar and summarize the 

relevant rules.  

We intend to extract common phrase 

structures from the training concentrate which 

has the missing syntax. The sentence structures 

containing the similar syntax are summed up, 

and the structural features of the sentence are 

summarized. For the missing part of syntax, we 

sum up about 30 rules consisting of the 

simplified structure of the sentence, and we give 

the corresponding correction rules. The common 

syntax missing sentence structures are similar to 

the rules: “m+n+v”, “r+v+j+v+a+v”, 

“c+r+d+v+m+a”, we give the error correction 

rule that corresponds to it: “m+n+v+ 了 ”, 

“r+v+j+v+a+的 +v”, “c+r+d+v+很 +m+a”. We 

O: 所以我不會讓失望她 

Segmentation: 所以/c我/r不會/v讓/v失望/v

她/r 

All Permutations:  

1） 所以我不會讓失望她 

2） 所以我不會讓她失望  

(Highest probability in tri-gram) 

3） 所以我不會失望她讓 

4） 所以我讓失望她不會 

5） 所以不會讓失望她我 

6） 我不會讓失望她所以 

7） 所以我不會失望讓她 

8） 所以我讓失望不會她 

9） 所以不會讓失望我她 

… 

M: 所以我不會讓她失望 
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summed up the rules of missing detection to the 

training set contains 60% of the missing part of 

the grammar of the sentence, the investigation of 

the sentence probability is 40%, the sentence 

correct probability of 15%. 

Figure 3 shows the process of missing error 

detection and correction (“O” original, “M” 

modified). 

 

 

Figure 3. The process of missing error detection 

and correction. 

Redundant process 

Considering the redundant mistakes have strong 

syntax structure, this paper use rules to deal with 

the redundant mistakes. Previous work is done 

like the method of dealing with missing mistakes. 

Through the collection of the grammar redundant, 

extract the sentence features of the redundant of 

the grammar, and analyze the grammar and 

summarize the relevant rules. Then we intend to 

extract common phrase structures from the 

training concentrate which has redundant 

mistakes. The sentence structures containing the 

similar syntax are summed up, and the structural 

features of the sentence are summarized.  

For the redundant part of syntax, we sum up 

about 75 rules. Rules are in form of the pattern as 

(wrong pattern, revised pattern, position mark) 

such as (“v+m+nr+ul”, ”v+m+nr”, 4), (“v+ul 

+n”, ”v+n”,2), (“v+n+c+d+uv+v”, “v+n+d 

+uv+v”, 3). The position mark takes an 

important part in the case of the wrong pattern 

has two same tags such as “v+v+r+uj+n” in 

(“v+v+r+uj+n”, “v+r+uj+n”, 1) .In this case, the 

position mark can prevent from deleting the 

second “v” which will turn the result into wrong 

direction. 

We detection to the redundant part of the 

training set discovers that the rules has covered 

118 sentences, accounting to 27.4%. In the 

covered cases, there are 71 sentences have been 

corrected rightly, accounting to 60.1% correct 

probability. Figure 4 shows the process of 

redundant error detection and correction (“O” 

original, “M” modified). 

 

 
Figure 4. The process of redundant error detection 

and correction. 

Selection process 

In linguistics, selection denotes the ability of 

specific words to determine the semantic 

contents of their arguments. It is a semantic 

concept, whereas subcategorization is a syntactic 

one. For the cases of selection syntax, this paper 

takes a more empirical approach to deal with 

them. We intended to summarize the relevant 

rules by observing the semantic relations of those 

specific words with parse tree and dependency 

tree. Unfortunately, we did not have enough time 

and resources to do it. We had to extract the 

sentence features of selection syntax, analyze the 

grammar and summarize the rules artificially. 

Through the previous 50% of the training 

corpus, we can collect the specific words. Then 

we extract the collocation of those specific words 

Case1: 

O: 晚上五點半他們到了火車站去 

Segmentation: 晚上/t 五點半/m 他們/r 到/v 

了/ul 火車/n 站/v 去/v 

Rule: (“v+ul+n”, “ v+n”, 2) 

M: 晚上五點半他們到火車站去 
 
Case 2:  

O: 她們一起看美國的電影 

Segmentation: 她們/r 一起/m 看/v 美國/ns 的

/uj 電影/n 

Rule: (“ns+uj+n”, ”ns+n”, 2) 

M:她們一起看美國電影 
 
Case 3: 

O: 我发现了你乱丢垃圾 

Segmentation: 我/r 发现/v 了/ul 你/r 乱丢垃

圾/n 

Rule: (“v+ul+r”, “ v+r”, 2) 

M: 我发现你乱丢垃圾 

Case1: 

O: 我高興我的老師是那位小姐 

Segmentation: 我/r 高興/a 我/r 的/uj 老師/n 

是/v 那位/r 小姐/nr 

Detection rule: “r+b+r+uj+n+v+r+nr” 

Correction rule: “r+很+b+r+uj+n+v+r+nr” 

M: 我很高興我的老師是那位小姐 
 
Case 2:  

O:  他爬三個小時 

Segmentation: 他/r 爬/v 三個/m 小/a 時/ng 

Detection rule: “r+v+m+n” 

Correction rule: “r+v+了+m+n” 

M: 他爬了三個小時 
 
Case 3: 

O: 我是你小學朋友 

Segmentation: 我/r 是/v 你/r 小學/n 朋友/n 

Detection rule: “r+v+r+n+n” 

Correction rule: “r+v+r+n+的+n” 

M: 我是你小學的朋友 
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to make the rules. In this paper, we use the 

NLPIR Chinese Word Segmentation to segment 

the sentences. The sentences containing the same 

specific words and similar syntax are summed up, 

and then we summarize the rule, a single 

generative equation for these sentences. Around 

300 rules are made and we also give the 

corresponding correction rules. We find the way 

to be great because some rules have good 

generalization ability. Most common syntax 

selection sentence structures are similar to the 

rules like:“.[^部]/mq+電影”, “z+的+vn”, and we 

give the error correction rules that correspond to 

them: “.部 /mq+電影”, “z+地+vn”. However, 

since we extract the rules by human beings, the 

rules are limited and even some of them are not 

very reasonable.  

Figure 5 shows the process of selection error 

detection and correction (“O” original, “M” 

modified).  
 

 
Figure 5. The process of selection error detection 

and correction 

3.2 General process 

In this section, we describe an approach of 

general process to grammatical error diagnosis 

where the special process cannot well diagnose 

the error. Inspired by existing related work, we 

considered a frequency-based solution to 

approach the task. Therefore we use a frequency-

based approach comparing n-gram frequency 

lists to both the standard corpus and the non-

standard (error) corpus. The standard corpus 

above is made of correct sentences extracted 

from the training corpus provided by the shared 

task organizers and the error sentences consist of 

the non-standard corpus. The assumption behind 

this approach is that comparing a standard corpus 

to a non-standard corpus using frequency-based 

methods levels out non-standard features present 

in the non-standard corpus. These features are 

very likely to be, in the case of this corpus, 

grammatical errors.  

As discussed above, we can acquire the 

keyword lists are produced by comparing two 

corpora (a standard corpus and a non-standard 

corpus) using association metrics such as log-

likelihood, chi-square or mutual information. 

These keywords usually reflect salient features of 

the learner corpus. In the case of the present 

comparison, it is safe to assume that a reasonable 

amount of salient features from the learner 

corpus will be in frequent distributions of words 

which are very likely to be errors.  

For proving our approach, we pre-processed 

the training corpus provided by organizers. As 

Chinese is a logographic language we treat every 

character in isolation in this process. Firstly, We 

separate the correct sentences and the error 

sentences from the training corpus to construct 

the standard corpus and non-standard corpora 

(for the task have four kind of errors so we will 

acquire four non-standard corpora, respectively 

the disorder corpus, the missing corpus, the 

redundant corpus, the selection corpus) and then 

extract the n-grams keywords from all corpora 

including the standard and the four non-standard 

corpora).By respectively comparing the four 

non-standard corpora to the standard corpus, we 

can extract the four kinds of a list of 

ungrammatical n-grams list corresponding to the 

four kinds of non-standard corpora and treat 

them as key expressions. This calculation 

returned us a list of 22071 ungrammatical n-

grams (disorderset-5075, missingset-1035, 

redundantset-7810, selectionset-8151) not 

present in the standard corpus. In these 

experiments we just used the tri-gram set 

extracted from the corpus .With these n-gram 

lists, we trained a classifiers to identify the 

grammatical error type. An n-gram based 

Multinomial Naive Bayes (MNB) classifiers to 

identify grammatical error sentences using the 

formula below: 
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where p(s) is the probability of the sentence. We 

need to calculate the sentence’s probability in the 

four corpus and by comparing the probability of 

Case1: 

O: 你決定那個電影 

Segmentation:你/rr決定/v那個/rz電影/n 

Detection rule: .[^部]/mq+電影 

Correction rule: .部/mq+電影 

M: 你決定那部電影 

 

Case 2:  

O:  我要清清楚楚的說明 

Segmentation:我/rr要/v清清楚楚/z的

/ude1说明/vn 

Detection rule: z+的+vn 

Correction rule: z+地+vn 

M: 我要清楚地說明 
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the four error type, we can select the error type 

having the maximum probability as the candidate. 

If all probability is less than the threshold x, we 

regard the sentences as the correct sentence. 

After a number of tests we found that the proper 

optimal value.  

4 Empirical Evaluation 

4.1 Task  

The goal of this shared task, i.e. Chinese 

Grammatical Error Diagnosis (CGED) task for 

CFL is developing the computer-assisted tools to 

diagnose several kinds of grammatical errors, i.e., 

redundant word, missing word, word disorder, 

and word selection. The system should indicate 

which kind of error type is embedded in the 

given sentence and it’s occurred positions. 

Passages of CFL (Chinese as a Foreign 

Language) learners’ essays selected from the 

National Taiwan Normal University (NTNU) 

learner corpus are used for training purpose. The 

training data (consisting of 2212 grammatical 

errors) is provided as practice. The final test data 

set for the evaluation consists of 1000 passages 

cover different grammatical errors. 

4.2 Metrics 

The criteria for judging correctness are:  

(1) Detection level: Binary classification of a 

given sentence, i.e., correct or incorrect should 

be completely identical with the gold standard. 

All error types will be regarded as incorrect.  

(2) Identification level: This level could be 

considered as a multi-class categorization 

problem. In addition to correct instances, all 

error types should be clearly identified, i.e., 

redundant, missing, disorder, and selection.  

(3) Position level: Besides identifying the error 

types, this level also judges the positions of 

erroneous range. That is, the system results 

should be perfectly identical with the quadruples 

of gold standard. The following metrics are 

measured in both levels with the help of the 

confusion matrix.  

In CGED task of the NLP-TEA 2015 (The 2nd 

Workshop on Natural Language Processing 

Techniques for Educational Applications), 13 

metrics are measured in both levels to score the 

performance of a CGED system. They are False 

Positive Rate (FPR), Detection Accuracy (DA), 

Detection Precision (DP), Detection Recall (DR), 

Detection F-score (DF), Identification Accuracy 

(IA), Identification Precision (IP), Identification 

Recall (IR), Identification F-score (IF), Position 

Accuracy (PA), Position Precision (PP), Position 

Recall (PR) and Position F-score (PF). 

4.3 Evaluation Results 

The CGED task of CFL attracted 13 research 

teams. Among 13 registered teams, 6 participants 

submitted their testing results. For formal testing, 

each participant can submit at most three runs 

that use different models or parameter settings. 

Finally, there are 18 runs submitted in total.  

Validation 

We use the 30% of NLP-TEA-1 CFL Datasets 

(Yu et al., 2014) as validation set to test the 

effect and performance of the four special 

processes and the MNB. Table 1 shows the 

validation results.  

Test1 validates the four special processes and 

gives different type of rules the same privileges 

when the candidate sentence set does not have 

only one sentence after special process. The 

detective accuracy of the four special processes 

in this test, i.e. redundant, selection, missing, and 

disorder are 0.934, 0.967, 0.828, and 0.491 

respectively.  

Thus, we perform three tests which give lower 

priority to disorder process when the candidate 

sentence set does not have only one sentence 

after special process: 

Test2 (Redundant = Selection = Missing > 

Disorder): This test gives different type of rules 

the same privileges, and gives the minimum 

priority to the disorder process.  

 

 DP DR DF IP IR IF PP PR PF 

Test1 0.486 0.508 0.496 0.171 0.111 0.135 0.038 0.021 0.027 

Test2 0.494 0.643 0.559 0.192 0.156 0.172 0.056 0.039 0.046 

Test3 0.494 0.643 0.559 0.198 0.162 0.178 0.060 0.042 0.049 

Test4 0.522 0.285 0.369 0.281 0.102 0.150 0.103 0.030 0.047 

Test5 0.504 0.976 0.665 0.160 0.183 0.171 0.021 0.021 0.021 

Table 1. Validation results of NLP-TEA-1 CFL Datasets. 
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Test3 (Redundant = Selection > Missing > 

Disorder):  This test decrease the priority of 

missing in order to adjust the collision rate of 

redundant rules and missing rules. 

Test4 (Redundant = Selection = Missing && 

Disorder = 0):  This test is the result using the 

method of Run1 without the disorder process in 

order to reduce the wrong judgment rate. 

And we make another test, Test5, for using 

MNB when candidate sentence set does not have 

only one sentence after special process.  

We found the approach using MNB (Test5) 

has mostly no advantage with that only using 

special process (Test2, Test3, and Test4). 

Therefore, the three runs of our system submitted 

to NLP-TEA-2 CLF final test are all based on the 

four special processes. 

NLP-TEA-2 CLF final test  

Table 2 shows the evaluation results of the NLP-

TEA-2 CFL final test. Run1, Run2 and Run3 are 

the three runs of our system corresponding to 

Test2, Test3, Test4, respectively. The “Best” 

indicates the high score of each metric achieved 

in CGED task. The “Average” represents the 

average of the 18 runs. As we can see from Table 

2, we achieve a result close to the average level. 

Some typical errors of our current system will be 

presented in the next subsection, and the 

corresponding improvements are summarized in 

the last section. 

4.4 Error Analysis  

Figure 6 shows some typical error examples of 

our system (“R” right sentence, “M” modified). 

This approach has several defects: if the 

segmentation results are wrong, and even wrong 

segmented place to the synthesis of the word 

having grammatical errors, it will lead later 

processing meaningless. And the tri-gram effect 

depends on the corpus. The Bad-case tri-gram 

extracted from the training corpus may not 

appear in the test set, which will affect the 

validity of the error correction. On the other hand, 

 
Figure 6. Error examples. 

 

we use the extraction rules to correct the 

sentences that are syntax errors. First, training set 

cannot guarantee the existence of all syntax 

errors. Second, we extract the rules represents 

only a part of the grammar rules, and grammar 

mistakes in language is infinite, rules are not 

represented at all. 
 

 FPR DA DP DR DF IA IP IR IF PA PP PR PF 

Run1 0.620 0.505 0.504 0.630 0.560 0.287 0.238 0.194 0.214 0.217 0.080 0.054 0.065 

Run2 0.636 0.503 0.502 0.642 0.564 0.279 0.234 0.194 0.212 0.209 0.078 0.054 0.064 

Run3 0.266 0.503 0.506 0.272 0.354 0.416 0.269 0.098 0.144 0.385 0.119 0.036 0.055 

Average 0.538 0.534 0.560 0.607 0.533 0.335 0.329 0.208 0.233 0.263 0.166 0.064 0.085 

Best 0.082 0.607 0.7453 1.000 0.675 0.525 0.617 0.364 0.358 0.505 0.529 0.160 0.174 

Table 2. Evaluation results of NLP-TEA-2 CFL final test. 

Case 1 ( Redundant)  

R: 我碰到一个小孩 

Segmentation: 我/r 碰到/v 一个/m 小孩/n 

Rule:(“r+v+m”, “r+m”,2) 

M: 我一个小孩 
 
Case 2 (Missing)  

R: 我看到一輛車的時候  

Segmentation: 我/r 看到/v 一輛/m 車/n 的/uj 

時候/n 

Detection rule: “r+v+m+n” 

Correction rule: “r+v+m+n+了” 

M: 我看到一輛車了的時候  
 
Case 3 (Disorder) 

R: 最近很難找到工作 

Segmentation: 最近/f 很/d 難/a 找到/v 工作

/vn 

All Permutations:  

1）  最近很難工作找到 

2）  最近很工作難找到 

3）  最近工作很難找到 

4）  工作最近很難找到 

5）  工作很难找到最近 

(Highest probability in tri-gram) 

… 

M: 工作很难找到最近 
 
Case 4 (Selection) 

R: 我看到的是她很失望的臉 

Segmentation: 我/r 看到/v 的/uj 是/v 她/r 很/d 

失望/v 的/uj 臉/n  

Detection rule: “看到 + r”  

Correction rule: “看見 + r” 

M: 我看見的是她很失望的臉 
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In the first case about redundant, our rules 

(r+v+m) are in line with the sentence structure 

(我/r 碰到/v 一个/m), but the corrected sentence 

(r+m) is not correct. This sentence is a case of 

the missing, which has the same sentence 

structure of the redundant rule. The case should 

be due to the conflict between the redundant 

rules and the missing rules, which has match the 

same sentence structure. 

In the second case about missing, we extracted 

the rule (r+v+m+n) from the sentence (我/r 沒有

/v 很多/m 時間/n) in the corpus. The corrected 

rule for this type of sentence is: “r+v+m+n+了”. 

However, this sentence is a case of the redundant, 

which has the same sentence structure of the 

missing rule. The case should be due to the 

conflict between the redundant rules and the 

missing rules, which has match the same 

sentence structure. 

In the third case about disorder, the highest 

score in the tri-gram is not the result expected, 

because only using the POS and the sequence of 

words as a component of the rules has certain 

limitations. And tri-gram method could not 

distinguish long distance displacement. 

In the fourth case about selection, there are 

two reasons for the wrong selection: incorrect 

usage of quantifiers and function words (“的”等

虚词). Under this scenario, the artificial rules are 

hard to cover completely. Only using the POS 

and the sequence of words as the elements of the 

rules, it cannot resolve the problem of conflict of 

rules. As in the case, our rule (看到 + rr -> 看见 

+ rr) cannot be applied to the current test 

sentence, the corresponding rule to correct the 

sentence into a wrong sentence. 

5 Conclusions and Future Work 

This paper presents the development and 

preliminary evaluation of the system from team 

of South China Agricultural University (SCAU) 

that participated in the CGED shared task. We 

have developed hybrid model by integrating rule-

based method and n-gram statistical method to 

detect Chinese grammatical errors, identify the 

error type and point out the position of error in 

the input sentences. Tri-gram is applied to 

disorder mistake. And the rest of mistakes are 

solved by the 405 handcrafted rules (Missing 

rule-30, Redundant rule-75, Selection rule-300).    

It is our first attempt on Chinese grammatical 

error diagnosis, and our system achieves a result 

close to the average level. However, we still have 

a long way from the state-of-arts results. Due to 

limitation of time and resources in this task, we 

have to summarize the relevant rules by 

extracting the sentence features of selection 

syntax, analyzing the grammar and summarize 

the rules artificially instead of observing the 

semantic relations of those specific words with 

parse tree and dependency tree. Future work will 

use a more effective way to capture rules to 

further improve the CGED. Future work will not 

only aim at diagnosing grammatical errors, but 

also explore ways to correct grammatical errors. 
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